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POPULAR FRENCH NOVELS
Listed below are the more popular titles from some of the most celebrated & eminent French writers. Each 
is a complete work in a paperback edition.
SO0586 ANOUILH: Antigone ISBN:9782710381419 $15.95
HA2894 BA: Une Si Longue Lettre ISBN:9782842612894 $16.95
FO1653 BARBERY: L’Élégance du Hérisson ISBN:9782070464326 $21.95
DT60 BEAUDELAIRE: Les Fleurs du Mal ISBN:9782035861566 $8.95
DT31 BEAUMARCHAIS: Le Mariage de Figaro ISBN:9782035919243 $8.95
WP3683 BEAUMARCHAIS: Mariage de Figaro Study Guide ISBN:9781877653681  $11.95
SE2759 BEN JELLOUN:Le Racisme Expliqué à Ma Fille ISBN:9782021408089 $22.95
FO0120 CAMUS: L'Étranger ISBN:9782070360024 $14.95
SE44 CÉSAIRE: Une Tempête ISBN:9782020314312 $12.95
WP3934 CÉSAIRE: Une Tempête ISBN:9781877653933  $11.95
 DT63 CORNEILLE: Le Cid ISBN:9782035865977 $8.95
FO0136 DURAS: Hiroshima Mon Amour ISBN:9782070360093 $16.50
MN0501 DURAS: Moderato Cantabile ISBN:9782707303141 $17.50
WP342X DURAS: Moderato Cantabile Study Guide ISBN:9781877653421  $11.95
 PP6020 MAUPASSANT: Pierre et Jean ISBN:9782266199858  $10.95
WP3330  MAUPASSANT: Pierre et Jean  Study Guide ISBN:9781877653339  $11.95
FO0424 FLAUBERT: Trois Contes ISBN:9782070409297 $8.95
FO0142 GIDE: La Symphonie Pastorale ISBN:9782070360185 $16.95
LP0106 GIRAUDOUX: La Guerre de Troie n'aura pas lieu ISBN:9782253004899 $11.95
WP3691 GIRAUDOUX: La Guerre de Troie Study Guide ISBN:9781877653698  $11.95
FOJ180 GIONO: L’homme Qui Plantait des Arbres ISBN:9782075092661 $16.50
LP4130 GUÈNE: Kiffe Kiffe Demain ISBN:9782012490185 $14.25
FO0155 IONESCO: Rhinocéro ISBN:9782070368167 $18.95
FO0149 IONESCO: La Cantatrice Chauve ISBN:9782070362363 $16.50
LP9491 JOFFO: Un Sac de Billes ISBN:9782253029496 $14.95
PP0013 LAYE: L'Enfant Noir ISBN:9782266178945 $10.95
FO2593 MALLE: Au Revoir, les Enfants ISBN:9782070388738 $16.95
LP0146 MAURIAC: Thérèse Desqueyroux ISBN:9782253004219 $1395
DT192 MOLIÈRE: L'Avare ISBN:9782035834157 $8.95
DT197 MOLIÈRE: L'École des Femmes ISBN:9782035834171 $8.95
WP3411 MOLIERE:  L'Ecole des Femmes  Study Guide ISBN:9781877653414  $11.95
LP0711 NOTHOMB: Stupeur et Tremblements ISBN:9782253150718 $14.95
PP202 OYONO: Une Vie de Boy ISBN:9782266169288 $12.95
HA2104 PAGNOL: Jean de Florette ISBN:9782877065115 $15.95
HA2105 PAGNOL: Manon des Sources ISBN:9782877065122 $15.95
HA2100 PAGNOL: La Gloire de mon père ISBN:9782877065078 $15.95
CE8137 PINEAU: Un Papillon dans la Cité ISBN:9782842801748 $21.95
FO0164 PRÉVERT: Paroles ISBN:9782070367627 $16.95
LP0163 ROCHEFORT: Les Petits Enfants du Siècle ISBN:9782253002949 $14.25
PP0168 SAGAN: Bonjour Tristesse ISBN:9782266195584 $12.50
FO2758 SAINT EXUPÉRY: Le Petit Prince ISBN:9782070612758 $15.95
FO0195 SARTRE: Huis Clos, suivi de Les Mouches ISBN:9782070368075 $18.95
FO2805 SARTRE: Les Jeux sont Faits ISBN:9782070394821 $16.95
DL4904 SCHMITT: Oscar Et La Dame Rose (Guided Reader) ISBN:9782210754904 $13.50
FO0199 SEMPÉ: Le Petit Nicolas ISBN:9782070612765 $16.95
LP0195 VERCORS: Le Silence de la Mer ISBN:9782253073758 $14.95
LP0657 VOLTAIRE: Candide ISBN:9782253098089 $8.95
DT344 VOLTAIRE: Candide ISBN:9782035866011 $8.95
PS25 ZOBEL: Rue Cases-Nègres ISBN:9782708704336 $16.50

AUDIO LIVRES $49.95 Each Title
Enjoy favorite classic works in this new series of audio CDs, with narrations and dramatic readings that bring 
characters to life, as well as hearing poetry in their original rhythms. These interesting and entertaining recordings, 
performed by native speakers, will help students with their listening and pronunciation skills.
FMX5052 L’Étranger read by Camus FMX2727 La Fontaine: Fables FMX8060 Gide, Symphonie Pastorale
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BEGINNING & SIMPLIFIED READERS
LE PETIT PRINCE & MORE

FO2758 LE PETIT PRINCE
Saint-Exupéry $15.95
ISBN:9782070612758

SO3273 LE PETIT PRINCE 
GUIDE: Summary and Analysis  
ISBN: 9782806213273 $19.50

FOJC09 LE PETIT PRINCE
Book & CD set
ISBN: 9782070575923 $51.50
FOJC09C CD Only $36.95

HBJ3987 LE PETIT PRINCE 
Non Annotated Edition $11.99
ISBN:9780156013987.

 
CID5402 LE FANTOME DE 
L’OPERA Book/CD $21.95
ISBN:9788853013361

CL8848 LE COMTE DE $15.95
MONTE CRISTO
ISBN:9782090318883

AM440P LE VOL DE LA 
JOCONDE  Easy Reader
ISBN:9780877204831 $16.95
AM440K AK & Dictations $10.95

BR4542 PAUVRE ANNE 
ISBN:9780929724546 $9.50

COLLECTION LE PETIT NICOLAS
The many adventures of Petit Nicolas and his friends are among the most popular and enjoyable French paperbacks for adults and children. 
The text and illustrations of Sempe and Goscinny are entertaining additions to the French curriculum.

FO0199 LE PETIT NICOLAS
ISBN:9782070612765 $16.95
FOJC6S Book & CD $42.95
FOJC6 CD Only $28.50

FO0008 LE PETIT NICOLAS A 
DES ENNUIS $16.95 
ISBN:9782070577040

FO0010 LES RÉCRÈS DU
PETIT NICOLAS $16.95 
ISBN:9782070513357

FO0009 LE PETIT NICOLAS
ET LES COPAINS $16.95 
ISBN:9782070612772

FO0011 LES VACANCES DU 
PETIT NICOLAS $16.95 
ISBN:9782070577026

FO9887 LA RENTRÉE DU 
PETIT NICOLAS $16.95 
ISBN:9782070619887

FO9900 LE PETIT NICOLAS 
ET SES VOISINS $16.95 
ISBN:9782070619900

FO4250 MARCELLIN 
CAILLOU $16.95
Marcellin’s story is a humorous lesson 
in tolerance written and  illustrated 
by Sempé.  ISBN:9782070630172
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ELEMENTARY TEXT BOOKS
CAP SUR  **NEW FROM EMDL** (ISBN Prefix: 978841726

A new, entertaining  method designed for elementary school students, it is a progressive approach with simple, 
illustrated instructions and visual tools to help them learn more easily. Authentic videos & songs created  for the 
method, are  integrated with the text.  An overview of different Francophone regions: France, Canada, Guadeloupe, 
Senegal, Vietnam, New Caledonia, Belgium, etc. opens up their cultural world.  An audio CD with songs 
accompanies both the text and the workbook.  Videos with cartoons, TV clips, commercials and shorts to engage 
them in the method, are found on the publisher’s site. The texts will prepare them for the DELF Prim. Premium 
access with more activities is available at a discounted price with text. To view a short video presentation relating 
to this course, please click on this link: https://www.emdl.fr/wp-content/uploads/�019/0�/CAPSUR_v�.mp�. 

Level 1/ A1.1
 

EMDL0774 Textbook/CD 0774 $45.95
EMDL0781 WKBK/CD 0781 $21.95
EMDL0798 T. Guide 0798 $45.95
EMDL5404 Textbook/HUB 5404  $74.95
EMDL5435 Text/Wkbk/HUB 5435 $81.50
EMDL2719 Guide/3 yr HUB 2719 $75.95

 Level 2/ A1.2
 EMDL0804 Textbook/CD 0804 $45.95
EMDL0811 WKBK/CD 0811 $21.95
EMDL0828 T. Guide 0798 $45.95
EMDL5411 Textbook/HUB 5411  $74.95
EMDL5542 Text/Wkbk/HUB 5542 $81.50 
EMDL2818 Guide/3 yr HUB 2818 $75.95

 Level 3/ A2.1
EMDL0835 Textbook/CD 0835 $45.95
EMDL0842 WKBK/CD 0842 $21.95
EMDL0859 T. Guide 0859 $45.95
EMDL5428 Textbook/HUB 5428  $74.95
EMDL5459 Text/Wkbk/HUB 5459 $81.50
EMDL2832 Guide/3 yr HUB 2832 $75.95

SÉSAME  **NEW FROM HACHETTE** (ISBN Prefix: 97820171
Sésame offers a task-based approach that is easy to implement, with clear instructions and varied working methods. 
It is a modular course that adapts to your class using the “Activités +” sections in the books. It combines print and 
digital resources, all designed for classroom and remote use. Lessons include materials of interest to tweens with 
motivating activities and games. The emphasis is on speaking and the boxes dedicated to discovering language promote 
memorization. “Je decouvre” allows the students to discover a variety of interesting themes. The course promotes group 
activities to help pupils learn together and the class projects rely on the creativity of each pupil to enrich joint pieces 
of work. At the end of each unit, a team game draws the class into the world of a personality. Six funny puzzles revise 
and test the knowledge of the students. Click here for a video presentation of Sésame: https://youtu.be/FexSiKI�XqU.

Level 1/ A1.1
 HA2761 Textbook/CD 12761 $34.95
HA2778 WKBK/CD 12778  $26.95
HA2785 T. Guide 12785  $61.95
HA9454 Text Pack 39454  $42.95
HA9461 Wkbk Pack 39461  $32.95

Level 2/ A1.2
 HA2792 Textbook/CD 12792  $34.95
HA2808 WKBK/CD 12808   $26.95
HA2815 T. Guide 12815   $61.95
HA9478 Text Pack 39478   $42.95
HA9485 Wkbk Pack 39485   $32.95

BONNES NOUVELLES! 
Bonne Nouvelle makes learning enjoyable for students aged 8-1�, and uses a communicative and action-oriented 
method. Each of the 6 chapters contains � lessons: an introduction to the topic; an exploration of vocabulary and 
phonetics; grammar and conversation are covered in comic strips; the fourth lesson includes short articles on the topic 
and the chapter concludes with a final project task. The teachers’ guides are available to download from the publishers’ 
website. There are activities and games to suit all types of learners. The teachers pack contains the text, workbook 
and a guide with extra activities. The evaluation pack contains review test and preparation for the Delf PRIM exam. 
Additional activities can be found on the publishers site www.didier-bonnenouvelle.fr. Free PDF. T. Guide available

Level 1/ A1.1
HT5506 Textbook/CD 9782278095506 $29.95
HT5483 Workbook/ CD 9782278095483 $21.95
HT5711 Digital Text/access 9782278095711 $32.95
HT3126 Digital Wkbk/access 9782278093126 $23.95
HT2891 Review pack/CD 9782278102891 $59.95

Level 1/ A1.2
HT5513 Textbook/CD 9782278095513 $29.95
HT5490 Workbook/ CD 9782278095490 $21.95
HT5728  Digital Text/access 9782278095728 $32.95
HT3133 Digital Wkbk/access 9782278103133 $23.95
HT2907 Review pack/CD 9782278102907 $59.95

LES LOUSTICS ISBN Prefix: 9782011559
Les Loustics is a fun, creative, course full of visual and audio documents. The textbook is easy to use and each unit 
consists of five single-page lessons offering a variety of activities and a glossary. The workbook contains a double 
page of activities per lesson to reinforce learning and introduce writing skills as well as a a CD of songs and poems. 
A digital pack is available on USB and contains the textbook, workbook, teacher’s guide, audio recordings, activities 
for the whiteboard, a map of France and �00 flash cards. The resource file can be bought separately and includes 
reproducible sheets of puppets, masks, r stencils and a portfolio for students.

 

Level 1
HA9036 Text+CD 036 $34.95
HA9050 Wkbk+CD 050 $26.95
HA9098 T Guide 098 $61.95
HA0242 3 CDs 242 $54.95

Level 2
HA9043 Text+CD 043 $34.95
HA9067 Wkbk+CD 067 $26.95
HA9111 T Guide 111 $61.95
HA0259 3 CDs 259 $54.95

Level 3
HA9159 Text+CD 159 $34.95
HA9166 Wkbk+CD 166 $30.95
HA9173 T Guide 173 $61.95
HA0389 3 CDs 389 $54.95
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LES PETITS LOUSTICS ISBN Prefix: 9782016252
This easy to use course for � - 6 year olds.The structured approach uses nursery rhymes, songs and poems to follow the 
stories. Each level contains 6 units with � lessons on double-page spreads. The text and workbook all show the left-hand 
pages for the teacher and contain lyrics for the songs and activities to complete in the lesson. The right-hand page is for the 
pupils with colorful illustrations for them to follow. The workbook contains exercises stickers and an audio CD. The class 
CD contains all the audio material for the course. The  teachers’ resources  contain reproducible sheets & usage ideas.

 

Level 1
HA2765 Text 765 $34.95
HA2772 Wkbk+CD 772 $26.95
HA2802 T Resources 802 $58.95
HA2144 Class CDs 144 $54.95

Level 2
HA2826 Text 826 $34.95
HA2833 Wkbk+CD 833 $26.95
HA2796 T Resources 796 $58.95
HA2151 Class CDs 151 $54.95

LÉO ET THÉO
This � level course offers a creative learning experience through a wide variety of activities, songs, games and projects. The 
communicative approach gives students the opportunity to use the language  immediately, while the featured interdisciplinary 
topics and culture pages allow them to enrich their vocabulary and broaden their knowledge of France and Francophone 
countries. The course is geared toward the preparation of the DELF Prim exam A1.1 to A�.1. The textbook includes a code 
to download the interactive digital version of the book. Teacher’s resources contain � audio CDs and DVD, which allows 
the teacher to stage a play for each level. The fully interactive digital book contains videos, exercises. ISBN Prefix: 978885362

Level 1
ELI3485 Text 3485 $25.95
ELI3515 Wkbk 3515 $16.95
ELI3546 TG/2 CD's 3546 $42.95
ELI4901 Digital Bk 4901 $89.95
ELI4932 Flashcards 4932 $31.95

Level 2
ELI3492 Text 3492 $25.95
ELI3522 Wkbk 3522 $16.95
ELI3553 TG/2 CD's 3553 $42.95
ELI4918 Digital Bk 4918 $89.95
ELI4949 Flashcards 4949 $31.95

 Level 3
ELI3508 Text 3508 $25.95
ELI3539 Wkbk 3539 $16.95
ELI3560 TG/2 CD's 3560 $42.95
ELI4925 Digital Bk 4925 $89.95

PASSE-PASSE ISBN Prefix: 978227808
“Passe-Passe” presents the adventures of six friends who grow up over the � levels of the course. Each level has 6 units that 
use a communicative and task-based approach with fun activities, students will complete two tasks and a project per chapter. 
Speaking activities are in the students books and written tasks are in the workbook. For each page in the textbook there is 
a double page of activities in the workbook. Each chapter finishes with a review. Preparatory activities for the DELF Prim 
exams are also included. At the back of the workbook there is an illustrated dictionary and transcripts of the songs from the 
course. A CD containing the songs is included with the workbook. The teachers’ guide contains � audio CDs and a DVD 
with all the audio material from the textbook and workbook and all the video clips. The teacher’s notes for the course can 
be downloaded from the publishers’ website. A version for use with an interactive whiteboard is also available.

Level A1.1
HT7204 Textbook/CD 7204 $30.95
HT7150 Workbook/CD  7150 $23.50
HT7495 Teacher's Guide 7495 $59.95

Level A1.2
HT7211 Textbook/CD 7211 $30.95
HT7228 Workbook/CD  7228 $23.50
HT7501 Teacher's Guide 7501 $59.95

MIDDLE SCHOOL - JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
A PLUS  

A Plus is a complete and dynamic French-learning method to motivate adolescents to get engaged in the learning process. 
With step-by-step learning, each unit includes games and cultural lessons that lead up to a creative final project. The teacher 
guide follows the student text with extra activities and advice to help make the most of the course. The multi-media USB 
includes interactive course options and an accompanying DVD with a video to accompany each unit. Find additional 
resources & interactive exercises on espacevirtuel.emdl.fr/dashboard Levels B1 and B2 are also available  

Level A1
EMDL741 Text+CD $49.95
EMDL758 Wkbk+CD $31.95
EMDL140 T. Guide $69.95
EMDL157 USB Key $139.95

Level A2.1
EMDL164 Text+CD $49.95
EMDL171 Wkbk+CD $31.95
EMDL188 T. Guide $69.95
EMDL195 USB Key $139.95

Level A2.2
EMDL201 Text+CD $49.95
EMDL218 Wkbk+CD $31.95 
EMDL225 T. Guide $69.95
EMDL232 USB Key $139.95

A LA UNE**New from EMDL** Level 4 is available.
A La Une immerses your students into the heart of the Francophone world! The method makes the students want to express 
their creativity by making videos, conducting interviews  and other to promote  class interaction.  A  progressive, inductive 
approach with detailed explanations of grammar and systematic exercises facilitate the learning process. Included are 
mental maps to visualize the lexicon with fun exercises to help memorize them. A cultural quiz to asses their progress is 
found at the end of each unit.   Preparation activities for the DELF school and junior exams are included. The teacher’s 
guide provides information on successful usage of the method, additional activities & an answer key. You can view the 
method on: https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=Iq7C9g_PzUE&feature=youtu.be.  ISBN Prefix: 9788417260

Level 1 A1.1
EMDL0866 Text /CD 866 $45.95
EMDL2455 Text/CD/Access 455 $69.95
EMDL0873 Wkbk /CD 873 $19.95
EMDL0880 T Guide 880 $51.95

 Level 2 A1.2
EMDL0897 Text /CD 897 $45.95
EMDL2462 Text/CD/Access 462 $69.95
EMDL0903 Wkbk /CD 903 $19.95
EMDL0910 T Guide 910 $51.95

Level 3 A2.1
EMDL0927 Text /CD 927 $45.95
EMDL2479 Text/CD/Access 479 $69.95
EMDL0934 Wkbk /CD 934 $19.95
EMDL0941 T Guide 941 $51.95
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ADOSPHÈRE
The textbook offers �0-60 hours of learning, which include practice of reading, writing, speaking and listening 
skills, as well as grammar, vocabulary and culture to prepare your students for the DELF. It includes an audio CD 
containing songs, listening excerpts and conjugation of the main verbs. The textbook is divided into 8 modules, each 
one focusing on a different teenager and his/her life which will appeal to student's personal experiences and interests. 
The modules follow a clear structure consisting of � lessons, each presented on a two-page spread and concluding 
with a final project to encourage interaction.

Level 1
HA7087 Textbook/CD 9782011557087 $35.95
HA7094 Workbook/CD-ROM 9782011557094 $25.95
HA7254 Teacher’s Book 9782011557254 $66.95
HA0341 Download Card 3095561961997 $199.95

Level 2
HA7155 Textbook/CD  9782011557155 $35.95
HA7179 Workbook/CD-ROM 9782011557179 $25.95
HA7261 Teacher’s Book 9782011557261 $66.95
HA0358 Download Card 3095561960358 $199.95

FACILE PLUS ! 
This motivating teen French course for levels A1-B1, includes a wide range of activities which include vocabulary, 
phonetics and role play. The combination of printed, digital and online material makes Facile Plus! the perfect 
method for all types of classes. The clear presentation, in a double-page structure, is balanced between developing 
writing and speaking skills. The digital book contains all the materials in an interactive format and helps teachers 
create  participatory lessons. The texts contain reviews every � units, class projects, and access to audio tracks. Level  
B-1 is available, please contact us for additonal information.  ISBNPrefix:978885362

LEVEL A1
ELI9715 Text 9715 $23.95
ELI9722 Wkbk/CD 9722 $16.95
ELI9739 T. G/2 CD's 9739 $35.95
ELI9845 Digital Text 9845 $79.95

 LEVEL A1/A2
ELI9746 Text 9746 $23.95
ELI9753 Wkbk/CD 9753 $16.95
ELI9760 T. G/2 CD's 9760 $35.95
ELI9852 Digital Text 9852 $79.95

 LEVEL A2
ELI9777 Text 9777 $23.95
ELI9784 Wkbk/CD 9784 $16.95
ELI9807 T. G/2 CD's 9807 $35.95
ELI9869 Digital Text 9869 $79.95

EXPLORE ** NEW FROM HACHETTE**
Explore is a flexible course that adapts easily to the teaching hours and the levels of the students, and can also be 
adjusted for face-to-face or distance learning. The themes covered are of interest to teens and illustrated with authentic 
source materials and texts. It is a collaborative course which encourages teenagers to work in groups discussing 
current themes, illustrated by stimulating documents with fun activities and a final group task. Students are able to 
move forward at their own pace through the illustrated mental maps on the “Vocabulary and Communication” pages 
to facilitate recall of language learned. Exercises are varied and the Grammar and Verbs pages are presented with 
clear rules in each of the units. Digital versions of the coursebooks are available. There is also a parcours digital 
which offers more than 100 additional interactive, self-correcting exercises. Click here to see a video presentation of 
Explore: https://youtu.be/MP�L6hCCawM.

Level 1
HA2693 Text 9782017132693  $36.95
HA2723 Wkbk 9782017132723 $26.95
HA9386 T. Guide 9782017139386 $61.95
HA9117 DIG Wkbk 9782017159117 $32.95
HA9492 DIG Text 9782017139492 $44.95

Level 2
HA2709 Text 9782017132709  $36.95
HA2730 Wkbk 9782017132730 $26.95
HA9393 T. Guide 9782017139393 $61.95
HA9131 DIG Wkbk 9782017159131  $32.95
HA9492 DIG Text 9782017159124  $44.95

HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE
DEFI 

By placing Francophone cultures at the core of teach lesson, the textbooks in Defi use interesting, stimulating and 
topical documents as a basis for enhancing the four main skills. The method uses an action-based approach to 
learning via short tasks that conclude with a final project. Furthermore, Défi is a method that is 100% adapted to the 
new digital practices of students and teachers. The textbook and workbook are completely interactive. Free online 
resources include digital projects, self-correcting exercises, grammar and phonetics activities, plus the entire audio 
and video files, educational guide, of the series. The Premium edition of the textbook includes a printed activation 
code, enabling access for one year to the Espace Virtuel platform. 

Level 1-A1

EMDL3065 Text/CD $45.95

EMDL9656 Wkbk/MP3 $25.95

EMDL3654  T. Guide $45.95

EMDL9694 Prem. Text $69.95

 Level 2-A2

EMDL7469 Text/CD $45.95

EMDL9663 Wkbk/MP3 $25.95

EMDL3661  T. Guide $45.95

EMDL9700 Prem.Text $69.95

Level 3-B1

EMDL3593 Text/CD $45.95

EMDL9670 Wkbk/MP3 $25.95

EMDL3678 T. Guide $45.95

EMDL9717 Prem. Text $69.95

Level 4-B2

EMDL3609 Text/CD $45.95

EMDL9687 Wkbk/MP3 $25.95

EMDL3685 T. Guide $45.95

EMDL9724 Prem. Text $69.95
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DEFI FRANCOPHONE
A new version of Defi designed specifically for North American colleges and universities.The text and 1� month 
hub come as a bundle so students can accees all resources. Teachers bundle contains AIE and �6 month HUB
EMDL4881 Level 1 Text/HUB 9788418224881 $147.95
EMDL2764 Level 2 Text/HUB 9788418222764 $147.95

EMDL2849 Teacher Bundle 9788418222849 $184.95
EMDL7982 Teacher Bundle 9788418227982 $184.95

NOUVEAU ROND-POINTS PAS A PAS
This revised edition now includes textbook, exercise book and audio CD in one volume and all design, layout and content has 
been modified. Each book includes a grammar appendix, preparation for the DELF exam, and socio-cultural information. 
Highlights of the course include: Integration of skills; A final task in each unit to review students’ knowledge and acquired; usage, 
conjugation tables, an analytical index; and much more.. Teacher Resources can be found on Espace Virtuel. ISBN Prefix: 978848443

Level 1
EMDL6652 Textbook/ Workbook/CD 6652 $54.95

Level 2
EMDL6669 Textbook/ Workbook/CD 6669 $54.95

Level 3
EMDL8533 Textbook/ Workbook/CD 8533 $54.95

Level 4
EMDL8540 Textbook/ Workbook/CD 8540 $54.95

HT3151 BONJOUR ET BIENVENUE ! A1.1 - Text/CD  ISBN:9782278093151 $28.95
A method created for true beginner learners (A1.1) with 8 short lessons to help the student understand and assimilate 
the very basics of French. All vocabulary is illustrated, recorded and pronounced on video to facilitate learning. The 
“intercultural” pages deciphers behaviors and habits of the French. A BD with recorded dialogues are included every two 
lessons for a review of content. The answers and audio transcripts are included in the textbook. �� phonetic videos and 
audios can be downloaded for free at www.didierflebonjourwelcome.com
HT3168 BONJOUR ET BIENVENUE! A1.1 Text/CD for English Speakers    9782278093168  $28.95 
 

ODYSSÉE  ISBN Prefix: 978209035
Odyssey a FLE method for HS & Unniversity. Motivating tasks and projects are included to facilitate cultural 
ease in daily situations. Included are practice activities with a balance between the development of basic skills and 
grammar, vocabulary, phonetics.  Each level contains a textbook with transcriptions and lexicon, a workbook  with 
answer key,  a teachers’ guide with additional activities and an evaluation file.  Audio excerpts & videos are available 
on the digital space odyssee.cle-international.com.  The digital version of the book is enriched with documents and a 
fully interactive workbook. The digital version of the teacher’s guide is enriched with additional resources, a usage 
guide, an evaluation file as well as an e-learning platform. Levels B1 & B2 are available, contact us for pricing.

 .

Level 1 A1
CL5697 Textbook/audio download 5697 $46.95
CL5703 Workbook/audio download 5703 $27.95
CL8538 Textbook Digital/platform 8538 $35.95
CL8576 Workbook/Digital/platform 8576 $22.95
CL5710 Teacher Guide 5710 $49.95
CL8552 T. Guide Digital/platform 8552 $89.95

Level 2 A2
CL5727 Textbook/audio download 5727 $48.95
CL5734 Workbook/audio download 57034 $27.95
CL8675 Textbook Digital/platform 8675 $35.95
CL8712 Workbook/Digital/platform 8712 $22.95
CL5741 Teacher Guide 5741 $49.95
CL8699 T. Guide Digital/platform 8699 $89.95

TENDANCES Level 5(C1/C2) is available. 
In 9 units of � lessons each, students read articles from newspapers, watch videos, listen to audio & more for DELF 
preparation. Each unit also includes a project. This practical course plan covers � levels (A1 -C1/C�) and progresses 
through goals, tasks, & projects for class application. The digital text pack contains digital text/platform access. 

Level 1 A1
CL5250 Text 250 $51.95
CL6076 Text/pack 076 $59.95
CL5267 Wkbk 267 $31.95
CL9129 Dig. Wbk 129 $22.50
CL9150 Dig.Guide 274 $97.95

Level 2 A2
CL5281 Text 281 $52.95
CL6083 Text Pack 083 $61.95
CL5298 Wkbk 298 $31.95
CL9143 Dig. Wbk 143 $24.50
CL9167 Dig.Guide 167 $99.95

Level 3 B1
CL5311 Text 311 $55.50
CL6090 Text Pack 090 $58.95
CL5328 Wkbk 328 $33.50
CL9563 Dig. Wbk 563 $24.50
CL9617 Dig.Guide 617 $99.95

Level 4 B2
CL5342 Text 342 $55.95
CL6106 Text Pack 106 $59.95
CL5359 Wkbk 328 $33.95
CL9532 Dig. Wbk 532 $26.50
CL9587 Dig.Guide 587 $99.95

PREMIUM 
PREMIUM is a new method for HS and University students and covers level A1 and A�, it is easy to teach, and learn. 
Each lesson is on a double page with an objective oriented towards action and communication. the lesson is followed 
by a double page of more than �00 complementary activities. The teacher has everything at hand: documents, grammar 
explanations, lexical and phonetic activities, procedures to be implemented and working methods.  The integration of 
training activities following the lessons, the student becomes an actor in their learning, and the inclusion of assessments, 
DELF training, and an assessment file, make this a very effective method. The PREMIUM digital space contains audio, 
video, documents, additional interactive exercises all found on http://premium.cle-international.com. The teacher’s guide 
is digital but a PDF copy of the materials can be printed, it has access to all media, and the answers.

A-1
CL6014 Text/WKBK/Dwnld 9782090356014 $43.95
CL8392 Digital Text 9782090348392 $30.50
CL6052 T.Guide 9782090356052 $52.50
CL8408 Digital TG 9782090348408 $36.95

 A-2
CL6021 Text/WKBK/Dwnld 9782090356021 $43.50
CL8415  Digital Text 9782090348415 $30.50
CL6069 T.Guide 9782090356069 $52.50
CL8422  Digital TG 9782090348422 $36.95
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L’ATELIER
L’atelier is a cooperative task based method. Learning strategies are included to aid progression, and pronunciation is 
practiced via �� phonetics videos in the book. The textbooks include a code allowing access to a digital version of the book. 
The workbooks follow the same structure and progression as the coursebooks but also include 8 evaluation pages and 8 
sections to prepare for the DELF exams. Transcripts of the listening texts, an answer key are included with the workbooks,   
the accompanying CD MP�s contain the oral comprehension exercises for the workbooks.  Levels B1/B2 Available!

Level A1
HT2284 Text/DVD Rom 9782278092284 $39.95
HT3076 Text Digital 9782278093076 $59.95
HT2291 Wkbk/CD 9782278092291 $23.50
HT4431 T. Guide 9782278094431 $39.95

Level A2
HT3077 Text/DVD Rom 9782278093007 $39.95
HT3113 Text Digital 9782278093113 $59.95
HT3014 Wkbk/CD 9782278093014 $23.50
HT4448 T. Guide 9782278094448 $39.95

AMSCO REVIEW TEXTS AND WORKBOOKS
This series of review texts and workbooks are useful as refreshers and a reference for your beginning to advanced 
students. Topics covered include: grammar, vocabulary, idiomatic phrases, word order, rules of punctuation and 
syllabication. Passages for listening and reading comprehension complement the grammar sections and illustrated 
cultural notes introduce your students to French culture.

FRENCH FIRST YEAR

AM523P Review Text 156765309X $33.50

AM523W Workbook 1567653383 $33.50

AM523K Wkbk Key 1634199014 $17.95

FRENCH TWO YEARS

AM214P Review Text 1634199006 $33.50 

AM527W Workbook 1634198999 $33.50

AM214T Wkbk Key 1634199014 $17.95

FRENCH THREE YEARS

AM588P Review Text 1567653014 $33.50

AM096W Workbook 0567653316 $33.50 

AM096T Wkbk Key 1634199014 $17.95

ADVANCED PLACEMENT
WP3575 APprenons $99.95
E. Zwanziger & B. Selden, Softcover, ��0 pp., ISBN:9781938026898 
Designed to bridge the gap between intermediate students and the new AP French language exam. AP communicative 
strategies are introduced to novice high school students, and AP tasks are conquered by pre-advanced students while 
meeting ACTFL standards. Differentiated tasks challenge learners from novice-high  level.

BA1593 BARRON’S AP FRENCH LANGUAGE & CULTURE with Online Test & 
Downloadable Audio 3rd Ed. E. Kurbegov & E. Weiss, Softcover, �60pp., ISBN:9781438011752 $26.99
Based on the AP French guidelines, exercises for reading, writing, speaking and listening comprehension are 
included in this book. The review sections are in test format. Two full-length tests are modeled after actual AP tests 
and contain explanations for answers. New edition includes an expanded section on preparing for the oral exam. 
Downloadable audio and audio scripts for all listening exercises, exemplary conversations, and oral presentations.

AM121W FRENCH FOUR YEARS + AP  ISBN: 9781634199025 $28.95
This workbook gives students preparation for the AP examination and helps them achieve advanced-level proficiency 
in reading, writing, listening comprehension, and oral fluency.  Multiple examples for each point of grammar, 
numerous readings on subjects of interest to students and abundant and varied exercises are provided. The appendix 
contains verb charts, punctuation & syllabication & an alphabetical list of quoted authors. The audio program, 
including script, reinforces language and comprehension testing skills by using voices of native speakers.
AM121T Teacher Support Package (audio program/ answer key) B9781634199032 $159.95
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FRENCH FOR BUSINESS
QUARTIER D’AFFAIRES

This business-oriented method offers tools and resources for students of French who have reached the A� level to 
apply their skills in a professional context. Students will learn the needed language abilities to function in an of-
fice or apply to a French-language job. Active, communication-oriented, clear and structured, the method covers 
Francophone culture in a global, non-stereotypical manner. A DVD-ROM, included with the textbook, offers scenes 
of professional life, filmed in real business locations. Digital versions for A1 are available, please contact us for 
pricing. ISBN Prefix: 978209038

LEVEL A1
CL6660 Text 6660 $52.95
CL6677 Workbook 6677 $29.95
CL6684 T. Guide 6684 $56.95

LEVEL A2
CL6608 Text 6608 $58.95
CL6615 Workbook 6677 $31.95
CL6622 T. Guide 6622 $57.95

LEVEL B1
CL6639 Text 6639 $59.95
CL6646 Workbook 6646 $31.95
CL6653 T. Guide 6653 $57.95

FRANCAIS.COM NOUVELLE EDITION ISBN Prefix: 978209038
“Français.com” addresses the linguistic and cultural issues that arise in everyday workplace. situations. This course 
is based on a series of varied, stimulating and realistic projects, appropriate for HS/ University students. The textbook 
contains 7 units of � lessons; each lesson introduces students to the vocabulary used at work thereby developing 
linguistic skills, as well as focus on grammar to improve written and oral accuracy. The course covers approxi-
mately 100 hours of study and prepares students for the DELF 1,exam. The DVD-Roms contain all the audio mate-
rial for the coursebook plus 80 interactive exercises for use on a Whiteboard and up-to-date facts and figures. The 
workbooks contains exercises specificallyfor the Diplôme de français professionnel & the DELF Pro examinations.

LEVEL A1-A2
CL6899 Text 6899 $51.95
CL6905 Workbook 6905 $29.95
CL6912 T. Guide 6912 $57.50
CL8477 Dig. Text 8477 $35.50
CL8514 Dig. Wkbk 8514 $17.95
CL8491 Dig. T. Guide 8491 $81.95

LEVEL B1
CL6851 Text 6851 $58.95
CL6875 Workbook 6875 $31.50
CL6882 T. Guide 6882 $59.50
CL8064 Dig. Text 8064 $42.50
CL8101 Dig. Wkbk 8101 $22.50
CL8088 Dig. T. Guide 8088 $81.95

CL1763  AFFAIRES.COM - Levels B2/C1 New 3rd Edition. $56.95
A. Penforis Softcover, ��0pp., ISBN:9782090386820    
Affaires.com, �rd ED. covers approximately 100 hours of study to pass levels B� and C1 of the CEFR. The course 
encompasses all the linguistic and cultural points needed to communicate effectively in a professional context and in 
work-related situations. The students book is accompanied by a DVD-Rom containing 6 interviews which are used 
for some of the  exercises in the text plus all the audio material from the workbook. The workbook prepares students 
for the DFP,  the CCIP and the DELF Pro exams.  Included are the transcripts and answer key for the DFP/DELF Pro 
exercises and a self-evaluation test. The teacher’s guide comes with additional resources and suggestions. The digital 
versions come with a � year license for the teacher and 1 year for students.
CL4300 AFFAIRES.COM Workbook 1�� pp ISBN:9782090386837 $31.95

CL1771 AFFAIRES.COM Teacher Guide  ISBN:  9782090386844 $56.95 

CL5411 AFFAIRES.COM  Digital Textbook  ISBN:  97822090375411 $34.95

CL46812 AFFAIRES.COM  Digital Workbook  ISBN:  9782090374681 $18.50

CL5435 AFFAIRES.COM  Digital T. Guide  ISBN:  9782090375435 $79.95

HT6275  ÉDITO PRO: Text/DVD ROM/Platform Access $48.95
A. Holle, Softcover, ��0pp., ISBN:9782278096275
Edito Pro B1 is a great resource for those seeking positions, trying to obtain an internship, promote professional 
development or develop international mobility. Students will discover the French used in a wide variety of sectors and 
professions; master communication; current events in the professional world; carry out case studies, develop mediation 
skills and prepare for the DFP B1. Additionally, there are free downloadable resources including CV templates. The 
Onprint App is available for Edito Pro. Scan a page in the book and you will have direct access to the audio files and 
answer key. Click here to view a video on Edito: https://bit.ly/�iDVViyprogress. 
HT6312 EDITO PRO Workbook 1�� pp ISBN:9782278096312 $24.50

HT3379 EDITO PRO Digital Textbook  ISBN:  9782278103379 $41.95

HT3447 EDITO PRO Digital Workbook  ISBN:  9782278103447 $20.95

HT5667 EDITO PRO Teacher Pack  ISBN:  9782278095667 $61.95
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LES LECTURES ELI SENIOR: BOOK AND CD, $19.95 Each Set ISBN Prefix:97888536 
These readers are available in � levels, which correspond to levels A1-C� of the CEFR. The readers are divided into chapters with a 
glossary, and also include notes on the author and the time the book was written. There are pre and after reading activities which teach 
vocabulary, lexical structures, and exercises. The CD’s are a reading of the text. 
Additional resources for students and teachers are available as free downloads

. 

Level A1 600 Words
ELI7768 Arsène Lupin, Gentleman Cambrioleur 7768
ELI5794 Le Capitaine Fracasse  15794
ELI7881 Le Malade Imaginaire  07881
ELI0248 Le Tour Du Monde/80 Jours 20248

Level A2 800 Words
ELI7911 Candide   07911
ELI5947 Cyrano de Bergerac  15947

 Level B1 1000 Words
ELI5559 Le Comte de Monte Cristo   05559
ELI6563 Vingt Mille Lieues sous les mers  06563

Level B1 1000 Words Cont.
ELI7843 Le Fantôme de l’Opéra 07843 
ELI7460 La Guerre Des Boutons  17460
ELI5961 Germinal  05961
ELI6570 Le Grand Meaulnes  06570
ELI0309 Carmen  20309

Level B2 1800 Words
ELI6631 Madame Bovary   06631
ELI7997 Les Misérables  07997
ELI0330 Notre Dame de Paris 20330
ELI5978 Le Père Goriot   15978

 MINI NOVELS
These are very popular, interesting and affordable mini novels in three levels. Now you also have Audio CDs, and activity masters, which 
include crossword puzzles, word searches and other actitivies, for some of the titles.

First Year French Mini Novels
With only �00 vocabulary words, for beginning readers!

CP8746 Les Aventures d’Isabelle $9.50
CP8746C Les Aventures d’Isabelle on CD $17.95
BR4631 Fama Va En Californie $9.50
BR4278 Fama Va En Californie on CD $17.95 
BR0809 Fama Va En Cal Activity Master $24.95
BR1851 Jean-Paul Et Ses Amis $9.50
BR1448 Jean-Paul et ses Bonnes Idees $9.50
BR4542 Pauvre Anne $9.50
BR4544 Pauvre Anne DVD $22.95
BR4254 Pauvre Anne On CD $17.95
BR074X Pauvre Anne Activity Master $24.95
FLM5658 Philippe Alou $11.95
BR4704 Presque Mort  $9.50
BR4585 Le Voyage De Sa Vie $9.50

Second Year French Mini Novels 
Second level readers contain �00 vocabulary words!
BR4682 Le Voyage Perdu $9.50
BR4607 Vive le Taureau! $9.50
BR4608 Ma Voiture à Moi $9.50
BR4917 Oú est Passé Martin? $9.50
BR5627 Nuits Mysterieuses a Lyon $9.95
FLM5849 Problemes au Paradis $11.95

Third Year French Mini Novels 
Third level readers contain 900-1100 vocabulary 

words!
CP4447 Les Yeux de Carmen $9.50
CP4447C Les Yeux de Carmen on CD $17.95

AMSCO READERS WITH EXERCISES
Each of these readers is calibrated to the grade level and contains vocabulary and review exercises to practice reading 

comprehension. Your students' vocabulary, grammar, speaking, & writing skills will be enhanced.
Beginning Level 
in present tense

Un Été Pas Comme les Autres
AM432P Reader $16.95
AM432K Answer Key $10.95

Le Mystère des Faux Billets
AM670P Reader $16.95
AM670K Answer Key $10.95

Intermediate Level
uses conversational indicative tenses

Le Vol de la Joconde
AM440P Reader $16.95
AM440K Answer Key $10.95
Un Autre Été pas Comme les Autres
AM72P Reader $16.95
AM72K Answer Key $10.95

Advanced Level
Passé simple & present subjunctive

Une Mystérieuse Disparition
AM494P Reader $16.95
AM494K Answer Ket $10.95

Douze Contes de Maupassant
AM134P Reader $16.95
AM134K Answer Key $10.95

PG5430 SHORT STORIES IN FRENCH: Softcover, ��0 pp., ISBN:9780140265439 $17.00
This new volume of twelve short stories, with parallel translations, offers students of French at all levels the opportunity 
to enjoy a wide range of contemporary literature, without having constantly to refer back to a dictionary. Written by 
authors from Quebec as well as France, the majority of these stories have been published in the last decade and reflect 
a rich diversity of styles and themes.
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LECTURE EN FRANÇAIS FACILE
This collection, from CLE International, is written in simple French and is organized into four levels based on learned vocabulary. Each 
book includes a section defining the difficult words and a section of questions to evaluate the students' understanding. The audio CD's aids 
aural comprehension and includes music.

Level 1 (400 - 700 words):

La Guerre des Boutons by L. Pergaud
CL8586 Book and CD  9782090317619 $21.95 
CL9259 Book only 9782090317626 $15.95
Lancelot by C. de Troyes 
CL8494 Book and CD 9782090317718  $21.95
CL9763 Book only 9782090317725 $15.95
La Mare au Diable G. Sands
CL8463 Book and CD 9782090318463 $21.95
CL9739 Book only 9782090317664 $15.95
Cinq Semaines en Ballon J. Verne
CL8449 Book and CD 9782090318722  $21.95
CL9712 Book only 9782090318906 $15.95
Le Tour Du Monde En 80 Jours J. Verne
CL8395 Book and CD 9782090318395 $21.95
CL8074 Book only 9782090318869  $15.95
Voyage au Centre de la Terre J. Verne
CL8418 Book and CD 9782090317596 $21.95

Maigret  G. Simenon
...et la Jeune Morte  
CL8531 Book and CD 9782090318531 $21.95
CL8155 Book Only 9782090318159 $15.95

Level 2 (700 to 1200 words):
Le Comte de Monte-Cristo A. Dumas
CL8579 Book & CD 9782090318807  $21.95
CL8848 Book only 9782090318883 $15.95

Level 2 (700 to 1200 words):
Maigret  G. Simenon (continued)

...et la Grande Perche 
CL8517 Book and CD 9782090318517 $21.95
CL8104 Book Only 9782090318104 $15.95
...et la Vieille Dame
CL8555 Book and CD 9782090318555 $21.95
CL981X Book Only 9782090319811 $15.95

BOOKS ONLY - No CD/No Download!
Level 1 (400 - 700 words):

CL8201 Autour de Lune Verne 9782090318203 $15.95
CL8228 Michel Strogoff  Verne 9782090318227 $15.95
CL9186 Tartarin de Tarascon 
 Daudet 9782090319187 $15.95

Level 2 (700 - 1200 words):
CL8163 Arsène Lupin contre Herlock Sholmès
 M. Leblanc 9782090318166 $15.95
CL9844 Un Noël de Maigret 9782090319842 $15.95
CL9852 Paul/Virginie St-Pierre 9782090319859 $15.95
CL9267 Le Roman de la Momie 
 T. Gautier 9782090319262 $15.95
CL8112 Tulipe Noir Dumas 9782090318111 $15.95

Level 3 (1200 - 1700 words):
CL9224 La Bête Humaine Zola 9782090319224 $15.95

Level 4 (1700 words +):
CL9933 Madame Bovary Flaubert  9782090319934 $15.95

COLLECTION LIRE ET S'ENTRAÎNER $21.95
All in French, Softcover, 80-1�� pp. This series has taken original classics and adapted them to short, manageable reading for beginning, 
intermediate and advanced levels. Each book contains helpful footnotes and every chapter's reading is accentuated with grammar and 
vocabulary exercises. The level Grand Débutant exposes students to present tense, Débutant to passé composé, Intermédiaire to discours 
indirect and conditionnel, and Avancé to futur antérieur and subjonctif. A CD or audio download is available for each book to assist learners 
in listening and comprehension skills. Great for the individual pupil or the class. 

Grand Débutant (DELF1)

La Belle et la Bête (Leprince de Beaumont)
 CID5953 Book and CD
Énigme, en Périgord (Parodi)
 CID5084 Book and CD
Histoire d’un casse-noisette (Dumas)
 CID0278 Book and CD
Lancelot (Chrétien de Troyes)
 CID3973 Book and CD
La Momie du Louvre (Boutégège)
 CID2551 Book & Audio download
La Tulipe Noire (Dumas)
 CID3035 Book and CD

Débutant (DELF 1)

Jeanne d’Arc (Adapted by Lucia Bonato) 
 CID9098 Book and CD
Mystères au Grand Hôtel (Bertrand)
 CID4258 Book and CD
Poursuite dans Paris Book/CD (Gerrier)
 CID60118 Book & Audio download

Intermédiaire (DELF 2)
Carmen (Mérimée)
 CID3545 Book and CD
Le Comte de Monte Cristo (Dumas)
 CID7285 Book and CD
Les Misérables (Hugo)
 CID7006 Book & Audio download
Le Fantôme de l'Opéra (Leroux)
 CID5402 Book and CD
Les Trois Mousquetaires (Dumas)
 CID399X Book and CD
Notre Dame de Paris (Hugo)
Only chapters 1,2,5,6,7,8,9 & exercises  are on CD
 CID8039 Book & Audio download

Avancé (DELF 2)
Le Mystère de la Chambre Jaune (Leroux)
 CID2659 Book and CD
Double Assassinat Dans la Rue Morgue et la 
Lettre Volée (Poe)
Only chapters 1,2,5,6,7,8,9 & exercises  are on CD
 CID4872 Book and CD
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Didier Francophone Readers  Softcover, Book & CD set, 80-168 pp.,
Contemporary literary works by Francophone authors for all those who learn and love French and have reached level A1 or A�!  Open to 
all horizons of the French-speaking world, this collection will immerse students in personal stories from Senegal to Quebec, Guadeloupe 
to Tanzania. Each reader contains an MP� disk. ISBN Prefix:97822780  MORE TITLES ARE AVAILABLE IN OUR WEBSTORE

Level A2 - $16.95 each
HT0991 Apres la pluie, beaux temps 80991
HT0946 Les couleurs primaires 80946
HT2484 La cravate de Simenon 72484
HT2491 Pas d’oscar pour l’assassin 72491
HT6338 Enfin chez moi! 76338
HT6369 Jus de chaussettes 76369
HT9704 New York 24h chrono 79704
HT2551 Nouvelles du monde 82551
HT9728 La voyeuse 79728

Level B1- $22.95 each
HT2507 Papa et autres nouvelles 72507
HT2514 Quitter Dakar 72514
HT6345 Un cerf en automne 76345
HT6635 La marche de l’incertitude 76635
HT6352 Le coeur à rire et à pleurer 76352
HT3955 Combien de fois je t’aime 73955
HT8806 Orage sur le Tanganyika 78806
HT9025 Un temps de saison  79025
HT0953 L’ancêtre sur son âne 80953

Hachette Lire En Français Facile Book And CD  $18.95 Each Title
These colorfully illustrated new graded readers with audio CDs or MP� are designed to interest the adolescent student with fantasy, 
adventure, detective, and classic stories comprised of 6-8 chapters. Each book includes an additional French-language glossary, a post-
novella activity section with answers, and features characters from both Le Mag and Le Kiosque textbook series. ISBN Prefix: 978201155

Level A-1: 300 to 500 Words:
HA5672 Le Blog de Maïa 6721

HA6851 Le Coffret Mystérieux 6851

HA3973 Double Je 3973

HA6813 Le Match de Thomas 6813

HA6028 La Nuit Blanche de Zoé 6028

HA6820 Rémi et Juliette 6820

HA4567 Si C’Était Vrai 4567

Level A-2: 500 to 900 Words:
HA4598 La Cité Perdue 4598

HA7438 Les Contes 7438

HA3966 La Disparition 3966

HA4970 Julie est Amoureuse 4970

HA6905 Les Misérables: Fantine 6905

HA6912 Les Misérables: Cosette 6912

HA5984 Nico et le Village Maudit 5984

HA4574 Peur sur la Ville 4574

HA4581 Le Prisonnier du Temps 4581

HA6079 Le Sortilège de Merlin 6079

HA4918 Thomas et la Main jaune 4918

HA4550 Trésor de la Marie-Galante 4550

HA5686 Tour de Monde en 80 jours 6868

HA1609 La Ville Souterraine 6093

Level B-1: 900 Words:
HA9616 Le Comte de Monte Cristo 9616

HA3980 Attention aux pickpockets! 3980

HA7445 Cinq Contes 7445

HA7452 Cyrano de Bergerac 7452

HA6875 Sans Famille 6875

Level B-2: 900 + Words:
HA7551 Maigret Tend un Piège 7551

ANNOTATED EDITIONS & CRITICAL STUDIES
Biblio Collège $9.95 each unless otherwise noted

A collection of texts particularly accessible to all those who are learning French. The type is larger and the textual explanations 
are easier to understand.
Each title includes:
 * The full annotated text
 * Questions at the end of the chapter
 * Writing exercises
 * A survey of the writer and time period
HA5621 Le Colonel Chabert (Balzac) $11.95
HA7846 La Mort N'est Pas Une Fin  $11.95
HA7985 Nouvelles Policières (Christie)
HA8153 Lettres De Mon Moulin (Daudet)
HA8220 Un Coeur Simple (Flaubert)
HA9611 Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme $11.95

HA8215 Les Misérables (Hugo) $11.95
HA7832 Fables (La Fontaine)
HA7953 Le Horla et 6 Contes (Maupassant)
HA8117 L'École des Femmes (Molière)
HA7840 Le Malade Imaginaire (Molière)
HA7826 Le Médecin Malgré Lui (Molière)
HA7838 Les Fourberies ... (Molière)
HA7834 Les Contes (Perrault)
HA7842 La Mare au Diable (Sand) $11.95
HA7957 La Farce de Maître Pathelin
HA6903 Tristan et Iseult

Literary Study Guides $10.95 Each
A great tool for all French Literature teachers and students. Each book contains a synopsis, commentary of the work by chapter or scene, 
a critical study of the work accompanied by discussion topics and an analysis of characters & themes.

HP25 Apollinaire:  Alcools
HP41 Balzac:  Le Père Goriot
HP16 Beckett:  En Attendant Godot
HP13 Camus:  L'Étranger
HP19 Flaubert:  Madame Bovary
HP145 Ionesco:  La Cantatrice Chauve

HP29 Maupassant: Bel Ami 
HP207 Maupassant: Pierre et Jean
HP87 Molière:  L'École des Femmes
RP32 Seghor: Éthiopiques
HP113 Voltaire:  L'Ingénue
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Classiques Larousse
Each title in the collection NOUVEAUX CLASSIQUES LAROUSSE contains the full work complete with annotations. Each book also 
includes the work's historical, social and cultural importance when it first appeared. Included are stimulating and relevant questions and 
topics for class discussions and homework, a biography of the author, a full bibliography, an index and a general thematic study.
ANONYME
DT048 Farce de Maitre Pathelin $8.95
BAUDELAIRE
DT60 Les Fleurs Du Mal $8.95
BEAUMARCHAIS
DT22 Le Barbier de Séville $8.95
DT31 Le Mariage de Figaro $8.95
CHRETIEN DE TROYES
DT174 Yvain, le Chevalier au Lion $8.95
CORNEILLE
DT63 Le Cid  $8.95
DAUDET
DT1954 Lettres De Mon Moulin $8.95
FLAUBERT
DT301 Trois Contes $8.95
DT1328 Madame Bovary $8.95
GIRAUDOUX
DT112 La Guerre De Troie ... $8.95
HUGO
DT302 Les Misérables $8.95
DT120 Hernani $8.95

LA FONTAINE
DT145 Fables Choisies $8.95
MARIVAUX
DT169 Le Jeu De L'amour ... $8.95

MAUPASSANT
DT303 Pierre et Jean $8.95
DT1276 Un Réveillon, Contes Et
 Nouvelles De Normandie $8.95
MERIMÉE
DT1298 Carmen $8.95
DT1295 Colomba $8.95
MOLIÈRE
DT192 L'Avare $8.95
DT193 Bourgeois Gentilhomme $8.95
DT197 L'école Des Femmes $8.95
DT200 Les Femmes Savantes $8.95
DT204 Le Malade Imaginaire $8.95
DT205 Le Médecin Malgré Lui $8.95
DT207 Le Misanthrope $8.95
DT234 Le Tartuffe $8.95
DT692 Les Precieuses Ridicules $8.95
DT223 Il Ne Faut Jurer De Rien $8.95
DT225 On Ne Badine Pas ... $8.95

RABELAIS
DT248 Gargantua / Pantagruel $8.95

RACINE
DT254 Andromaque $8.95
DT268 Phèdre $8.95
ROSTAND
DT11 Cyrano de Bergerac $8.95

ROUSSEAU
DT288 Confessions $8.95

STENDHAL
DT373 Le Rouge et le Noir $12.95

VERNE
DT182 Tour Du Monde 80 jours. $8.95

VOLTAIRE
DT344 Candide $8.95
DT348 L'Ingénue $8.95
DT349 Zadig $8.95

ZOLA
DT240 L'Assommoir $12.95
DT358 Germinal $12.95

Classiques Hachette $8.95 Each
Created by Hachette these well respected publications provide your students with a new  way to approach the classics. Each book contains 
a chronological table, a literary preface, notes, questions, documents, critical reviews and of course the text.

. 

BALZAC
HA6730 Colonel Chabert
HA6731 Eugénie Grandet
HA6729 Le Père Goriot

BAUDELAIRE
HA3392 Les Fleurs du mal

BEAUMARCHAIS
HA1934 Le Barbier de Séville
HA1933 Le Mariage de Figaro

CORNEILLE
HA1958 Le Cid

DAUDET
HA6194 Lettres de Mon Moulin

FLAUBERT
HA6725 Trois Contes

HUGO
HA6743 Les Misérables

LAFONTAINE
HA1966 Fables

MAUPASSANT
HA2303 Contes Normands/Parisiens
HA2304 Le Horla
HA7607 Pierre et Jean

MOLIÈRE
HA2014 L’Avare
HA2022 Le Bourgeois gentilhomme
HA3509 L’école Des Femmes
HA2329 Les Femmes Savantes
HA2030 Le Malade Imaginaire
HA2311 Le Médecin Malgré Lui
HA3459 Le Misanthrope
HA2006 Tartuffe
HA2337 Dom Juan

PRÉVOST (ABBÉ)
HA6994 Manon Lescaut

RACINE
HA1982 Phèdre

ROSTAND
HA7453 Cyrano de Bergerac

VOLTAIRE
HA2287 Candide

ZOLA
HA6559 Germinal 
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
HT2222 BESCHERELLE: La Conjugaison Pour Tous  $18.95
French Edition, Hardcover, 1�6 pp.  ISBN:9782401052352
These indispensable verb guides are available with text & keys in French or English. The Bescherelle guides consist 
of 1�,000 verbs conjugated in all tenses with an easy reference index. These books make the task of mastering French 
verbs an attainable goal.
HT2219 BESCHERELLE: Complete guide to conjugating $16.95
Special Edition for English speakers, Hardcover, 17� pp., ISBN:9782218065910 
A user-friendly conjugation guide created specifically for speakers of English. Includes conjugation models and tables 
highlighting the verb groups, tenses and spelling irregularities as well as an overview of the rules for construction 
usage and verb agreement. A handy tool for any student of French.

100% FLE - GRAMMAIRE ESSENTIELLE DU FRANÇAIS - $45.95 Each
L. Glaud, Softcover, �88pp., with MP� audio CD, dialogs and exercises These two books and accompanying MP� CDs 
are essential guides which allows beginner to intermediate level students, A1/A� to B1/B�, to learn French grammar 
in a progressive, simple and dynamic way. It is divided into three stages: observe, think and memorize. Each guide 
includes over �00 exercises, more than 1� oral and written activities and 1 project of continuing speaking. Your students 
will find these to be the perfect resources  for their grammar development.   ISBN Prefix: 97822780

HT0945 A1 Text/Key.  90945 HT1028 A2 Text/Key 81028 HT1035 B1 Text/Key 81035 HT7327 B2 Text/Key 87327

100% FLE PHONETIQUE ESSENTIELLE DU FRANÇAIS - $45.95 Each
L. Glaud, Softcover, �88pp., with MP� audio CD, dialogs and exercises

These two books and accompanying MP� CDs are essential guides which allows beginner to intermediate level students, 
A1/A� to B1/B�, to learn French phonetics with 700 progressive exercises , �� lessons,  6 hours of recording on the 
included mp� CD.  This course will help the students through discrimination, repetition, tongue twisters , transformation,  
dictation,  writing and a group activity.  9 review sheets and answers are included. ISBN Prefix: 978227808

HT3398 Phonetique A1/A2 Exercises/ + Key. 3398 HT7313 Phonetique B1-B2 Excercises+ Key 7313

100% FLE VOCABULAIRE ESSENTIELLE DU FRANÇAIS - $45.95 Each
L. Glaud, Softcover, �88pp., with MP� audio CD, dialogs and exercises. Vocabulaire essentiel du français offers a 
structured approach to make vocabulary learning easier: observe, respond and memorize. There are �7 units containing 
��0 written and spoken exercises. The accompanying CD offers an additional 80 exercises along with the dialogues from 
the book. Separate sections are included to put vocabulary into use in a practical form and a comparative section for English 
and Spanish speakers to see how the languages match and differ. 1�  review sections and an answer key are also included. .
HT3404 Vocabulaire A1/A2+Key  9782278083404 HT7303 Vocabulaire  B1 +  Key  9782278087303

BA2813 501 FRENCH VERBS ISBN:9781438075204,  �7h ed., SC with CD-Rom & MP�, 768 pp. $24.99
This edition includes fully conjugated verbs in all tenses and a CD ROM & MP� CD. French verbs are arranged 
alphabetically with translations, conjugated in all persons & tenses, active & passive. The CD-ROM has crossword 
puzzles & games and the CD includes practice for conjugating verbs. A bilingual list of 1,��0 + additional  verbs, 
idioms for travelers, verb drills, short tests with answers and explanations will make learning French fun.

LA GRAMMAIRE DU FRANCAIS EN 40 LESSONS $32.95 each
This series of grammar books is the ideal reference for both HS and University students.The A1 book contains �� 
lessons & ��0 activities,  the A� book contains �� lessons & ��0 activities. The B� book contains �0 lessons & 
�01 activities. There is also a special edition of the A1 for English-speakers, where the section headings, grammar 
explanations and instructions are all in English. The lessons are found on a double page spreads with a grammar 
worksheet on one page and tools for usage on the facing page. There are tests at the end of every chapter;  an audio CD 
containing all the listening comprehension exercises is included. Additional documents, transcripts & answer keys can 
be found online: http://espacevirtuel.emdl.fr/
EMDL7689 Grammaire/English A1/CD  9788416057689
EMDL0127 Grammaire A1/CD  9788415640127

EMDL0134 Grammaire A2/CD 9788415640134
EMDL0165 Grammaire B1/CD 9788415640165

EMDL553 LA GRAMMAIRE SANS PROBLEME A1-A2 $45.50
S. Poisson-Quinton, Softcover with audio CD, 1�� pp. ISBN:9788416273553
This grammar book allows students to learn French grammar in an easy way. It features simple lessons and a wide range 
of activities specifically intended for adolescents working at or revising A1/A� level French. More than �00 oral and 
written activities included. Tests are available within each unit as well as a review test at the end of the book so that the 
student can view their own progress. The appendix contains a conjugation table, grammatical index and explanations 
of verb formation. All exercise answers are included in the book. 
MGH6726 THE ULTIMATE FRENCH VERB REVIEW AND PRACTICE + CD ROM $20.00
D. M. Stillman, R. L. Gordon, �rd Edition, Softcover, ��6 pp., ISBN:9780071849296, Intermediate to Advanced 
This new edition includes �00 contextualized exercises in French and combines clear grammar explanations and model 
sentences with exercises. �00 additional exercises are included in the bonus App, as well as Pre- and Post-tests, flashcards 
for vocabulary lists & audio exercises to test listening comprehension. Grammar concepts covered range from verb 
conjugation, usage, tenses and moods of verbs and the passive voice to prepositions, idiomatic expressions, & more!
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GRAMMAIRE PROGRESSIVE DU FRANÇAIS  ISBN Prefix:97820903
This series has been well received by both teachers and students and contains a stimulating progressive method 
which facilitates the learning of French grammar for beginning teens, and adult beginners to advanced students. 
The essential rules are presented and discussed on the left-hand page, and exercises to practice these rules are found 
on the right-hand page. Each chapter builds on the lessons previously taught to provide a continuity in the learning 
process. The beginning text includes an audio CD with �8 episodes  & 10 grammar songs to help memorize rules.
These new versions have online access to training and assessment with interactive activities and new dialogs.
CL1566 Beginner A1.1 Text/CD 82754 $48.95
CL1573 Beginner A1 Key 84529  $24.50
CL1146 Beginner A1-A2 Text/CD 80996 $51.95
CL1153 Beginner A1-A2 Key 81023 $24.50
CL8547 Intermediate A2-B1 Text/CD 81030 $57.95

CL5142 Intermediate A2-B1 Key 81047 $24.50
CL3862 Advanced B2 Text 81979 $53.95
CL3863 Advanced B2 Key 81986 $24.50
CL3594 Proficiency C1-C2 Text 82099 $59.95
CL3600 Proficiency C1-C2 Key 84406 $25.95

CL3860 EXERCICES COMMUNICATIFS DE LA GRAMMAIRE FRANÇAISE $45.95
M. Gregoire, Softcover, ��� pp., ISBN:9782090333596 
The ��0 activities allow the reinforcement of basic grammar and the development of oral and written comprehension 
for your classes. The text provides illustrations that “put in picture” points of grammar, and it also contains subjects 
for conversations, ideas for personalized works, reviews to evaluate comprehension, and an answer key.

GRAMMAIRE ACTIVE
The manuals have about �0 units each, dealing with a specific topics for easy reference. The unit offers a grammar 
rule followed by exercises of increasing difficulty, with various types of activities: production and written 
comprehension, oral comprehension, games, crosswords, and a final review sheet. There is a final self-assessment 
according to CEFR requirements. Included are conjugation and phonetics tables, transcripts of recordings, audio 
CD, and answer key is available online

.

ELI5091 A1 Text/CD 9788853615091 $30.95
ELI5107 A2Text/CD 9788853615107 $30.95

ELI0934 B1 Text/CD 9788853620934 $30.95
ELI1740 B2 Text/CD 9788853621740 $30.95

CL7280 EXERCICES AUDIO DE GRAMMAIRE  INTERMÉDIAIRE $57.95
M. Gregoire, 96 pp., Book/MP�CD, ISBN:9782090337280, 
This workbook contains recorded and illustrated dialogs presenting points of grammar in actual communication 
settings. More than �00 exercises based on these dialogs allow the users to compare their response to the recorded 
answer key. Every page introduces the students to a grammar rule. The picture that illustrates the dialog can be 
used to initiate additional exercises for both vocabulary and communication.
DC10 LE BON USAGE Ed. Goosse, Hardcover, 1,768 pp., 1�th Ed., ISBN:9782807300699  $184.50
This new, revised edition of an indispensable volume has now expanded to 1,768 pages. It contains virtually 
everything one might need to know about French grammar and the proper use of the French language. Widely 
acclaimed by experts, this book belongs in every French classroom and reference library, as well as in the home.
DC11 LE PETIT BON USAGE DE LA LANGUE FRANÇAISE: GRAMMAIRE $65.95
Ed. Goosse, Softcover, �76 pp., ISBN:9782807316966
 Complete and accessible grammar guide, the Petit Bon Usage will introduce you to the French language thanks to 
its many quotations taken from the works of classical or contemporary writers, poets and singers.

CL7087 EXERCICES GRAMMAIRE EXPLIQUÉE DU FRANÇAIS $19.95
 Poisson-Quinton. Softcover, 19� pp., ISBN:9782090337082 , Beginner to Intermediate
This workbook makes it possible to apply thereby better understanding basic grammatical facts and concepts 
necessary for good communication. The students will learn name groups,verbs and conjugation, invariable words, 
the different types of sentences,concepts of time and space. It also covers functions such as suggesting, accepting, 
refusing, expressing doubts or creating restrictions.The answers are included at the end of the workbook.

MGH2423 THE ULTIMATE FRENCH REVIEW AND PRACTICE WITH CD-ROM $20.00
D. M. Stillman, R. L. Gordon, �rd Edition, Softcover, ��6 pp., ISBN:9780071849296, Intermediate to Advanced 
This new premium edition includes �00 contextualized exercises with scene-setting instructions in French and 
combines clear grammar explanations and model sentences with extensive exercises. �00 additional exercises are 
included in the bonus App (iOS, Android, desktop), as well as Pre- and Post-tests, Flashcards for all vocabulary 
lists & audio exercises to test listening comprehension. Grammar concepts covered range from verb conjugation, 
usage, tenses & moods of verbs, the passive voice to prepositions, idiomatic expressions, and more. 
BA4454 COMPLETE FRENCH GRAMMAR REVIEW SC �6� pp., 9780764134456.  $16.99
The book begins with a review of pronunciation and spelling, and then analyzes all verb tenses and forms. The 
following chapters cover articles, nouns, adjectives adverbs, personal, possessive, and demonstrative pronouns, 
comparative and superlative forms, negative forms, interrogatives, numbers, dates, and time. Contemporary idioms 
are interspersed. Exercises in every chapter will help students sharpen theirr understanding of French grammar. 
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ERIK ORSENA Softcover, 1�0 pp.
M. Orsena, a member of the Academie Francaise, teaches grammar through the stories of two children shipwrecked 
on an island. The words become human: disguise themselves, get married, feel self-important, and more.
LP9101 LA GRAMMAIRE EST UNE CHANSON DOUCE ISBN:9782253149101 $14.95
Here are stories which will reconcile defiant spirits with the study of French syntax.

LP4345 LES CHEVALIERS DU SUBJONCTIF ISBN:9782253114345 $14.95
Jeanne and Tom’s flight will lead them to the island of the subjunctive. An island of rebels and evaders.

WRITING SKILLS
ORTHOGRAPHE PROGRESSIVE DU FRANÇAIS  ISBN Prefix: 978209038

In each of the 61 chapters, students will find clear explanations accompanied with examples on the left page and 
practice exercises on the right page. Revised and expanded the �nd edition contains an audio CD MP� with �6 
documents accompanied by activities; review tests with answers, new colorful illustrations and exercises. 
CL1375 Beginning  Text 2167 $55.95
CL1382 Beginning Key and CD 1382 $29.95

CL1450 Intermediate  Text 2174 $55.95
CL1467 Intermediate  Key and CD 1467 $29.95

VOCABULAIRE PROGRESSIF DU FRANÇAIS 2e
Keeping with the clear format that made the original series so successful, this new edition covers new themes 
and vocabulary, the French speaking world, the European Union, nationalities, languages, clothes, money and 
banking, communication, cuisine, leisure activities, vacation and tourism. It also offers more exercises, includes 
a review test and contains an audio CD. A separate answer booklet makes the materials suitable for a range of 
learning situations, from traditional classroom to self-study. ISBN prefix: 97820903

CL1269 Beginning Txt &CD 80170 $54.95
CL1283 Intermediate Txt &CD 80156 $57.50
CL1306 Advanced Txt &CD 81993 $56.95 

CL1276 Beginning Key 81276 $24.95
CL1290 Intermediate Key 810163 $26.50
CL1313 Advanced Key 81313 $26.95

MATERIALS FOR ORAL PROFICIENCY
VOCABULAIRE EXPLIQUÉ DU FRANÇAIS

Methodically organized, each of these books is composed of three parts graduating in difficulty. The first level 
covers prefixes, suffixes, word formation, synonyms, antonyms and homonyms, and introduces idiomatic 
expressions and nuances of the words. The second level covers words and usage, the use of culture in language, 
onomatopoeia, imaged expression, descriptive and contempoary vocabulary genre, spelling and precision.
CL1364 Textbook Beg 9782090331387 $54.95
CL6188 Workbook Beg 9782090331370 $30.95

CL7198 Textbook  Int 9782090337198 $57.95
CL7211 Workbook Int 9782090337211 $31.50

COMMUNICATION PROGRESSIVE DU FRANÇAIS  C. Miquel, Softcover
Discover the different aspects of communicating in French in a realistic and humorous way with �0 situations 
from everyday life covering both formal and informal speech. On the left page you will find interesting or 
funny conversations between people about everyday life, as well as the vocabulary necessary to perform 
your communication effectively. Chapters are grouped under five headings: shopping; giving and asking for 
information; social dialogues; formal dialogues; discussions and debates. The second page focuses on student 
participation and includes comprehension and new exercises.

Beginning Level:
CL1320 Textbook & CD 9782090384451 $56.95
CL1337 Answer Key 9782090384468 $24.50

Intermediate Level:
CL1634 Textbook & CD 9782090384475 $58.95

CL1641 Answer Key 9782090384482 $25.95
PHONÉTIQUE PROGRESSIVE DU FRANÇAIS  L. Charliac, A-C Motron, Softcover

An entertaining and easy to use method to learn French phonetics. The beginning level start with the study of 
rhyme and intonation. The intermediate book continues with sounds found in poems or texts, and the advanced 
level looks at metrics, sounds and expressive intonation. The �6 chapters are clearly laid out in double page 
spreads with explanations on the left and exercises on the right hand page. The second edition includes an MP� 
and �0 new exercises.

Beginning Level: 
CL1108 Text & mp3 CD 9782090384550 $69.95
CL1115 Answer Key 9782090384567 $26.95

Intermediate Level:
CL1672 Text & mp3 CD 9782090382136 $57.95
CL1689 Answer Key 9782090382211 $26.95

HA6981 LES 500 EXERCICES DE PHONÉTIQUE A1-A2 $53.95
D. Abry, Book/MP� CD/Key, Softcover, 17� pp., ISBN:9782011556981
An excellent set to practice and perfect your students’ French pronunciation. It includes an audio CD/MP� with over 
6 hours of listening exercises. The system is presented in � steps:  observation and perception, articulation, rhythmic 
training and intonation. The text contains suggestions for the teacher, and many illustrations to facilitate comprehension.
HA7544 LES 500 EXERCICES DE PHONÉTIQUE B1-B2  ISBN:9782011557544 $53.95
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DELF / DALF / TEF / TCF
DELF SCOLAIRE & JUNIOR

These full-color manuals will help teenagers prepare for the DELF scolaire and junior exams. Each book follows a 
three step approach: spot weaknesses, develop skills, and practice the exam. Extra support comes in the form of an 
audio CD for oral and listening practice and answer keys to allow students to review their work.
HA4529 A1 Text/CD 9782011554529 $37.95

HA6116 A2 Text/CD 9783190133826 $37.95

HA6783 B1 Text/CD 9782011556783 $37.95

HA7315 B2 Text/CD 9782011557315 $37.95
COLLECTION DELF PRIM

These manuals provide practice exercises for the DELF Prim exam, offered to students 8-1� years old. Six units 
cover different themes and allow students to prepare for exam day. The books can be used to create a mock exam 
environment. Typical subjects for the writing portion are also included.
HA9661 A1 Text/CD 9782011559661 $36.95 HA9654 A1.1 Text/CD 9782011559654 $36.95

ABC DILF/DELF Text/CD
This series for high schoolers and adults helps with preparation for the Diplôme d’étude de la langue française (DELF). 
It is organized by four competences evaluated by the DELF: listening comprehension, reading comprehension, 
writing and listening skills. The method prepares students with an explanation of the exam procedures, �00 practice 
activities, practice exams, and grammar review. It also includes an Mp� CD, corrections and transcripts. Versions 
designed for the DELF Junior are also available. ISBN Prefix: 97820903

CL1801 DILF A1.1 81801  $37.95
CL1719 DELF A1 82525  $37.95

CL1726 DELF A2 51996  $37.95
CL1733 DELF B1 51972  $41.95

CL1740 DELF B2 51989 $46.95 
CL3846 DELF C1/C2 53846 $59.95

LE NOUVEL ENTRAÎNEZ-VOUS 
These are designed to prepare the student in all areas required to receive the "Diplôme d'Études en Langue Fran-
çaise" as well as the "Diplôme Approfondi de Langue Française." The texts tackle both oral and written language 
development. Explanations and exercises facilitate the students' mastery of each chapter. Each of these books pro-
vides systematic activities which precisely correspond to the requirements of either the DELF or DALF. Each level 
contains the student book, CD and answer key.

NOUVEAU  DELF: A1 150 Activités 
CL2443  A1 Book & CD 9782090352443 $40.95

NOUVEAU DELF: A2 200 Activités 
CL2450 A2 Book & CD 9782090352450 $41.95

NOUVEAU DELF: B1 200 Activités 
CL2306 B1 Book & CD 9782090352306 $45.95

NOUVEAU DELF: B2 200 Activités 
CL2313 B2 Book & CD 9782090352313 $51.95

VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT
PHONETIQUE PROGRESSIVE

Beginning Level: 
CL1108 Text & MP3 CD 9782090384550 $69.95
CL1115 Answer Key 9782090384567 $26.95

Intermediate Level:
CL1672 Text & MP3 CD 9782090382136 $57.95
CL1689 Answer Key 9782090382211 $25.95

100% FLE COLLECTION
Designed to strengthen students’ basic skills, 100% FLE is a new collection from Didier to assure language progress 
in French. It is rich in information, pragmatic, and illustrated, to facilitate the learning process.  All books are 
accompanied by a CD that contain dialogues and 80 exercises. 
HT3398 Phonétique Essentiel 9782278083398 $45.95 HT3404 Vocabulaire Essentiel 9782278083404 $45.95

VOCABULAIRE EN DIALOGUES
This book and CD set helps the student learn and hear new words in an authentic context. The chapters present a 
range of up-to-date themes (shopping, the time, etc.) and follow a clear structure: preparation for the dialogue, the 
dialogue followed by an explanation of the vocabulary used, and finally a range of activities related to the topic. 
Five review sections help the students  gauge their progress. A multilingual glossary , the  answer key, as well as the 
CDs containing the dialogues, are included. 
CL0552 Beginning Level A1/A2 9782090380552 $54.95 CL0569 Intermediate Level B1 9782090380569 $54.95

HT3582 GUIDE DE COMMUNICATION EN FRANCAIS  $29.95
J.J Mabillat, SC/MP�, ��� pp., ISBN:9782278079247
A true survival guide for anyone living in a French-speaking nation or simply learning French, this book offers 7� 
dialogues that not only depict correct phrases, but match the right phrase to the appropriate level: polite, standard, 
familiar. The dialogues also provide frequently-used idiomatic expressions, expressions for written correspondence, 
and cultural and linguistic notes. This text corresponds to Levels A1-C1. 
HT0133 FUNAMBULE CD ROM ISBN:9782278050130 $129.95
Using an innovative method to teach French, this CD-Rom contains �0 video sequences derived from �0 articles 
obtained from the famous French television program Funambule. Created for beginning high school and college 
students, this visual and auditory program will expose them to French as it is spoken by word and body language in 
the Francophone world.
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FRENCH CLASSICS NOVELS IN PAPERBACK EDITION
***These are the original works, neither annotated nor simplified***

ANOUILH
SO0586 Antigone 2710381419 $14.95
FO0102 Becket ou l'Honneur 2070361918 $16.50
FO0105 Le Voyageur sans bagage, suivi de 
 Le Bal des voleurs 2070367592 $15.50
AYME
FO0342 Les Contes Du Chat Perche 2072741467 $18.25
FO0106 Le Passe Muraille 2070369617 $16.50
BA, M.
NEA72 Une Si Longue Lettre 2842612892 $16.95
BALZAC, H.
LP0010 Le Colonel Chabert 2253098043 $8.95
GF0112 Le Père Goriot 2080712993 $8.95
LP0007 Le Père Goriot 2253085790 $8.95
GF0242 La Peau de Chagrin 2081309432 $10.95
BARBERY, M.
FO1653 L’Élégance du Hérisson 2070464326 $21.95
BAUDELAIRE, C.
GF0007 Les Fleurs du Mal 20811390652 $8.95
BEAUVOIR, S.
FO0111 Les Belles Images 2070362434 $15.50
BECKETT, S.
MN0148 En Attendant Godot 2707301482 $15.50
MN0551 Oh Les Beaux Jours 2707300551 $14.95
BEN JELLOUN, T
SE2759 Le Racisme Expliqué à Ma Fille 2021408086 $22.95
BRETON, A.
FO0209 Nadja 2070360733 $14.95
CAMUS, A.
FO0121 La Chute 2070360105 $13.95
FO0120 L'Etranger 2070360024 $14.95
FMX5052 L'Etranger (3 Audio CDs) read by Camus $49.95
FO0123 La Peste 2070360423 $16.95
FO0125 L'Exil et le Royaume 2070360784 $16.50
CÉSAIRE, A 
SE44 Une Tempête 2020314312 $10.95
CHATEAUBRIAND, R.
GF0025 Atala-René 2080708627 $11.50
CHRÉTIEN DE TROYES
FO0614 Perceval ou le Roman du Graal  Limited Quantities
 (Modern French) 2070365379 $15.50
CLAUDEL, P.            Limited Quantities
FO774 Le Soulier de Satin 2070367746 $20.50
COCTEAU, J.
LP0051  Les Enfants Terribles 2253010251 $9.50

CONDE, M.
FO69 Traversée de la Mangrove 2070385469 $20.50
COLETTE
LP1712 La Chatte 2253011711 $13.95
DAUDET, A.
LP0072 Tartarin de Tarascon 2253030090 $7.95
DESCARTES, R.
GF0918 Discours de la Methode 208139071X $8.50
GF3008 Meditations Metaphysiques 2081220008 $11.50
DUMAS. A.
GF0144 Les Trois Mousquetaires 2081309467 $11.95
DURAS, M.
MN368 L'Amant 2707306959 $24.50
MN0501 Moderato Cantabile 2707303143 $14.95
FO0136 Hiroshima mon Amour 2070360091 $14.95
FLAUBERT, G.
GF0086 Madame Bovary
  9782081422568 $10.95
LP1798 Trois Contes 2253011797 $8.95
GARY, R.
FO1362 La Vie Devant Soi 2070373622 $17.95
GAUTIER, T.
LP0091 Roman de la Momie 2253037419 $8.95
GENET, J.
FO0634 Les Bonnes  2070370607 $14.95
GUÈNE, F
LP3751 Kiffe, Kiffe, Demain 2253113751 $14.25
GIDE, A.
FO0142 La Symphonie Pastorale 2070360180 $15.95
FO0148 L'Immoraliste 2070362299 $14.95
GIONO, J.
FOJ180 L’homme qui plantait des arbres 2075092664 $16.50
GIRAUDOUX, J.
LP0106 La Guerre de Troie  N'Aura... 2253004898 $11.95
HUGO, V.
LP0119 Notre Dame de Paris 2253009687 $10.50
LP8995 Les Misérables 2010008995 $12.95

IONESCO, E.
FO0155 Rhinocéros 2070368165 $18.95
FO0149 Cantatrice Chauve/La Leçon 2070362361 $16.50
FO3474 Cantatrice Chauve/La Leçon 
 With Notes 2070383474 $20.50

JOFFO, J
LP9491 Un Sac de Billes 2253029491 $13.95
KESSEL, J.
FO0157 Le Lion 2070368084 $16.95
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LA FONTAINE, J. de
LP0130 Fables  2253010049 $8.95
LAFAYETTE, Mme. de
LP0129 La Princesse de Clèves 2253006726 $10.95
FO7788 La Princesse de Clèves 2070367789 $10.95

LAYE, C
PP0013 L’Enfant Noir 2266178946 $11.95
MALLE, L.
FO2593 Au Revoir, les Enfants 2070388735 $16.95
MALRAUX, A.
FO0161 La Condition Humaine 2070360016 $17.95
MAUPASSANT, G. de
GF7376 Bel Ami 208141614X $8.95
LP0145 Pierre et Jean 2253012351 $8.95
FO1414 Pierre et Jean 2070410854 $8.95
PP6020 Pierre et Jean 2266199854 $8.95
MAURIAC, F.
LP0146 Thérèse Desqueyroux 2253004219 $12.95
LP0147 Le Noeud de Vipères 2253002879 $13.50
LP0148 Le Mystère Frontenac 2253010243 $14.95

MÉRIMÉE, P.
LP0150 Carmen 2253098221 $8.95
GF0032 Colomba 2080700324 $8.95
MOLIERE
CID1660 L'Avare Book/CD 8877541660 $21.95
CID2586 Le Tartuffe Book/CD 8877542586 $21.95

NOTHOMB, N.
LP0711 Stupeur et Tremblements 2253150711 $14.95
OYONO, M.
PP202 Une Vie de Boy 2266169289 $12.95

PAGNOL, M.
HA2104 Jean de Florette 2877065111 $15.95
HA2105 Manon des Sources 287706512X $15.95
HA2100 La Gloire de mon Père 2877065073 $15.95
HA0572 Fanny 2877065146 $15.95
HA2112 La Fille du Puisatier 2877065197 $15.95
PINEAU, G.
CE8137 Un Papillon dans la Cité 2842801741 $21.95
PREVERT, J.
FO0164 Paroles 2070367622 $15.95
PREVOST, A.
LP0157 Manon Lescaut 2253081035 $8.95
PROUST, M.
HA9097 Du Côté de chez Swann 2070379248 $17.95
FO0174 Le Temps Retrouvé 2070382931 $19.95
QUENEAU, R.
FO5834 Exercices de Style 2070373630 $14.95
RABELAIS, F.
LP0159 Gargantua 225301494X $10.50

RIMBAUD, A.
GF0505 Poésies 2081382725 $10.95
ROCHEFORT, C.
LP0163 Les Petits Enfants du Siècle 2253002941 $12.50
ROMAINS, J.
FO0181 Knock  2070360601 $13.25 
ROSTAND, E.
LP0166 Cyrano de Bergerac 2253005673 $9.25
SAGAN, F.
PP0168 Bonjour Tristesse 2266195581 $12.50
PP4138 Aimez-Vous Brahms 2266192264 $9.95
SAINT EXUPÉRY, A. de
FO0182 Vol de Nuit 2070360040 $14.95
FO2758 Le Petit Prince 2070612759 $15.95
SAND, G.
LP0186 La Petite Fadette 2253003743 $8.95
FO0738 François le Champi 2070308766 $8.95
SARTRE, J. P.
FO2805 Les Jeux sont Faits 2070394824 $16.95
FO8068 Les Mains Sales 2070368068 $16.95
FO0192 Le Mur 2070368785 $17.95
FO0195 Huis Clos /Les Mouches 2070368076 $18.95
SCHMITT,E   Annotated Version
DL4904 Oscar Et La Dame Rose 2210754909 $13.50
DL4904 Monsieur Ibrahim et les Fleurs du Coran
  2253166634 $13.95
SEMPÉ-GOSCINNY,   Rest of series is available
FO0199 Le Petit Nicolas 2070612767 $15.95
FO0008 Petit Nicolas a des Ennuis 207057704X $15.95
FO9900 Petit Nicolas et ses Voisins 2070619907 $15.95
FO0010 Les Récrés du Petit Nicolas 2070577058 $15.95
FO9887 La Rentrée du Petit Nicolas 2070619885 $15.95
FO0011 Les Vacances du Petit Nicolas 2070577023 $15.95
STENDHAL
LP0192 Le Rouge et le Noir 2253006203 $11.50
LP0193 Le Chartreuse de Parme 2253160687 $9.95
VERCORS
LP0195 Le Silence de la Mer 225307375X $14.95
VERNE, J.
LP2025 Le Tour du Monde en 80 jours 2253012696 $13.95
LP2033 Vingt Mille Lieues... les Mers 2253006327 $15.50
VIAN, B.
LP4087 L'Écume des Jours 2253140872 $15.95
VOLTAIRE
LP0657 Candide 2253098086 $8.95
GF0015 Lettres Philosophiques 2080700154 $8.95
ZOBEL
PS25 Rue Cases-Nègres 2708704338 $16.50
ZOLA, E.
LP0206 Germinal 2253004227 $8.95
FO1436 L'Assomoir 2070411435 $8.95
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FRANCOPHONE PAPERBACKS
This collection of paperbacks is devoted exclusively to Francophone authors. It includes masterpieces, many of which had been out of 
print, of such authors as Eza Boto, Aime Césaire, B.B. Dadie, Birago Diop, and Ousmane Sembéne.
BÂ
NEA72 Une Si Longue Lettre 9782842612894 $16.50
BADIAN, S.
PS18 Sous l'Orage et la Mort de Chaka
 9782708702875 $14.95
BOTO, E.
PS10 La Ville Cruelle 9782708702622 $14.95
CÉSAIRE, A. ISBN Prefix:978270870
PS12 Tragédie du Roi Christophe   1304 $14.95
PS13 Cahier D'un Retour au Pays Natal  4206 $12.50
SE44 Une Tempête 9782020314312 $10.99 
CONDÉ, M.
FO29 Moi, Tituba Sorcière..Noire de $18.95
 Salem, 9782070379293

FO69 Traversée de la Mangrove  9782070385461 $20.50
DADIÉ, B.B. 
PS14 Le Pagne Noir 9782708700253 $13.95
DIOP, B.
PS19 Contes D'Amadou Koumba $13.95
   9782708701670

HEBERT, A.
EXP5201 Oeuvre Poetiques 9782890525207  $19.95
STK667 Poèmes 9782020016667  $12.95

KANE, C.H.
DH8342 L'Aventure Ambiguë 9782264036933 $13.95
KOUROUMA, A.
SE5753 Soleils des Indépendances 9782020259217 $13.95
LAYE
PP0013 L'Enfant Noir 9782266178945 $11.95
PP0014 L'Enfant Noir Junior ed. 9782266108157 $13.95

Contains notes, questions and literary terms
OYONO
PP202 Une Vie De Boy 9782266169288 $12.95
PINEAU, G.
CE8137 Papillon Dans La Cité 9782842801748 $21.95
SADJI, A.
PS23 Maimouna 9782708700505 $13.95
SEMBÉNE, O.
PP95 Bouts De Bois De Dieu 9782266245814 $13.95
PS90 Le Mandat 9782708701700 $13.95
SÉDAR SENGHOR, L.
SE210 Œuvre Poétique 9782757884072 $20.95
ZOBEL, J.
PS25 La Rue Cases-Nègres 9782708704336 $16.50

TALES AND LEGENDS FOR CHILDREN OF ALL AGES!
FOJ107 CONTES CROISÉS: QUAND L’AFRIQUE ET L’EUROPE SE RÉPONDENT  $12.25
J. de Nantes, E. Dalet, illustrated by Rémi Courgeon, Softcover, 1�� pp., ISBN:9782070645107
A turtle invites a snake to dinner, a witch becomes an elephant, rivals persecute a princess: How do these traditional 
African tales resemble their European counterparts? In this book, stories from Benin meet those of Perrault, La 
Fontaine and Aesop. See how each culture adressess universal themes like jealousy, pride and greed.
GF8402 26 CONTES DE LA SAVANE J. Muzi, Softcover, 1�� pp, ISBN:9782081258402 $12.25
These �6 stories will transport readers to the African Savannah, where wild and domestic animals abound. Perfect 
for intermediate students, each story features simple text and a glimpse of African culture and rituals.

SD4584 CONTES DU BOUT DU MONDE,  R.Delpeuch, SC, 9�pp., ISBN:9782841174584 $12.25
Here are stories to share with friends. Stories to read, to listen to, some will make you cry, some will generate 
laughs, some will make you feel like you’ve traveled the world.
ML9484 KIRIKOU ET LA SORCIÈRE  M. Ocelot, Hardcover, ISBN:9782745904713 $27.95
This beautifully illustrated fairy tale based on West African folklore tells the story of a gifted baby boy who 
reverses the deadly curses that a sorceress has placed on his village.
HA877X KIRIKOU ET LA SORCIÈRE  M. Ocelot, Softcover, ISBN:9782013227452 $12.50
HA2603 KIRIKOU ET LA SORCIÈRE  M. Ocelot, Small Hardcover, ISBN:9782745902603 $13.95
HA3325 KIRIKOU ET LES BETES SAUVAGES  M. Ocelot, Small Hardcover, ISBN:9782745923325 $16.95
the memories of our little hero are recounted in a new feature film and in a single book; to the delight of fans of 
the cunning and mischievous little character!
SE2759 LE RACISME EXPLIQUÉ À MA FILLE T. Ben Jelloun, SC, 9� pp.  9782021408089 $20.50
The prize-winning author meets the challenge of explaining racism to his daughter. Presented as a dialogue, the 
book is aimed at guiding parents and teachers to continue the discussion with young people ages 8 and up. 
UD237 EN ATTENDANT LA PLUIE, OU, L’EAU, C’EST LA VIE $25.95
E. Zicot, HC, 9782211059237
Rain is synonymous with grayness and sometimes disasters. But in the Savannas, it has not rained. How can a 
mother cheetah feed her little ones as all the herds have left?? 
UD8156 L’AFRIQUE, PETIT CHAKA M. Sellier, HC, �� pp.  9782711858156 $29.95
This oversized, hardbound reader is an exquisite journey across the continent of Africa. Beautiful relief 
paintingsaccompany the lilting narrative of Petit Chaka’s grandfather, the storyteller. 
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UD5246 MACHA ET LA PLUIE $25.95
D. d’ AlmeidaHC, �8 pp.  9782877675246 
Macha the frog and all the animals are really hot, and the river is very dry.  Macha thinks, thinks ... and decides 
that an animal rain dance will do the trick. That’s how the animal rain dance started.
SE4876 YAKOUBA $16.95
T. Dedieu, SC, �0 pp.  9782020964876 
A tale about the initiation of a young boy who will not become a warrior and about the meaning of courage and 
the right to be different. Illustrations in black and white.
UD4780 YAKOUBA  T. Dedieu, Hardcover, �0 pp.  9782020214780 $31.95
SE6065 L’EPOPEE DE SOUNDIATA KEITA $39.95
D Konate, HC, 6� pp.  9782020556064 
This tall hardcover book tells the epic story of Soundiata Keita, 1�th century emperor of the 1� kingdoms of Mali. 
Written by a direct descendent of the ancient royal line, and featuring magnificent color pencil illustrations, the 
book includes a detailed hand drawn map of Mali, an etymological study of the names ‘Keita’ and ‘Konate’, and 
an overview of the ancestors and descendants of Soundiata Keita.
UD1261 Y A-T-IL DES OURS EN AFRIQUE? $13.95
Ichikawa , SC, �7 pp.  9782211061261 
A beautiful story full of goodness and tolerance. A great introduction to the African world as seen through the eyes 
of Meto and the animals that accompany him.
UD6196 LE PETIT SORCIER DE LA PLUIE $13.95
A. De Boel , SC, �� pp.  9782211086196 
As soon as the little boy was old enough to walk, he wanted to go too fast. He ran and fell. The women of the clan 
called him Little Rain. The rain in this country is welcome. Without it, nothing grows, nothing lives. But that year, 
the rain did not come. A great introduction to the world of the Australian aborigines and their beliefs.

COLLECTION "LE CAMÉLÉON VERT" $13.95 Each ISBN prefix: 978284129
An entertaining collection of children's stories whose text and illustrations reflect the imagination and colors of 
Africa. The print is larger and the language easy to understand. Perfect for students beginning to read French.
EH6005 Afi et le Tambour Magique 6057
EH7146 L’Arbre Qui Portait des Lunettes 7146
EH8204 Bouh et la Vache Magique 8204
EH6009 Djidogbé et le Serpent-Dieu 6095

EH6022 Louba, le Petit Footballeur 6224
EH6007 Néné et la Chenille 6071
EH6032 La Tififi Citronelle 6323
EH6006 Quand je Serai Grand 6064
EH6020 Wer la Petite Fille Lune 6200

STK1966 MON AFRIQUE: Photographs of Sub-Saharan Africa $29.95
P Maitre. Hardcover, 1�9pp. ISBN: 9780893819163 Luxuriantly vibrant photographs transport you to an Africa of 
varying topographies, including: lush emerald forests, golden deserts, violet and quietly majestic mountain peaks. 
In this startlingly beautiful land, ornamented by the marks of human struggle and worship, contradictions are 
plentiful.
SO1310 LA FRANCOPHONIE $22.95
C Trean, Softcover, 1�7 pp., ISBN:9782846701310 
La Francophonie is a relic of colonialism; “La Francophonie it is the policy of French influence,” “Africa is 
francophone;” “The Quebecois are the only true defenders of la francophonie.” The author takes these as her point 
of departure and brings an impartial elucidation on what is thought to be facts either from tradition or rumor.
CL5361 LITTÉRATURE PROGRESSIVE DE LA FRANCOPHONIE $51.50
N. Blondeau, Softcover, 1�7pp., ISBN:9782090380781 
What are the similarities between Brel, Yourcenar, Simenon, Senghor, and  Cesaire? This book will help your students 
discover, understand and appreciate a wide range of texts belonging to the Francophone literature. The 66 texts 
presented are grouped by themes or by genre. Each text is presented on the left page with the biography of the author 
and the explanation of the vocabulary. Guided activities help students comprehend the work & learn the language. 
CL3624 Littérature Progressive de La Francophonie Answer Key ISBN: 9782090353624 $24.95
CL1207 CIVILISATION PROGRESSIVE DE LA FRANCOPHONIE Beginning $52.95
J. Noutchie Njike, Softcover, 1�� pp., ISBN:9782090381207. 
�� Francophone States are united by their French heritage. Each of these countries is affected by the French 
language, culture and civilization.  This work proposes a succinct presentation of the countries and institutions, 
and a journey through 1� thematic areas including their dances, musical rhythms, fashion, movies, and literature. 
Comprehension questions are found at the end of each chapter.
CL1214 Civilization Progressive de La Francophonie Answer Key ISBN: 9782090381214 $23.95

HT6488 ANTHOLOGIE AFRICAINE J. Chevrier, Softcover, �68 pp., ISBN:9782747302623 $12.50
A collection of excerpts from contemporary French-speaking African authors giving a first-hand view of modern 
life set against the background of cultural diversity and changes in African society over the past �0 years. Features 
works by M. Beti, S. Ousmane, A. Hampate Ba, A. Kourouma, A. Césaire, L. Senghor.
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ANTHOLOGIES

LAGARDE ET MICHARD  "Les Siècles"
A complete panorama of French literature from the Middle Ages to the �0th Century in six volumes.
This collection has proven itself as an important reference for all who wish to learn and increase their
knowledge of French literature. The new edition of this collection (1997) approaches literature from a thematic 
angle and maintains the important aspects that have made it famous: a chronological presentation of the authors 
and their works, complemented by well chosen excerpts. 
BO300 MOYEN-ÂGE ISBN:9782040162078 $49.95
BO310 XVI SIÈCLE ISBN:9782040162092 $52.95
BO320 XVII SIÈCLE ISBN:9782040162115 $55.95

BO330 XVIII SIÈCLE ISBN:9782040162139 $55.95
BO340 XIX SIÈCLE ISBN:9782040162160 $64.95
BO350 XX SIÈCLE ISBN:9782040180003 $72.95

BO360 SPECIAL PRICE FOR COMPLETE SET OF 6 VOLUMES: $339.95
LITTÉRATURE PROGRESSIVE DU FRANÇAIS N. Blondeau, et al. 

Presenting the best of French literature from the Middle Ages to the �0th Century, this text combines excerpts of 
great literature with comprehension questions to help the student delve deeper into the text. Excerpts represent a 
range of French and Francophone authors including Molière, Voltaire, Stendhal, Cocteau, Beauvoir, Senghor.

Beginning Level
CL8849 Textbook  9782090380729 $59.95
CL8857 Answer Key 9782090381405 $27.50

Intermediate Level
CL7567 Textbook  9782090351798 $59.95
CL7575 Answer Key 9782090381804 $27.50

LA4177 DICTIONAIRE DE LITERATURE FRANÇAISE ET FRANCOPHONE $49.95
P. Mougin, Softcover, ��� pp., ISBN:9782035874177 
With works from the Middle Ages to the twenty-first century, this dictionary of French and Francophone Literature 
is an inexhaustible source of discovery for all literature lovers. The dictionary covers ��0 chronological entries 
featuring the largest French-language writers, like Zola, N’Diaye, Quignard, Modiano, Jelloun and more. 

BO0468 LA LITTÉRATURE FRANÇAISE: XIXè-XXè Siecles $39.95
P. Deshusses, L. Karlson,  Softcover, 607 pp., ISBN:9782040280468  Limited Stock!
A thorough survey of modern literature which includes details on the historical, artistic and social occurrences of 
the century.  Featured authors include: Balzac, Flaubert, Pagnol, Senghor, Duras, Camus, Beauvoir, and Simenon.  
This text is an excellent resource for your advanced literature course.

HA4543 PRÉCIS D’HISTOIRE DE LA LITTÉRATURE FRANÇAISE $29.50
Fragonard, M-M, Softcover, 11� pp., ISBN:9782278034543
Collecting texts from the Middle Ages through 199�, this history of French literature introduces students to classic 
texts by placing them in their socio-historic context. Arranged chronologically by major literary themes, each 
chapter is divided into historical periods, including lists of important works from that period. Although written 
for advanced High School students, this book will be helpful those wanting to learn more about French literature.

HA7346 LA LITTÉRATURE FRANÇAISE DE A À Z $34.50
F. Aguettaz, S. Audeguy, Softcover, �80 pp., ISBN:9782401077904
Complete and convenient, this encyclopedic guide is an effective tool for students preparing exams as well as a 
reference for lovers of literature. Quickly look up French authors and their masterpieces, key characters and myths, 
literary movements, genres, and literary terminology. Each entry is classified alphabetically for ease of use.

COLLECTION LITTÉRAMA
Clefs exercises are based on classic literary works as well as modern-day magazine and newspaper articles. 
Each example is accompanied by numerous activities. Clefs lays out the tools necessary for text analysis and 
recognition of literary genres. The � other volumes furnish a panorama of literature from each century in its 
social, political, historical, and artistic context, as well as questions to assure the understanding.
CID3949 Clefs de la lecture: Student Book $24.95
CID4902 Moyen Âge-XVIIIè  $24.95

CID3957 XIXè siècle Bk & CD $29.95
CID3509 Moyen Âge-XXè Siecle TG $6.95

HT4183 POUR ÉTUDIER UN POÈME F. Nayrolles, SC, 79 pp., 9782218714184 $11.95
In 10 chapters the student will become familiar with the tools to analyze rhyme, rhythm,sonority, images, poetic 
language and the most important traditional and contemporary forms.  Included are exercises and answers. 
HT5805 LIRE EN FRANCAIS: Recueil De Textes D’auteurs Contemporains $9.95
F. Weiss,  F. Dangon, Softcover, ��9 pp.,  ISBN:2218055805, Published 1957
Containing excerpts from some of the most important works in modern French literature, this book is an 
excellent resource for the advanced reader. Divided into four sections: stories and novellas, excerpts from novels, 
dialogues, and theatrical scenes. Includes passages from Ayme, Sartre, Saint-Exupery, Ben Jelloun, Ionesco and 
many more.
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POÉSIE
HA193B Anthologie De La Poésie Française. $15.95
G. Pompidou, Softcover, �76 pp., ISBN:9782253005438
A great French statesman presents an anthology of French 
poetry from Deschamps to Eluard. The most important 
poems by the finest French poets.

LP3030 Les Cent Plus Beaux Poèmes de la Langue 
Française J. Orizet, SC, ��0 pp., 9782253153030 $13.95
A poetic voyage that takes us from Rutebeuf to Vian 
while stopping to experience Villon, Lamartine, Chénier, 
Nerval, Corbière, Laforgue, Eluard, Prévert, Baudelaire, 
Verlaine, Rimbaud Hugo and so many others.

STK1429 Poèmes d'Adolescents $17.50
P. Frienet, SC, �0� pp, Limited Quantity! 9782203231429
This unique collection showcases the voices of 
Francophonie's youngest poets.  Adoloscents, ages 1� 
to 18, explore anguish, joy, revolt, aspiration and more. 
Learn about French culture through the words of its youth.

SO6018 101 Poèmes Pour Les Petits $29.95
Bézard, HC, 1��pp, Limited Quantity! 9782747006019
Enter a realm in which whales wail the blues, toads 
wish upon the moon, and cows parachute from the sky.  
Delightful illustrations of beloved poems by authors like 
Verlaine, Prévert, Hugo &  others, can be found in this book.
GA2156 Poèmes à dire: Une anthologie de poésie 
contemporaine francophone  $17.50
SC, ��0 pp., ISBN:9782070452156  
This beautiful anthology of  French poetry from the 
Middle Ages to contemporary times is designed to 
appeal to all ages. You will find works from Rutebeuf, 
Corneille, Hugo, Rimbaud, Vian and many others.  

SKU2766 Jacques Prévert, le gamin de Paris $9.95
L. Jaffé, HC, �9 pp, Limited Quantity! ISBN:978284146766
More than a biography, this book allows young learners 
to follow the daily life of renowned poet Jaques Prevert. 
With sketches and easy-to-read text, readers can enter 
his works and discover his inspirations.

SE64 La Poésie Française des Origines à Nos 
Jours C Bonnefoy, �00 illust, HC, 6�0 pp $93.95
This anthology studies the origins of French poetry from 
the Middle Ages to 197�. Authors from France, Belgium, 
Québec, and other Francophone countries are studied. 
Abundant illustrations, photographs, and reproductions 
accompany the poems. ISBN:9782020042901

THÉATRE/ CINÉMA

INT5201 Une Sorcière Chez Les Carottes $12.95
Et Autres Sketches SC, ��pp., ISBN:9782725625201
These short plays are very funny and easy to set up: every 
role of carrot can be divided, so that a group of 1� students 
can play the parts. Perfect for elementary French students.

INT2811 Cendrillon Dépoussiérée  $12.95
Softcover, �� pp., ISBN:9782725622811
A funny play to perform with middle school to high 
school students. It is the story of a modern Cinderella 
with a galactic fairy godmother.

INT0053 L’Opéra Grammatical/Le Juste Mot
A. Vivet-Remy, SC, �� pp., ISBN:9782725620053 $12.95
These playlets allow you to teach a little grammar to 
your students in  the form of a game. Very funny mini-
plays, for three characters, which parody the broadcasts 
of a TV game show with questions on grammar.

EC600 Théâtre À Lire, Théâtre À Jouer $12.95
G. Courteline, SC, 90 pp., ISBN:9782211095631
The plays are taken from everyday life and all the 
characters could be friends of yours. If you search hard, 
you will surely find them, and enjoy yourself while 
reading or acting.

BO8355 Le Théâtre Au XXè Siècle $17.95
C. Deshoulieres, SC, ��� pp., ISBN:9782040183554
More than any other era, the XX century has allowed 
the theater to be a place for literary experimentation and 
political expression. Join the author as he follows the 
tumultuous movements as they evolved with Claudel, 
Beckett, Giraudoux and others. 

STK6184 Une Actrice A Disparu   $19.95
C. Barnoud, SC, 9� pp., Limited Quantity! 9782010136184 
, You (and your class) are the main characters of this 
exciting active reading exercise. A moviestar named 
Camille disappears in Paris while filming, and to find 
her, students must choose the right path through the text.

HA91 Huit Farces Pour Écoliers $19.95
P. Gripari,  SC, �17 pp., ISBN:9782246424918
A more advanced selection of plays for the more advanced 
students. Funny, contemporary and easy to perform, 
these are an excellent way to develop vocabulary, body 
language and to enjoy French!.

SO1706 12 Petites Pieces Pour Adolescents $21.95
 F Chaxel. Softcover, 1�0 pp., ISBN:9782842601706
An advanced selection of plays for the adolescent student. 
Funny, contemporary and easy to perform, these are an 
excellent way to develop vocabulary, body language and 
to enjoy French!

RZ582 Pieces et Saynetes Pour Les Enfants $32.50
D. Chauvel  SC, 1�� pp., ISBN:9782725622651
This book offers plays and skits written by authors who 
have been inspired by children. These plays, introduced 
by suggestions that will facilitate the actual theatrical 
performance, are perfect for use in the classroom

NA1059 Don Quichotte Et Autres Personnages 
A.C.Vivet, SC, 1�6 pp., ISBN:9782725610597  $39.50
Seven adaptations are included: Don Quichotte, Vilain 
petit canard, Amours dun faux col, Les Malheurs de 
Sophie, Alice aux pays des merveilles, Tom Sawyer, & 
Fantôme de Canterville. Each play is easy to produce. 

NA8168 Le Cinéma $19.95
F. Vanoye, SC, 160 pp., :9782091778167
In 10 chapters the student will become familiar with 
the tools to analyze rhyme, rhythm, sonority, images, 
poetic language and the most important traditional and 
contemporary forms. Included are exercises and answers. 
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FRENCH CIVILIZATION
PUG7056 BULLES DE FRANCE - A2-C1 $47.95
G. Jeffroy, SC, 1��pp.,  ISBN:9782706122019
Through �� unreleased and authentic, full color boards created by a comic strip professional, Bulles de France 
navigates between stereotypes and changing mentalities  of the French. It depicts scenes from everyday 
life that question the clichés and revisit the flagship institutions of French culture. Free downloads on the 
companion site (reference and code in the book), are offered to expand the activities for each level.

SO1904 COMMENT VA LA VIE? Intermediate B1-B2 $46.95
J-M Frisa, D. Mathey  Softcover, 160 pp., ISBN:9782706141904
Created for students preparing for the DELF B1 and B�, this book makes it possible to understand the everyday 
life of the French from birth to old age. Each of the seven chapters offers a variety of documents, interviews, 
texts, articles, photos and info-graphics that paint a realistic portrait of French families. In addition, “Zoom” 
pages allow an in depth look at themes such as family, health, money, etc. that are currently subjects of debate 
in French society. All the documents in the book are accompanied by written and oral activities with answers 
and there are practice exercises for the DELF exams at the end of each chapter. The publisher’s website 
contains authentic documents (video reports, testimonials, film trailers, etc.), providing support for listening 
comprehension.

SO6369 LA RÉPUBLIQUE FRANÇAISE: Le citoyen et les institutions  $44.95
G. Jeffroy, SC, 1��pp.,  ISBN:9782706126369  Advanced B2
The thirteen chapters of this guide explain the process that created the current French administration and 
justice and political systems. This new edition describes the role of a French citizen and gives a complete 
picture of their involvement in the French administration. It also makes comparisons with other foreign and 
European institutions. The book can be used in either civilisation courses, and for FOS and FOU juridique 
courses.

CL2146 CIVILISATION EN DIALOGUES: Book and CD Débutant $52.95
O. Grand-Clement, Softcover, ISBN:9782090352146 
Each book is composed of lessons, �6 in level one and �� in level two, that can be used independently of one 
another. All of the lessons contain a dialog to promote discussion, two pages of information that highlight the 
different points of the theme treated complete with illustrations, and finally a page of activities to reinforce 
the information learned. An answer key is included, as well as appendices with supplementary data and 
illustrations.
CL2153 CIVILISATION EN DIALOGUES: Book and CD Intermédiaire $55.95
O. Grand-Clement, Softcover, ISBN:9782090352153

CIVILISATION PROGRESSIVE DU FRANÇAIS 
Authentic documents, colorful photographs, maps and tables are included in this fascinating study of French 
culture. Three levels progress in difficulty from beginning to advanced. The topic headings include regional 
geography, historical and political landmarks, social and cultural life. On the left page you will find french 
cultural aspects. On the right page, you will practice the explanations with different activities. Comprehension 
questions are given at the end of each chapter.

Beginning Level:
CL9896 Textbook 9782090381207 $57.95
CL9918 Answer key 9782090381214 $25.50

Intermediate Level:
CL9357 Textbook 9782090381252 $58.95
CL9365 Answer key 9782090381238 $23.95

SO8193 LA FRANCE AU QUOTIDIEN  B1/B2 $49.95
R. Roesch, Softcover, 10� pp.,ISBN: 9782706147128
1� chapters with vibrant photographs explain the basics of family life, education, recreational pursuits, work, 
and much more. Each section contains comprehension questions, proverbs, poems, and background notes. 
With this new edition you are able to download �� audio excerpts. A quiz, as well as oral comprehension 
exercises and written exercises are offered for each of the chapters. An educational page at the beginning of 
the section guides the teacher in the organization of this course. The answers and the full transcription of the 
audio documents can be found at the end of the book, and educational sheets for teachers can be downloaded 
from the PUG website. 

LIRE ET VOYAGER - Book and Audio CD Sets -- $19.95 each
This collection of travel guides, each accompanied by a CD, contains the region's geography, history, and 
sample dialogues to better understand both the area and the language. These books, beautifully illustrated, 
are designed for beginning to intermediate students and contain comprehension phonetic and grammatical 
exercises. 
CID8183 A Paris 160 pp., 9788853008183 CID4880 En Provence 1�8 pp., 9788853009012 
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SO5270 JE VIS EN FRANCE $24.95
M. Barthe, ��8 pp., Softcover, ISBN:9782706125270
Aimed at level A1 beginners, this book gives a perspective of daily life in France. Through �0 easy texts, Students 
will adjust to reading in French and learn about cultural customs and institutions. Context, illustrations, speaking 
activities and writing activities accompany each text.

INT0407 NOUS SOMMES LA FRANCE  $33.95
N. Polony, Softcover, �16  pp., ISBN:9782259230407
After the Charlie Hebdo attacks of January �01�, � million people took to the Paris streets with the slogan “Nous 
sommes la France—We are France.” But who exactly was marching and how do they define France? In this book, 
Natacha Polony, columnist for Le Figaro, addresses a possible fragmentation of French society following the 
recent attacks, and argues that now is a crucial time for the country to affirm its unity.

CIVILIZATION TEXTS IN ENGLISH
DAE6902 BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF FRENCH POLITICAL LEADERS $19.99
SINCE 1870  D. Bell, D. Johnson, P. Morris, Hardcover, �6� pp., ISBN:9780130846907
This major reference work covers more than �00 important French political and social figures from 1870 to the 
�0th century. Politicians such as Thiers, Gambetta, Clemenceau, Jaures, Petain, de Gaulle, and Mitterrand, as well 
as the great thinkers of France: Sartre, Simone de Beauvoir, and Emile Zola are covered in this dictionary. Perfect 
for students, researchers, and general readers.

SBP0455 SIXTY MILLION FRENCHMEN CAN'T BE WRONG: $21.99
Why We Love France but Not the French J-B Nadeau, J. Barlow, Softcover, ��1 pp., ISBN:9781402200458 
The French smoke, drink and eat more fat than anyone in the world, yet they live longer and have fewer heart 
problems. They take seven weeks of paid vacation per year, yet have the world's highest productivity index. From 
a distance, modern France looks like a riddle. But up close, it all makes sense. Decrypting French ideas about land, 
food, privacy and language, the authors weave together the threads of French society-from centralization and the 
Napoleonic code to elite education and even street protests, giving us an updated understanding of France and the 
French people.
SS4134 THE ESSENCE OF STYLE    J. DeJean, Hardcover, ��0 pp., ISBN:9780743264143 $21.95
Louis XIV, became the supreme authority of  France chic, a position from which France has never retired. His  
vanity, and opulent court led to growth in the manufacturing of fine clothing and shoes, and the invention of 
shops in which to buy them, and to celebrity cuisine, cafes, the first streetlights, paved streets, umbrellas and 
Champagne. An interesting and entertaining recounting of  France during the 17th century.

PG3479 WTF?!: WHAT THE FRENCH $15.00
Olivier Magny, Softcover, �88 pp., ISBN:9780425283479
In France, the simple act of eating bread is an exercise in creative problem solving and attempting to spell requires 
a degree of masochism. But that’s just how the French like it—and in WTF, Magny reveals the France only the 
French know. From the latest trends in baby names, to the religiously observed division of church and state, 
prepare yourself for an insider’s look at French culture that is surprising, insightful, and chock full of bons mots.

HISTORY & GEOGRAPHY
INT8502 HISTOIRE DE FRANCE DES RÉGIONS $22.50
E. Le Roy Ladurie SC, ��0 pp., ISBN:9782020788502,, The Nation-State of France has managed to forge its unity 
despite the diversity of the regions that composed it. This unity is sometimes called into question, nowadays, by 
identity claims,from peripheral areas: Alsace, Lorraine, Brittany, the Basque Country, Roussillon, the countries of 
Oc, the Savoie, and Corsica. The author discusses the various regional stories; their simultaneous or successive 
integration in the Ancien Régime and regimes resulting from the Revolution. This had been an unquestionable 
success, but perhaps precarious: is a “new cycle of regional protest” in the making? 
NA7660 L'HISTOIRE DE FRANCE: Les Repères Pratiques Nathan $29.50
G. Labrune, Ph. Toutain, Softcover, 1�� pp., ISBN:9782091671642
This book introduces each topic in a manner unique to this series. Each double page presents one topic; the left 
side is a chronology of historical events, including a paragraph on the topic with important points underlined, the 
right side presents a magazine page on a certain person or event important to that time. 
NA2579 LA GÉOGRAPHIE DE FRANCE: Les Repères Pratiques Nathan $29.50
G. Labrune, 160 pp., Softcover, ISBN:9782091654621
With the same format as "L'histoire" this book will introduce your students to the geography of France.
GF4852 FRANCE, TERRE D’IMMIGRATION  E. Témime, SC, 160 pp., 9782070534852   $36.95
Immigration to France is an old pattern, now inseparable from its national identity. The Revolution of 1789 opened 
France to the exiles who came from throughout Europe. The industrial revolution and the falling birth rate in the 
19th century caused mass European immigration which persisted until the 1960s. Now immigrants are coming 
from Africa and S.E. Asia, adding to the rich diversity of the French population.
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VIDEOS & DVDS: POPULAR FILMS
Now available, many titles that will enhance any French course by augmenting students' interest in topics covered in class. All new,

factory fresh, sealed films, in either color or black and white. All films are subtitled in English unless otherwise noted.
FA0025 100% ARABICA $24.95
1997, 8� Min., DVD, NR, ISBN:1565805410. In this light-
hearted musical comedy with a message, a North African 
pop group called Rap Oriental uses music to triumph over 
the bigotry and violence in 100% Arabica, the housing 
project on the outskirts of Paris that they call home.
MZ9UU BANC PUBLICS $31.95
�011, 11� min, DVD, PG13, 
This film is a treat for all who delight in unraveling 
the mysteries of everyday life. It takes place in a quiet 
suburb of Paris, where people from ‘all walks of life’ 
cross paths and agree/disagree on just about everything. 
Their genuine humanity is explored and displayed by 
their various interactions with each other. .
MZ4I6 BEAUTY AND THE BEAST $39.95
DVD, 1976, Color, 9� Min., PG
An excellent restoration of one of the greatest movie 
fantasies where the true love of a beautiful woman restores 
a beast to the handsome young prince he was. It was 
the first feature film by Cocteau. The haunting, surreal 
visuals and a sensitive performance by Marais as the 
Beast imbue the film with an indelible, mythical power.
MZYVEZ BICYCLING WITH MOLIERE  $34.95
P. Le Guay , �01� Color, DVD, 10� Min., R 
A warm and funny new movie about two actors starring 
in The Misanthrope and trying not to strangle one 
another in the process. With a few unexpected twists 
and beautiful scenery, it holds your interest.
INV0616 LA CLE DES CHAMPS $18.95 
Dir. C.  Nuridsany 8� min, Color, �01�, G
A man remembers holidays at his uncle's in a little village 
in the French countryside when he was 10. He felt so 
bored until he found a pond  & discovered the life in it. .
MZ187 CHATEAUX DE LA LOIRE $29.95
D. Cohen, Dir., �00�, 7� min., DVD, PG
Enjoy the beauty of the castles that dot the Loire valley, 
while you discover the past and present of the heart of 
France. Historians, curators, landscape gardeners, AND 
artists guide us through these magical places to discover 
paintings, multicolored garden mosaics and priceless 
furniture.Includes �7 chapters/�� min. of bonus footage.
FA700 CHOCOLAT $14.95
DVD, �000, Color,  1�1 Min., PG13
Binoche & Depp star in this movie about individuality, 
love and acceptance of differences. A single mother 
arrives with her daughter in a small, conservative 
French town where, though at first shunned, she 
gradually endears herself to all.
AMZ044 LE CHATEAU DE MA MERE / 
LA GLOIRE DE MON PERE  $43.95
DVD, �00 Minutes, PG The story takes place near Mar-
seille in southern France at the turn of the century. La 
Gloire de mon Pere: A fascinating recollection of a young 
boy’s life. Le Chateau de ma mere: A boy continues his 
love affair with the wild country of southern France
FA76494 THE CHORUS $28.99
Christophe Barratier, �00�, DVD, PG
Discover the uplifting effect that teachers can have 
on their students' lives. When an acclaimed orchestra 
conductor Pierre returns home to bury his mother, he finds 
his thoughts drifting to his childhood music instructor. 
Barratier's film captures scenes from childhood and 
adulthood with great grace, lyricism, &poignancy.

MZ2LE8 COCO AVANT CHANEL $19.95
10� Min., DVD, PG13
Before she became Coco, the world-famous fashion 
designer, Gabrielle Chanel (Audrey Tatou) struggled to 
make ends meet. She wasn't worldly or sophisticated, 
but saw no reason why fashion or “style,” as she called 
it, should be complicated or uncomfortable. 
FA3234 LE DÎNER DES CONS $24.95
Francis Veber, 1998, DVD, 76 Min., PG13
A hilarious comedy about two friends,  competing 
against each other to find the most obnoxious guest 
possible. The publisher thinks he's found the perfect 
fool to bring to dinner. Little does he know: his guest 
will unwittingly destroy his life! A fast and funny 
movie.
JAN040 DIABOLIQUE $29.95
Simone Signoret, 19��, B&W, DVD, 107 Min., PG13
A taut suspense film by director Henri Clouzot that 
rivals Hitchcock's best. A cruel schoolmaster is 
murdered by his wife and mistress. Or is he? This 
New digital restoration, has some scene commentary, 
interviews with S. Bromberg the codirector, & with 
horror film expert K.Newman, booklet with essay by 
T. Rafferty.
AMZ090 ENTRE LES MURS $14.95
PG13, 1�8 Min
Mr. Marin is a teacher who attempts to reach some 
lost students. He is sincere and earnest but  the apathy 
around him is very frustrating. This film is strictly about 
the public school system and it brilliantly presents a 
great debate for the audience. A very powerful movie.
CLX2741 Entre Les Murs Study Guide $13.95
MZ65E ERNEST AND CELESTINE $25.95
�01�, 81 min, G. When Celestine, a little artist mouse 
meets Ernest, a grumpy bear, they overcome their natu-
ral acrimony by forging a life of crime together. Enjoy 
this heartwarming tale of acceptance and tolerance
MZE7W ETRE ET AVOIR $37.95
�00�, 108 min, DVD, G 
The story of a one-room school in rural France, where 
the students, � to 11, are taught  by a single dedicated 
teacher.  A charming movie which is perfect for French 
classes.
STK2015 FRENCH FOR KIDS: Dedans et Dehors 
Dir. �01�, �� min, G $34.95
Mixing animation and live-action, this playful French 
immersion program is perfect for preschool and elemen-
tary children. It is an engaging program that will keep 
them entertained.
MZ10W FRANCOFONIA $26.95
87 Minutes, �016, Color, NR
This documentary tells the fascinating story of how the 
treasures of the Louvre were protected during the Nazi 
occupation of Paris. Reenactments, juxtaposed with 
modern day footage, show how the museum director and 
a German officer worked together to save the museum.
INV0004 LE HÉRISSON $31.95
M Achache, �010, 100 Min., Winner of � awards! PG
Paloma is an 11-year-old, who has decided to kill herself 
on her twelfth birthday. In preparation, she documents 
her life and immediate circle, drawing biting and 
amusing observations on the world around her. 
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MZKPK HOME  $39.95
�010 color, 98 minutes, PG13  
A family’s peaceful existence is threatened when a 
busy highway is opened only meters away from their 
isolated house in the middle of nowhere. Refusing to 
move, Marthe (Huppert), Michel (Gourmet) and their 
three children find innovative ways to adapt to their 
new environment.
ORN018 JEAN DE FLORETTE/MANON DES 
SOURCES 1987, Color, , ��� Min., PG13 $34.95
Marcel Pagnol's epic saga of deceit, surrounding a 
French farm family and the struggle that eventually 
leads to their downfall. Part II of the saga of Jean de 
Florette finds Manon as a young woman fighting to 
expose the crimes against her family and avenge her 
father's death.
BT7625 JOYEUX NOËL  $18.95
C. Carion, �00�, 116 Min., DVD, PG13
View the true-life story of the spontaneous Christmas 
Eve truce declared by Scottish, French and German 
troops in the trenches of World War I. Enemies leave 
their weapons behind for one night as they band together 
in brotherhood and forget about the brutalities of war.
BT0425 INCH’ALLAH DIMANCHE $21.95
�006, 98 Min., DVD, NR, 9786309275875 
Zouina is torn from her home in Algeria, and with her 
� children and her terse mother-in-law, she rejoins her 
husband in France. She begins to take secret excursions 
with her children on Sundays, the one day that her husband 
and mother-in-law are out of the house. Through these 
adventures, she comes to terms with the difficulties of 
immigration, change, & adaptation to a new culture.
AMZ092 LITTLE WHITE LIES  $34.95
Director G. Canet, �010, 1�� min. PG13 
A near-fatal accident leaves one friend in the hospital 
while the rest continue on their vacation in SW France. 
But they are about to make some unexpected discover-
ies about one another in this comedy-drama.
BT1748 MAGRITTE DVD $23.95
�000, DVD, �� Min., PG13
‘Magritte’ puts the ‘real’ in surreal by enabling the 
viewer to see his  world. The filmmakers combine 
footage of places the artist lived with a black-and-white 
interview with Magritte and scenes from home-movie 
‘films’ the artist made for his own enjoyment..

MZ5U8 MARIE’S STORY    PG13 $34.95
C. Barratier, �01�, 9� Min,   Based on a true story set 
in France in 1770;  Marie born deaf, blind and unable 
to communicate, is taken to a school for deaf children 
run by nuns. Sr Marguerite agrees to teach her to sign 
and become part of society. Expose your students to the 
power of conviction and love.
BT4651 MOLIÈRE  �007, 11� min., PG13 $21.95
Molière is rescued from debtor’s prison by M. Jourdain, 
a gentleman who uses his theatrical expertise to help him 
woo the beautiful Célimène. But Molière falls in love 
with Elmire, M. Jourdain’s wife. It is from this, and  his 
passion for Elmire, that Molière the dramatist is born.
IV002 MONSIEUR LAZHAR   PG13 $14.95
�01�, 9� Min.,  At a Montreal public grade school, an 
Algerian immigrant is hired to replace a popular teacher 
who committed suicide. While helping his students 
deal with their grief, his own recent loss is revealed. 
The story touches on different ways of dealing with 
loss and guilt.
CLX2522 Monsieur Lazhar  Study Guide $13.95 

MZC19G LE PETIT NICOLAS $19.95
�009, 9� min., Color, DVD, PG  
Nicolas leads a peaceful existence until he overhears his 
parents talking about another child. Soon a little brother 
will be there and  his parents will no longer have time 
to take care of him. Very charming and funny.
INVKM LES VACANCES DU PETIT NICOLAS
L. Tirard, �01�, 97 mins, Color, DVD, NR $27.95
Summer vacation is here! Nicolas and his family go to 
the beach to enjoy their holiday. Immediately Nicolas 
finds new friends and new (mis)adventures. Based 
on the book, this cheerful comedy delights the whole 
family.
CLX2529 Les Vacances du Petit Nicolas Guide    $13.95 
ZMDFY SAC DE BILLES  $34.95
c.  Duguay, �018, 110 Min., PG-13, This is the true 
story of two young Jewish brothers in German occu-
pied France who, with a mind-boggling mix of mis-
chievousness, courage and ingenuity, will be forced to 
fend for themselves in order to survive the enemy inva-
sion and try bring their family back together. . 
MZP572 SAMBA   �01�, 118 Min., R, $22.95 
SAMBA reunites 'The Intouchables’ acclaimed directing 
duo. Sparks fly between an illegal immigrant kitchen 
worker and his immigration advocate. She lacks 
experience but has plenty of heart as she tries to help 
him stay in Paris. A vibrant comedy full humor and 
heartfelt optimism.
MZH6E A  SCREAMING MAN  $24.95
Arabic, French �011, Color, DVD, 10� Min., NR  
Winner Cannes Film Festival 
Expose your students to life in French speaking 
countries other than France and Canada. A tragic and 
beautifully narrated story of a father-son relationship 
in contemporary Chad during the civil war.
MZLUA UMBRELLAS OF CHERBOURG  $27.95
J Demy, Dir., �00�, 91min, NR, Color. 
This classic film is the immemorial story of love and 
betrayal, the temptation of riches over love. The surprise 
of the dialogue being sung rather than said is unusual 
and original. Now beautifully restored in breathtaking 
color!
BT6839 LA VIE EN ROSE $16.95
O. Dahan, Dir., �007, 1�1min, PG-13  
Piaf’s rise from a childhood on the streets of Paris to a 
career as the high paid entertainer in the world of her  
time is the story of this movie.. M. Cotillard won the 
Best Actress award in �007 for this film, which features 
a Piaf’s songs including La Vie en Rose, L’Eveil, & Mon 
Légionnaire.
MZ40M WASABI $29.95
G. Krawczyk, �00�, DVD, 9� mins. R for some violence
Both an action movie & a comedy, this is a Dirty 
Harry in Japan. Jean Reno stars as a Paris cop with 
sledgehammer fists and a short temper  who ‘inherits’ a 
spunky Japanese daughter he never knew, he becomes 
her guardian angel, protecting her from an army of 
Yakuza gangsters.
MZ5PG ZAZIE DANS LE MÉTRO  $29.95
J-P Jeunet, 10�min, �01�, PG13. 
 A brash and precocious 11-year old comes to Paris for 
a whirlwind weekend with her uncle.  Based on the 
popular novel by  Queneau this film is a bit of slapstick,  
visual gags, editing tricks, and effects. .
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DVDS ÉDUCATIFS  EN FRANÇAIS
EVN22 Apprenons l'Alphabet Français $39.95
Students learn each letter and its pronunciation while 
developing grammar skills & vocabulary. �0 min.
EVN74 Les Fables de La Fontaine
11 min. Teacher's Favorite $29.95
These easy to comprehend fables have beautiful 
illustrations and teach valuable life lessons.
EVN161 Faire des Achats! $29.95
Come along on a French shopping spree! You’ll increase 
your vocabulary skills as you browse the boutiques and 
magasins of fashion-conscious France. 1� min.
EVN70 Laissez les Bons Temps Rouler! $19.95
Come along on a tour of the "Big Easy" during Mardi 
Gras. Learn about New Orleans' history and be dazzled 
by its unique cultural heritage. �1 min.
EVN43 Le Marché  8 min. $19.95
A stroll through an open-air market will improve your 
students' basic French vocabulary and sentence structure, 
& increase their cultural knowledge. Librarian's Choice 
EVN252 Les Monuments de Paris 16 min. $29.95
Come along on a guided tour of some of The City of 
Light's most memorable sights. The French narration is 
easy to understand and after seeing the video, students 
will be yearning to visit this capital city in person.
EVN245 Noël à Paris  �0 min. $39.95
Join Parisians as they welcome the Christmas and New 
Year holidays. Presented in simple French.
EVN25 Noël au Québec  �7 min. $19.95
An introduction to the Quebec Christmas season, 
presented in simple French.
EVN247 Noël en France  10 min. $19.95
A beautiful video which will familiarize your students 
with French Christmas traditions. Librarian's Choice
EVN229 Nombres et Couleurs en Français $39.95
An introduction to numbers and colors, geared toward 
beginning French students. �� min.
EVN06 11 Siècles de Litterature Française $99.95
66 min, Explore the diversity and richness of French 
literature from its beginnings up to the modern day 
philosophical musings of Sartre and Camus.
EVN73 Paris Je t'Aime  �0 min. $39.95
Explore the City of Light and its delightful quartiers. This 
is a recently updated version.
EVN230 Les Parisiens  �� min. $19.95
A fun video which features vignettes of Parisians at work 
and play. The vocabulary is appropriate for all students.
EVN29 Passé Composé: Être 1� min. $39.95
Here are the 16 common verbs that use etre in the past tense.
EVN747 Savoir et Connaître 17 min. $39.95
The two "to know" verbs are easy to use once you 
understand the differences between them.
EVN17 Les Vacances  1� min. $29.95
See the various sights and learn new vocabulary as you 
see where the French go on vacation.
EVN1949 Visitez Paris 19 min. $19.95
Visit the parisian monuments, museums, churches, parks, 
metro, shops & more.

EDUCATIONAL DVDS IN ENGLISH
EVN82 All's "Faire"  �� min. $59.95
Learn the conjugation of this irregular verb while you 
enjoy scenes of French life.
EVN700 Art of Paris �� min. $39.95
Since 1789, the Parisian art world underwent an evolution 
and developed the new styles: Romanticism, Realism, 
Cubism, Impressionism, Fauvism, and more.
EVN331 Basque Country  �0 min. $59.95
The most ancient race of modern Europe has no country 
to claim as its own, yet remains strongly attached to its 
heritage. The Basques of France and Spain have a unique 
culture and a fascinating history.
EVN254 Discovering France  7� min. $29.95
Journey though France and visit Brittany, Paris, 
Champagne, and Bordeaux. VHS only
EVN067 Eleven Centuries of French Literature
6� min., Teacher's Favorite $79.95
Introduce your student's to important authors of French 
literature from Middle Ages to modern times.
EVN67 French Adjectives  �1 min. $59.95
This video explains the rules used when forming French 
adjectives, and numerous examples of how to use them. 
Footage was shot in France, thereby exposing students to 
the sights and sounds of French culture. Teacher's Favorite
EVN16 French Cuisine  �� min. $39.95
French cuisine has always been considered an art by the 
world. Find out how this developed.
EVN222 French Markets 10 min. $19.95
French markets are essential ingredients in the lives of 
French citizens. Learn the important place their products 
and atmosphere hold in French culture.
EVN95 French Regular-IR Verbs 16 min. $29.95
Practical sentences will show you how regular verbs are 
conjugated. Have fun while increasing your fluency!
EVN953 French Regular-RE Verbs $29.95
Enjoy glimpses of French life while learning more than 
�0 regular RE verbs. 1� min.
EVN24 French  Revolution  �6 min. $89.95
Explore the causes and results of the French Revolution in 
this two video set. Included is live footage from the �00th 
anniversary celebration.
EVN202 I Love Paris �0 min. $19.95
Stroll along the Seine, stop at a sidewalk cafe, visit ancient 
churches, ride the Metro, and you too will fall in love with 
the City of Light.
EVN94 Imperfect Indicative: 1� min. $49.95
Learn how to form the imperfect and use it in everyday 
conversation. Easy explanations are accompanied by 
many examples and a quiz.  
EVN252 Monuments of Paris $29.95
17 min., Teacher's Favorite.
Join a tour of the most beautiful and memorable sites of 
Paris, in this easy to comprehend video.
EVN943 Passé Composé of Regular Verbs
16 min., Teacher's Favorite $49.95
Learn how to conjugate the passé composé of regular 
verbs. Includes many examples and a quiz.  
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SUE FENTON’S TOOLS FOR TEACHERS 
We are proud to include these reproducible and award-
winning tools for all teachers of French. Successfully 
integrated into beginning and intermediate classes since 
1998, these manuals will bring you high-quality, exciting 
and motivational ideas. 
MFP109 YOU PLAYED A SONG, NOW WHAT?
Saddle Stitched, 60 pp., Beg-Adv.  $13.95
Full of strategies, this book will teach you how to play 
songs differently each time, to manipulate song material, 
and to energize students. Topics include: Uses for Songs, 
Starting a “Song File”, Creating a “Play List” for your 
curriculum, Playing a song differently each time, Props, 
Mascots, Visuals & Murals, Movements, Paired Speaking, 
Imitative Writing, Staging Photos. ISBN:9780966741889

MFP123 FIFI’S FRENCH CROSSWORDS $15.95
Spiralbound, 7� pp., For beginners
A very unique book with 60 illustrated crossword puzzles 
based on twenty basic Level 1 vocabulary lists which are 
included. Each list has �0 words and there area also ideas 
for turning them into paired speaking activities. 
MFPFQ11 FRENCH Q-CARDS $14.95
The set has �0 full sheets of card stock (8-1/� x 11). Each 
one has six boxes on it which all contain one question asked 
in the usted form, the tu forms are also noted under the 
questions. May be used as is, or they may also be cut into 
��0 small Q-cards. There are 7�0 possible questions, and 
up to 1�00 with the tu option including: greetings, names, 
ages, seasons, months, days, dates, time, colors numbers. 
MFP4 FRENCH CHAT BOOSTERS  $24.95
Sixty ready-to-copy handouts will give your students a 
multitude of choices to help them express themselves 
in French. Sample charts include 1�0 adjectives, �00 
expressions organized by moods & situations, 100 pastimes, 
17� professions, 1�0 faire expressions, C'est + 80 adjectives, 
Quel exclamations, 1�0 je present verb forms, and more!
MFP115 QUE DITES-VOUS?   $18.95
Begi-Adv. Sattle Stitched, 6� pp., ISBN:0976290057
Meet Babette Baindesoleil, Pierre Perdulaboule, M. and 
Mme Barbapapa, Mimi Fourmidable, Jean au Grand Nez, 
Diane Dramatique a total of �0 characters for whom the 
students "speak." This is a "Talking Homework" book 
based on speaking that gets students to think in French 
sentences and 'conversationally.'
MFP101 OVER 1,000 CONVERSATION $29.95
STARTERS Spiralbound, 1�6 pp., ISBN:9780966741810
This book has over 1�00 stimuli (serious, funny & wacky) 
to get all students to communicate. Use them for warm-
ups, review, special class activities, assignments, paired 
presentations, daily proficiency practice. Included are: 
paired conversations, roleplays, solo presentation ideas, 
and total class “social” simulations that get everyone 
speaking and listening. Includes 6�0 role play situations.
MFP111 MOVE YOUR STUDENTS TO A WORLD 
CITY: , Spiralbound, 1�� pp.,  $31.95
‘Move’ your students into their own apartments in a world 
city for the year. Apply text material to city situations 
and contexts and give all conversations and activities 
on actual city locations. Students will love having their 
own apartments and saying, ‘I live in Paris...Berlin...
Madrid.’ With a projector, use Internet photos of the city 
as backdrops for conversations. The book contains 1.000 
ideas on how to make this concept successful.

MFP134 INTERVIEW AVEC UN ZOMBIE 
ET 49 AUTRES S. Fenton, 7� pp., Softcover $21.95
These �0 entertaining interviews are perfect for reinforcing 
questions & proficiency practice for experienced beginners 
to advanced students. A zombie, selfie fanatic, skater and  
more, come alive as students practice oral communication 
skills. Each interview includes 1� questions, vocabulary 
notes and punch-out character cards.

*********************************

ADDITIONAL PEDAGOGICAL MATERIALS
TL345 WHAT THE FRENCH TEACHER 
CANNOT AFFORD TO FORGET $29.95
G. Gianetti, Softcover, ��9 pp. ISBN:9780978674632
Comprehensive in scope, this book provides exercises which 
cover pronunciation, listening and reading comprehension, 
fun exercises, and helpful guidelines for the French teacher. 
An indispensable reference tool for every teacher. Answer 
keys are provided at the back of the book. 
TD076 50 FRENCH COMMUNICATION 
ACTIVITIES W. Petersen, , 7� pp., Binder $39.95
Increase your students’ vocabulary acquisition and oral 
communication abilities through the use of this easily 
reproducible activity book. The �0 exercises presented 
here will challenge your students and the included mini-
rubrics will allow you to save time in grading. 
TL341 FRENCH TEACHER’S BOOK OF LISTS 
Softcover, 8-1/�”x11”, ��9 pages. $29.95
Contains 1�0 reproducible pages of ready-to-use activities, 
worksheets, and references for your students, as dozens of 
teaching strategies and organizational hints.  Reproducible 
lists include everyday phrases, classroom vocabulary, 
mini-dialogues, idioms, and other information. 
TL347 180 PRACTICE TESTS FOR FRENCH 
Softcover, 8-1/�”x11”, ��9 pages. $29.95
Use these tests as inventory tools for beginning to advanced 
levels to help students discover their weaknesses. Each 
test will take � to 1� minutes to complete depending on 
the length and complexity. Answer sheets are provided.
BA3071 FRENCH WORD PUZZLES   $10.99
Danesi, Softcover, 1�� pp. ISBN:9780764133077  
Appropriate for all levels, one hundred challenging word 
puzzles, with answers, will help the student build and 
strengthen their French vocabulary. 
UD4156 LE FRANÇAIS EST UN JEU  $9.95
P. Jaskarzec, Softcover, 9� pp., ISBN:9782290038543
Un échappatoire ou une échappatoire? Des timbres-
postes ou des timbres-poste? Here more than �00 trick 
questions, classified by subject. Clear answers, supported 
by numerous examples and literary quotations, will help 
your students improve their spelling.

QUI SERA LE CHAMPION?
Fun quizzes to test your students French.

LA3096 DES MOTS ?   9782035933096 $15.95
Beginning students of French, all ages, can discover 
rhymes, synonyms, homonyms and families of words.
Eight fun sections to revisit their knowledge of vocabulary.

LA3089 DES CONJUGAISONS? 9782035933089 $15.95
Students at all levels can take the challenge and become 
unbeatable in conjugation! Three levels and 60 quizzes are 
available to help your students climb to the the top.
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LAROUSSE DICTIONARIES
LA3013 Petit Larousse Illustré  $69.95
Hardcover, with color illustrations �,0�8 pp., 
This dictionary/encyclopedia is updated annually to 
include changes in vocabulary and new expressions. 
It has enjoyed a longstanding reputation as one of 
the finest French dictionaries ever to be published. It 
resolves difficulties of spelling and grammar, provides 
indispensable information on practical usages of the 
French language, contains rules of conjugation and 
provides a mine of information about the personalities 
and events that have left their mark on history, art, 
literature and the sciences. ISBN:9782035938619

LA2119 LE LEXIS: Dictionnaire Erudit De 
La Langue Francaise  $89.95
Hardcover, �1�8 pp, ISBN:9782035894755
This dictionary lists and defines more than 76,000 
words from current and classical usage, literature, 
science and technology. It is currently the richest 
single-volume dictionary of the French language on 
the market today. 
LA27B Dictionnaire Des Difficultés De La 
Langue Française $27.95
Larousse, ��8 pp., Softcover, ISBN:9782035901095
This is a practical and accessible work which is user 
friendly and allows the reader to master all the nuances 
of the French language. It clarifies the different aspects, 
so one can discover and properly use all the resources 
in the language. An essential dictionary, intriguing to 
read, it unravels the mysteries and traps of the French 
language, its grammar, spelling and vocabulary. An 
essential resource for all French students and teachers.
LA3200 Larousse De Poche $18.95
Softcover, 1068 pp., ISBN:9782035985132
An excellent dictionary with 7�,000 definitions it 
provides essential information on all the common words 
in the French language. It also lists proper nouns and 
gives numerous grammar rules and tables which can 
help the reader master French spelling and grammar.
LA5795 Larousse Des Débutants $31.95
Hardcover, 766 pp., ISBN:9782035938237
Larousse des Débutant is perfect for  the students 
learning to read and write in French. Its pages are all 
in color and it offers  detailed definitions explaining 
8,000 words, all with examples showing usage, 
synonyms, and antonyms. More than  1�00 drawings 
and photos, and thematic boards to help promote a 
richer vocabulary. Also included are a world atlas, a 
review of the principal rules of grammar and spelling 
and conjugation tables.
LAN104 Langenscheidt Pocket Dictionary 
Softcover, 6�� pp., ISBN:9783468981340 $13.99
French-English/English-French. This inexpensive, 
durably bound pocket dictionary is designed for the 
intermediate student. Each pocket dictionary contains 
precise grammar information for each entry, as well as 
a helpful list of common foreign abbreviations
AM409P Dictionnaire Scolaire du Français
Softcover, ��0 pp., ISBN:9780877204763 $21.95
This monolingual dictionary contains 7,�00 keywords 
for beginning to advanced students of French.

LE ROBERT DICTIONARIES
RB2 Le Petit Robert De La 
Langue Française $139.95
Hardcover, �00,000 words, �,880 pp.,
A dictionary that is more than just a dictionary. Le Petit 
Robert is also a thesaurus, a guide to proper French 
usage and an etymological dictionary. Because of its 
presentation and the wealth of information it offers, this 
work is one of the most popular and highly respected 
dictionaries in use today. ISBN:9782321015468

RB3 Le Petit Robert Des Noms Propres 
Hardcover, �,700 pp., ISBN:9782321013 $129.95
This is the only dictionary of proper names the world 
over. This incomparable work includes history, 
geography, arts, literature, science and technology. 
Numerous color reproductions enrich the text. A perfect 
complement to Le Nouveau Petit Robert de la Langue 
Française.
RB46 Le Robert De Poche 
Softcover, 1,088 pp., ISBN:9782321013846 $18.95
This new dictionary contains 6�,000 entries and 
definitions, including sample sentences, and synonyms. 
It also includes a grammar section, 10,000 proper 
nouns from domains like history, geography, arts and 
sciences.

SYNONYMS & COLLOQUIALISMS
RB006 Dictionnaire Des Synonymes Et 
Nuances ISBN:9782321015314 $24.95
Softcover, Over ��,000 words with �00,000 synonyms 
and ��,000 antonyms all clearly noted to define 
their literary, familiar, technical, colloquial, didactic 
and contemporary meaning. Thousands of example 
sentences illustrate the many ways each synonym or 
antonym can be used.
HA4998 Dictionnaire Des Synonymes Poche
Softcover, 7�� pp. ISBN:9782012814998  $16.95 
With a clear presentation, each entry in this essential 
tool is accompanied by a short definition of its meaning, 
a list of synonyms, contextual examples, and a scale of 
periphrases. An affordable synonym reference for all 
students wishing to improve their writing skills. There 
are 18,000 entries, 1�0,000 synonyms.

BILINGUAL DICTIONARIES
RB126 Le Grand Robert & Collins $136.95 
Hardcover, �,8�� pp, ISBN:9782321015307This exhaustive 
and in-depth coverage of French and English contains 
more than 1.� million words, � synonym dictionaries 
(one for each language) and a 1�,000 word business 
dictionary. This premium version has 18 months access 
to the Grand Robert & Collins Digital. 
LA4013 Larousse Chambers Dictionary
Fr/Ang  HC, 1��1pp.,  ISBN:9782035847256 $68.95
This extensive work features more than ��0,000 
entries and �00,000 translations; it is accompanied 
by numerous illustrations, a bilingual atlas, coverage 
of Canadian, Belgian, and Swiss French, sidebars on 
French life and culture as well as models for letters, 
faxes, and e-mails.
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HC111 Harper Collins French/Eng  $55.00
Unabridged Dictionary 
Softcover, �1�� pp., 9th Ed. ISBN:9780061962998
Over 8�0,000 entries and translations, all fully up-to-date 
with emphasis on current American usage, are found in this 
dictionary. You will find extensive coverage of computer 
& business terms, geographical area names, as well as 
sections on pronunciation, verb forms and numbers.

KF2620 Larousse Fr/eng Eng/Fr Dictionary 
Hardcover, ���� pages,  ISBN:9782035973122 $69.95
Over 1,000,000 references,translations. and expressions. 
Recently updated this work includes new terminology 
essential to fast changing fields such as science, business 
and computers. Included you will find coverage of Swiss, 
Belgian and Canadian French, as well as, hundreds of 
sample sentences and illustrative phrases to enable non-
native speakers to grasp the nuances of the languages.

HC103 Harper Collins Robert French 
College Dictionary $34.99
French-English/English-French, Hardcover, 1660 pp., 
10th Edition, ISBN:9780063048898
With over ��0,000 entries and translations, this 
dictionary facilitates easy, rapid and reliable translation 
between French and English. Emphasis is placed on 
current usage. Full definitions accompany important 
basic words, and numerous examples are included. 
This edition also contains thousands of contemporary 
technical, political and business terms.

LA1771 Larousse Student Dictionary $10.95
French/English - English/French
Flexicover, 7�� pp., ISBN:9782035410153
This new dictionary with 80,000 translations and ��,000 
words and phrases designed specifically for beginners. It 
provides clear and comprehensive coverage of essential 
French vocabulary and grammar through hundreds of 
examples. The illustrated supplement includes topics 
such as grammar rules, irregular verb conjugation, 
practical conversation guidelines and correspondence. 

BA6017 French Visual Dictionary $14.99
Softcover, �00 pp., ISBN:9781438006017
Each book features approximately 1�,000 words and 
concepts sorted into 1� clearly formatted and color-
coded categories. Finding the right words for people, 
food, communication, education, leisure, and sports is 
so quick and easy, you’ll never want to stop! Ideal for 
beginner and intermediate speakers.

HC104 Collins French Dictionary & Grammar: 
Essential Edition SC, 800 pp. 9780008183660 $14.95
This up-to-date Fr/Eng-Eng/Fr dictionary offers 
extensive and relevant coverage of today’s English and 
French, with thousands of examples, cultural notes on 
life in French-speaking countries, a comprehensive 
grammar guide, as well as a new, clear layout along 
with the new alphabet tabs, to ensure that you find the 
information you need quickly and easily. 

BA2790 French Bilingual Dictionary $8.95
Softcover, ��� pp., ISBN:9780764102790 
With approximately 1,�00 words and their translations, 
pronunciation and a sample sentence, this illustrated 
dictionary is perfect for beginning students. Includes 
irregualar French verbs and various thematic subjects as 
well as nearly �00 illustrations.

LAROUSSE CONCISE DICTIONARY
FR/ENG-ENG/FR

Indispensable coverage of grammatical construction, 
idioms & pronunciation, this new edition guides the 
reader in proper usage. It also includes abbreviations, 
acronyms, proper nouns, technical and scientific 
terminology. Containing 90,000 references and 1�0,000 
translations, this dictionary is ideal for all students.
KF3003 HC, 1��8 pp., ISBN:9782035700018 $22.95
KF2002 SC,  1��8 pp., ISBN:9782035700025 $13.95
AM504P The New College French & English 
Dictionary, Third Edition $26.95
R. Steiner, Softcover, 7�0 pp., ISBN:9781567653236
This revised and expanded dictionary contains over 
8�,000 entries and definitions, tables of French regular 
and irregular verb conjugation, a grammar section, 
a pronunciation guide and conversion tables of 
measurements, temperature, clothing sizes and more!
KF7009 Larousse Pocket Student $6.95
Fr/Eng Eng/Fr Dictionary 
Softcover, 768 pp., New edition, ISBN:9782035410405
A new edition of this very popular dictionary has been 
developed to offer clear and complete coverage of 
the French language at an affordable price. Included 
is vocabulary that is perfect for beginners, �0,000 
examples, clearly structured entries, and boxed notes 
on French culture. 
WB1669 Merriam-Webster’s French-English 
Dictionary Hardcover 9�8 pp., 9780877791669 $19.99
This completely updated dictionary was designed to meet 
the needs of English and French speakers throughout 
the world. It is intended for anyone who needs to 
communicate effectively in contemporary French and 
English. The English vocabulary and spellings included 
here reflect North American usage but British terms and 
spellings commonly used in Canada are also included.
WB9177 Merriam-Webster’s French-English 
Dictionary Softcover 80� pp., 9780877799177 $6.99
ELI1604 Dictionnaire Illustré/CD-ROM 
Hardcover, 96 pp., ISBN:9788853611604, $39.95
�� illustrated theme pages introduce well known topics 
such as home, family, school and work, the environment 
and astronomy. The glossary lists more than 1000 words 
alphabetically and cross-referenced to the relevant 
theme page. The accompanying CD-Rom contains 
all the illustrated words and a recording for listening 
comprehension and pronunciation practice.

BEGINNING FRENCH WORD BOOKS
EDC1P First Book of France $7.95
L Somerville., softcover, �� pp. ISBN: 9780746003220  An 
entertaining book full of attractive color illustrations 
and maps of France. An easy guide, in English, which 
provides information on how the French live, their 
history, geography and the historical sites of France.

EDC4S First 1,000 Words in French $9.95
Sticker Book, Softcover, 6� pp, ISBN: 978079450425
his picture book, with enticing illustrations & stickers, 
provides a wide range of learning opportunities for the 
young reader. This is an excellent first vocabulary book, 
containing a pronunciation guide and a French/English 
glossary
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BEGINNING WORD BOOKS & JUVENILE DICTIONARIES

ELI1604 DICTIONNAIRE ILLUSTRÉ + CD-ROM  Hardcover, 96 pp., ISBN:9788853611604,  $39.95
The ELI Picture Dictionary contains �� illustrated theme pages that introduce well known topics such as home, 
family, school and work, as well as up-to-date and specific topics like the environment and astronomy. The glossary 
lists more than 1000 words alphabetically and cross-referenced to the relevant theme page. The accompanying CD-
Rom contains all the illustrated words and a recording for listening comprehension and pronunciation practice.

LA1198 LAROUSSE DES DÉBUTANTS French only, N. R. Nikolaev, HC, 610 pp. 9782035862754 $31.95
More than 6,�00 entries with amusing and attractive full-color illustrations complete this excellent introduction to 
the French language for young readers. Sixteen pages of the book contain conjugation tables, pronunciation keys and 
simple phonetics. Illustrations make this volume a colorful work of interest, perfect for elementary students. 
BA9758 FRENCH-ENGLISH/ENGLISH-FRENCH BEGINNER’S DICTIONARY $9.99
Lipton, G., Softcover, �96 pp., Illustrated,  ISBN:9780764139758
With approximately 1,�00 words and their translations, pronunciation, and a sample sentence, this illustrated dictionary 
is perfect for beginning students. Included are approximately �00 line illustrations, lists of bilingual verb tenses, days of 
the week, months, numbers, and other helpful vocabulary. New in this edition is a travelers’ section with cultural notes.

SELECTED BOOKS FOR BEGINNING STUDENTS

 
LA PETITE BIBLIOTHÈQUE DE DISNEY $7.95 Each  Limited Stock! 

Written for very young readers, these “little hands” books take classic Disney novels and separate them into � small stories. 

HA8476 Livre de la Jungle  9782230008476 HA8469 Le Roi Lion  9782230008469

CAROLINE  "L'Éternelle Grande Soeur"  $14.95 Each 
Pierre Probst, Hardcover, �� pp., Since her "birth" in 19��, Caroline has continuously enchanted the children fortunate 
enough to read these stories. A scintillating little girl, surrounded by her comical group of animals, Caroline brings 
much laughter and understanding into her reader's lives. 

HA829 au Cirque 9782013943116

HA093 et la galette des rois 9782013943093

HA8335 et ses amis fêtent Noël 97822013981613

HA3564 et les Sports d'Hiver 9782013981606 

HA9804 à la mer 9782012269804

HA1651 sur la lune 9782013981651

 COLLECTION LES IMAGERIES Hardcover, 1�8 pp. $26.95 Each ISBN Prefix:9782215
A wonderful collection for curious young readers! Expressive illustrations accompany short, informative texts on a wide range of topics. 
An excellent and entertaining first encyclopedia. MDS001 Library special!  Set of 31 books  $815.95 

CALAMITY MAMIE SERIES  A. Alméras and J.L. Besson. $14.95 Each
Join Romain et Elise for their Wednesday afternoon adventures with their sweet and somewhat clumsy aunt, affectionately 
called "Calamity Mamie." Charming illustrations and easy-to-read sentences will delight intermediate readers.
NA4139 Calamity Mamie 209253498X

NA483X Calamity Mamie à l’École 2092525557

NA8793 Calamity Mamie et les Pompiers 2092528793

NA5883 Calamity Mamie et Le Vétérinaire 2092525883

NA4711 Calamity Mamie Fait du Sport 2092534971

NA3337 Calamity Mamie Se Marie 2092525603

NA9977 Calamity Mamie est une Artiste 2092540882

NA1250 Joyeux Anniversaire Cal Mamie 2092536710

MDS1679 des Avions 160502

MDS5052 des Camions 115052

MDS4671 des Chevaliers 084617

MDS3470 du Cirque 063407

MDS0218 du Corps humain 030218

MDS4452 des Cow-boys et Indiens 104452

MDS5595 des Dinosaures 115595

MDS8417 des Enfants du mond 088417

MDS6264 des Engins de chantier 116264

MDS8424 de l’Espace 088424

MDS0848 de l’Eveil 080848

MDS2783 du Fantastique 62783

MDS7600 de la France 097600

MDS3414 de la Forêt 063414

MDS2257 de l’Histoire 062257

MDS6750 des Inventions 066750

MDS6494 de La mer 106494

MDS2264 des Métiers 062264

MDS0390 de la Montagne 060390

MDS1796 de la Musique 031796

MDS3382 de la Nature 083382

MDS7808 de Noël 097808

MDS7662 des Petites bêtes 97662

MDS8301 des Pirates 88301

MDS7396 des Pompiers 97396

MDS9362 des Princesses 69362

MDS9201 des Records d’animaux 69201

MDS6630 de la Terre 106630

MDS2356 de la Vie des enfants 062356

MDS4879 de la Ville 064879
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SELECTED BOOKS & POSTERS
ALBUMS BABAR L. Brunhoff, 8 1/�" x 11", Hardcover $27.95 Each

Babar, the well known French elephant, has delighted generations of children, and he is almost as famous in the 
United States as he is in France. Each album is beautifully illustrated and written with that special charm that is 
characteristic of the series. These titles are also available in a smaller softcover  format 10"x 7.5" at $13.95 each 
title. Please add the letter S to the codes listed below.
HA001 Le Voyage de Babar
HA002 Le Château de Babar
HA003 Histoire de Babar
HA0021 Babar et la cité perdue
HA007 Professeur Grifaton

HA008 Babar en famille
HA0020 Babar et sa fille Isabelle
HA0015 Babar et les quatre voleurs
HA0017 Babar et ce coquin d’Arthur
HA0018 Les Vacances de Zéphir

COLLECTION DISNEY CINEMA  Hardcover, 96 pp. $25.95 Each
Easy-to-understand texts, predominately present tense verbs, and familiar illustrations taken directly from the 
animated films, complement these fine and colorful volumes. The characters come to life in the richly colored 
illustrations. Entertain your students with these classic books they know and enjoy.
AMF0919 Aladdin 9782017050711 

AMF0709 Alice/Pays des Merveilles
 9782016274866

AMF0764 Blanche Neige 9782016274866

AMF010X Cars 9782016275979 

AMF5863 Cars 2 9782016275863

AMF0175 Cendrillon 9782017054665 

AMF2169 Coco 9782017022169

AMF0309 Dumbo 9782014632941 

AMF0712 La Belle /Bois Dormant 9782017088943 

AMF1507 La Belle Et La Bete 9782017116660

AMF0400 La Belle et le Clochard 9782017054559

AMF0845 La Petite Sirène 9782017050728

AMF6448 La Reine des neiges 9782017046448

AMF8858 La Reine des neiges 2 9782017118558

AMF0397 Le Livre De La Jungle 9782013237390

AMF0735 Le Monde de Nemot 9782017050735

AMF1067 Le Roi Lion 9782017088998 

AMF0533 Les 101 Dalmatiens 9782017054733

AMF0722 Les Aristochats 9782016274910

AMF3062 Les Indestructibles 1 9782017073062

AMF2510 Les Indestructibles 2 9782017022510

AMF9031 Luca  9782012049031

AMF4968 Mulan 9782017094968

AMF0657 Peter Pan 9782016274873 

AMF4740 Pinocchio 9782017054740

AMF4514 Pocahontas 9782230004515 

AMF5694 Raiponce 9782017045694

AMF1210 Ratatouille 9782017088950

AMF4566 Rebelle 9782017054566

AMF1640 Soul 9782017051640

AMF0112 Vaiana 9782013350112

FRENCH WALL POSTER $14.95 Each Poster. 
Decorate your classrooms or your homes with these enchanting posters with a French flavor. Enjoy the cities, the 
regions, the markets and the food! Each poster is wall size and laminated.

TD309 La Boulangerie
TD3 Boutiques
TD806 Centre Pompidou
TD901 La Fromagerie
TD812 Guadaloupe
TD803 Martinique
TD313 Maroc
TD846 Monte Carlo
TD820 Nice
TD910 Notre Dame
TD271 Sacre Coeur
TD809 La Seine
TD54 La Suisse
TD815 Versailles

CP215  French Questionword 
Posters $24.95  
Remember how to ask questions with 
these 10 amusing and effective laminated posters.
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FRENCH TRANSLATIONS OF CHILDREN'S CLASSICS
Introduce your children or students to these very popular titles, now available in French. Original English titles are for reference.

PRE K LEVEL READERS

EC7711 Bébés Chouettes / Owl Babies
M. Waddell, ISBN:9782211017718 13.95

EC6006 Bonsoir Lune HC $23.95
Goodnight Moon, M. Wise Brown, 10283

EC2939 Bonsoir Lune SC 13.95
ISBN: 9782211072939

SO2700 Canard Est En Retard 
Duck in the Truck,  Limited Stock! $15.95
J. Alborough, ISBN:9782877672702  

EC1642 Le Canard Fermier
Farmer Duck $23.95
M. Waddell, SC ISBN:9782211051644

EC6580 Frédéric / Fredrick the Mouse 
Lionni, ISBN:9782211065801 $13.95

EC4085 Ming Lo Déplace la Montagne 
Ming Lo Moves the Mountain
A. Lobel, ISBN:9782211073561 13.95 
EC3719 Le Bain de la Princesse Anne 
Princess Anne's Bath $16.95
C. Oster, ISBN:9782211073714

EC711 Roule / Roll $15.50
T. Matsuoka, ISBN:9782211313261

EC2710 Un Tout Petit Coup De Main
Just A Little Bit 13.95
A. Tompert, SC, ISBN: 9782211042710

FO8031 Si La Lune Pouvait Parler
And If the Moon Could Talk $11.95
Banks, Hallensleben, ISBN:9782070645381 

EC4534 Tu Ne Dors Pas, Petit Ours? 
Can't You Sleep, Little Bear? 13.95
M. Waddell, ISBN:9782211079020

GRADE K-3

K -3 LEVEL READERS
KLE6953 A-A-A-A-Atchoum! 13.95
A Sick Day for Amos McGee 
HC �� pp. P.C. Stead, ISBN:9782211209700

EC1216 Affreuse Rage de Dents
Horrible Toothache 13.95
J.M. Billioud, ISBN:9782211061216

EC2239 L'Appel des Loups $13.95
Call of the Wolves 
J. Murphy, ��pp., ISBN:97822110942239

EC8751 L'Arbre Généreux   $23.95
The Giving Tree 
S. Silverstein, �9 pp., ISBN:9782211094153

EC681 Ballon Rouge  HC $21.95
Red Balloon ISBN:97822111039994
EC682 Ballon Rouge  SC $14.95
Red Balloon ISBN:9782211033916

EC3164 Boréal-Express   HC $25.95
 ISBN:9782211230506

UD7172 Le Cauchemar $29.95
The Nightmare, E. Oriol, 9782877677172

EC3407 Le Chapeau Volant / The Hat
T. Ungerer, ISBN:9782211033404 13.95
EC5549 Crictor / Crictor 13.95
T. Ungerer, 6� pp., ISBN:9782211216029

ELMER by D.MCKEE 13.95 EACH
EC9446 Elmer / Elmer the Elephant  
ISBN:9782211019446 13.95
EC9447 Elmer Encore et Encore
Elmer Again ISBN:9782211021692

EC2627 Elmer Sous la Neige
Elmer in the Snow ISBN:9782211052627

EC7965 Elmer et Les Hippopothames
Elmer and the Hippos ISBN:9782211077965

EC3472 Elmer et Walter
Elmer and Walter ISBN:9782211043472

EC2863 Elmer et Le Vent
Elmer and the Wind ISBN:9782211052863
EC8918 Elmer et Papi Eldo
Elmer and daddy Eldo ISBN:9782211068918

HA2554 Franklin A Peur de L’Orage
Franklin Is Afraid of the Storm $12.50
ISBN:9782013932554  

EC6871 La Grosse Bête de Monsieur 
Racine / Beast of Mr Racine
T. Ungerer, ISBN:9782211016872 13.95
EC5817 Une Histoire de Caméléon
A Color Of His Own  $27.95
L. Lionni, ISBN:9782211035811 
FO8112 Une Histoire Sombre, tres 
Sombre/ A Very Dark Tale $27.95
R. Brown ISBN:9782070561353

EC8750 Il Ne Faut Pas Habiller les 
Animaux / Animals should definitely not 
wear clothing 13.95
J. and R. Barrett, ISBN:9782211065726

EC9206 Le Loup Est Revenu!
The Wolf  Has Returned
G. Pennart, ISBN:9782211037495 13.95

EC631X Le Magicien des Couleurs
The Magic Spectacles
A. Lobel, ISBN:9782211096317 13.95

UD2068 Les Malheurs d'Ysengrin
The Magic Spectacles
Samivel, ISBN:9782211082068 13.95

FO7099 Maman, Ne T'en Vas Pas
Mama, don't go  $13.50
R. Wells, ISBN:9782070537099 

EC1965 Max et les Maximonstres
Where the Wild Things Are $20.95
M. Sendak, ISBN:9782211222747

EC0418 Le Nuage Bleu / Blue Cloud
T. Ungerer, ISBN:9782211070416 13.95

EC2237 Oncle Éléphant  $18.25
A. Solotareff, 9782211075107

GA4702 Petit Bateau/ Little Tug $12.50
S. Savage, ISBN:9782070664702

EC5878 Petit-Bleu et Petit-Jaune
Little Blue and Little Yellow 13.95 
L. Lionni, �9 pp., ISBN:9782211058780

NA1503 Le Petit Poucet/ Tom Thumb. 
Perrault, ISBN:9782092552322 $12.50
EC9512  Poisson est un Poisson 13.95 
Fish is Fish, L. Lionni, 9782211079518

FOJ7833 La Princesse Finemouche
Princess Smartypants
B. Cole, ISBN:9782070627493 $12.95

EC2572 Porculus / Small Pig $17.95
A. Lobel, ISBN:9782211072977

EC6511 Ranelot et Bufolet une Paire 
d’Amis / Frog and Toad Together $17.95
A. Lobel, ISBN:9782211091565

EC2874 Soupe à la Souris $17.95
Mouse Soup A. Prinsaud,  9782211079419

EC8515 Les Trois Brigands  13.95
The  3 Robbers, T. Ungerer,  9782211058513

GRADE 4-6
EC6411 L'Arbre aux Oiseaux 13.95
Tree of Cranes, A. Say, ISBN:9782211046411

EC6874 Jumanji HC / Jumanji $25.95
C. Van Allsburg, ISBN:9782211213417

EC8970 Jumanji SC 2211208970 13.95
GA2299 Noirs et Blancs / Tusk Tusk
D. McKee ISBN:9782070562299 $11.25
EC1982 Otto / Otto 13.95
T. Ungerer, ISBN:9782211061988

EC7379 Zathura 13.95
C. Van Allsburg, ISBN:9782211207379
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CHAT ASSASSIN $17.95 Each title 
EC1148 L’Anniversaire du Chat 
Assassin/ Happy Birthday Killer Cat 
ISBN: 9782211310994

EC8399 Le Chat Assassin, le Retour 
Return of the Killer Cat ISBN:978221106454
EC2871 Journal D’un Chat Assassin
Diary of a Killer Cat  ISBN:9782211306430

EC6952 Noël du Chat Assassin
Killer Cat’s Christmas, ISBN:9782211310949

EC0285 La Vengeance du Chat 
Assassin/The Killer Cat Strikes Back
 ISBN:9782211090285

GRADE 6-8
EC1124 Qui A Mis Des Cheveux Sur 
Ma Brosse A Dents?/ $25.95
Who Put That Hair In My Toothbrush?
J. Spinelli, �80 pp. ISBN:9782211201124

LP2446 Alice au Pays des Merveilles, 
suivi de De l’Autre Côté du Miroir 
Alice in Wonderland & Through the Looking 
Glass, L. Carroll, ISBN:9782253082446 $15.95
FO8007 Le Bateau Vert / Green Ship
Q. Blake, ISBN:9782070645374 $14.50
FO8090 Chut, Chut, Charlotte! $12.95
Noisy Nora, R. Wells, ISBN:9782075159111 
EC4365 Compte les Étoiles /Number the 
Stars, L. Lowry, ISBN:9782211306270 $14.95

ROALD DAHL

FOJ602 Le Bon Gros Géant $18.95
The BFG,.ISBN:9782070603480

FOJ446 Charlie et la Chocolaterie
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
ISBN:9782070601578 $16.95
FOJ5176 Charlie et le Grand Ascenseur 
de Verre, Charlie and the Great Glass 
Elevator ISBN:9782070601622 $16.95
FO8104 L'Énorme Crocodile $11.95
The Enormous Crocodile,  ISBN:9782075155106

FOJ3742 James et la Grosse Pêche
James and the Giant Peach $16.95
ISBN:9782070601615

FOJ774 Matilda / Matilda $19.95
ISBN:978207060585

GA6982 La Potion Magique de Georges 
Bouillon / George’s Marvellous Medicine   
ISBN:9782070601608 $16.95 
SO3386 Sacrées Sorcières/The Witches
ISBN:9782070601592 $19.95
EC4344 Jacob, Julia, et Jerichoire  $13.95
C. Nostlinger, ��9 pp., 9782211044349

SO6548 Le Nouvel Élève
The New Kid at School $16.95
K. McMullan, ISBN: 9782075097178

EC1662 Le Passeur / The Giver
L. Lowry, ISBN:9782211205825 $16.95
SO7804 Sarah la Pas Belle
Sarah Plain and Tall $21.95
P. MacLachlan, ISBN:9782075097161

SO5298 Sarah la Pas Belle Se Marie
Sarah Plain & Tall Gets Married $21.95
P. MacLachlan, ISBN:9782075197653

GRADE 9-12
 LP9860 L'Appel de la Forêt
Call of the Wild $11.95
J. London, ISBN:9782253039860

FOJ5090 L’inconnu du donjon $15.95
E. B- Pellen ISBN:9782070585090

FOJ459 L'Arbre aux Souhaits/ Wishing 
Tree W. Faulkner, 9782070630219 $13.95
HA0033 Les Aventures de Tom Sawyer
M. Twain, ISBN:9782012202344 $14.95

FRENCH FAVORITES
PRE-K LEVEL READERS

EC5436 Bon Appétit! Monsieur Lapin 
C. Boujon, SC, 9782211017848 11.95
Mr. Rabbit doesn't like carrots anymore. 
What is he going to eat now?
EC7351 Je Mangerais Bien une Souris
C. Boujon, SC, 9782211073516 $11.95
A young cat, never having seen a mouse, 
hungers for one.
EC1265 Le Monde à l'Envers $12.95
Mario Ramos, Softcover, ISBN:9782211201711
A little mouse sees the world differently from 
others - it's all up-side down!
EC3355 3 Petits Hippopotames $11.95
L. Landström, �� pp., SC, SBN:9782211073325
The hippos' favorite thing to do is to dive in 
the pool. One day they discover that their 
pool just doesn't have enough water any 
more! What are they to do?

GRADE K-2
EC9199 Ah! Les Bonnes Soupes $11.95
Claude Boujon, �6 pp., SC, 9782211037266
Ratatouille the witch wants to become a 
beautiful young girl, but she can't find the 
right potion!

EC1154 Le Chien Qui Voulait Être 
Chat P. Corentin, SC, 9782211011549 $11.95
A dog dreams of the easy life a cat leads.
GA7932 Loup Qui Voulait Être Mouton 
M. Ramos  SC, :9782211201711 $11.95
Little wolf would like to be a lamb. He 
decides to dress up and chew grass. A golden 
eagle is fooled and captures him. Well,  flying 
is great but he won’t be a meal! 
EC3975 A Poil(s) $11.95
M. Escoffier, Softcover, ISBN:9782211203975
Meet a lion who’s too hot, a zebra disguised as 
lion, a hyena who dresses in ostrich feathers, 
and more strange animals!
EC1277 Zigomar N'Aime Pas les $11.95
Légumes P. Corentin, �8 pp., SC 9782211012775. 
Zigomar finds himself trapped in the 
kingdom of vegetables out for revenge!

GRADE 2-6
HT9681 L’Arbre qui Chante $11.95
B. Clavel, Softcover, �7 pp., 9782218749681
Their grandfather's friend asserts that he 
can make the old maple sing. How will 
he do it? After months of secret work, the 
children discover the maple was turned 
into a violin!
EC8943 Le Petit Chaperon Vert $13.95
A. Solotareff, ISBN:9782211209472
Exasperated by all the stories about “little 
red riding hood,” the “little green riding 
hood” decides to reveal the truth about what 
really happened on this famous day when 
her enemy went to visit her grandmother.
EC7087 La Poule Qui Avait Pondu un 
Boeuf C. Oster, �0 pp., $16.95
The chickens are stupefied. Denise the 
chicken has laid... a cow? Where did that 
"b" come from? The chickens go looking 
for answers. 9782211227087

GRADE 6-8
UD7116 Le Coupeur de Mots $10.95
H. Schadlich, SC, 7� pp., ISBN:9782081247116
Paul hates doing homework. When a 
strange man offers to do it for him in 
exchange for his prepositions and verbs, 
Paul happily agrees. But the boy's new, 
odd way of speaking soon leads to comical 
misunderstandings.
CA3959 De l'Autre Cote du Mur Y. 
Hassan, SC, 1�� pp, 9782203093959 $12.95
After an accident, 1�-year-old Louise 
starts using a wheel chair. Soon after she 
discovers that her elderly new neighbor 
uses one too! A story about ability and 
friendship, with the backdrop of WWII
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Hardcover, 6� pp., ISBN Prefix:2203001 $22.95 Each
Tintin, star reporter, is one of the best-loved French cartoon characters. His engrossing adventures, which occur throughout the globe 
take him, his friends and dog Milou, to Inca temples, Arabian palaces, and many other exotic settings. Each album is illustrated in color.
CA122 Au Pays de l'Or Noir 143

CA125 Coke en Stock 186

CA124 L'Affaire Tournesol 178

CA127 Les Bijoux de la Castafiore 208

CA101 Les Cigares du Pharaon 038

CA106 Le Crabe aux Pinces d'Or 089

CA102 L'Étoile Mystérieuse 097

CA128 L'Île Noire 062

CA123 Objectif Lune 151

CA100 On a Marché sur la Lune 16X

CA104 L'Oreille Cassée 054

CA105 Le Sceptre d'Ottokar 070

CA107 Le Secret de la Licorne 100

CA120 Les Sept Boules de Cristal 127

CA121 Le Temple du Soleil 135

CA103 Tintin en Amérique 02X

CA109 Tintin au Congo 011

CA110 Tintin et les Picaros 232

CA126 Tintin au Tibet 194

CA108 Le Trésor de Rackham Rouge 119

CA129 Vol 714 pour Sidney 216

CA160 Le Lotus Bleu 046

LES AVENTURES DE TINTIN

MZSWR MY LIFE AS A ZUCCHINI DVD  (PG-13) French /English $21.95
A delightful and touching tale about the uplifting power of friendship in the face of adversity. After befriending a 
kind police officer, nine-year-old Zucchini is taken to a foster home filled with other orphans his age. Though he 
struggles to find his place at first, with the help of his new friends, Zucchini learns to trust and love again as he 
searches for a new family of his own.

MZ7AP APRIL AND THE EXTRAORDINARY WORLD DVD  (PG )French/English $17.95
Paris, 19�1. A family of scientists is on the brink of a powerful discovery when a mysterious force suddenly ab-
ducts them, leaving their young daughter April behind. Years later, April carries on her family’s research in secret 
with her cat, Darwin, but soon finds herself at the center of a shadowy conspiracy and on the run from government 
agents, bicycle-powered airships and cyborg rat spies!

MZCRK PORCO ROSSO DVD  (PG ) Japanese/French/English $21.95
Porco whose face has been transformed into that of a pig by a mysterious spell, infuriates a band of sky pirates with 
his aerial heroics. The pirates hire Curtis, a rival pilot, to “get rid” of him. On the ground, the two pilots compete 
for the affections of the beautiful Gina. But it is in the air where the true battles are waged, bicycle-powered air-
ships and cyborg rat spies! 

BLD586 Persepolis Tome 1 0586

BLD791 Persepolis Tome 2 0791

BLD040 Persepolis Tome 3 41040

BLD378 Persepolis Tome 4 41378

PERSEPOLIS $33.95 each (unless noted)

MZ78W Persepolis DVD $19.95
Winner of the Cannes Jury Prize 2007, 95 min, PG-13

In this unforgettable graphic novel series, Marjana Satrapi describes growing up during the Islamic Revolution in Iran. 
Equally personal and political, Persepolisis is both a coming of age story and the history of a country. Black and white 
illustrations give each page unique visual impact. Available in � volumes or a complete edition. Also an animated film! 
ISBN Prefix: 978284414
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LES AVENTURES D'ASTÉRIX $22.95 Each
Text by Goscinny, Illustrations by Uderzo

 

ISBN Prefix:201210

DR1 ASTÉRIX LE GAULOIS 1333

DR2 LA SERPE D'OR 1340

DR3 ASTÉRIX ET LES GOTHS 1357

DR4 ASTÉRIX GLADIATEUR 1364

DR5 LE TOUR DE GAULE 1371

DR6 ASTÉRIX ET CLÉOPÂTRE 1388

DR7 LE COMBAT DES CHEFS 1395

DR8 ASTÉRIX CHEZ LES BRETONS 1401

DR9 ASTÉRIX ET LES NORMANDS 1418

DR10 ASTÉRIX LÉGIONNAIRE 1425

DR11 LE BOUCLIER ARVERNE 1432

DR12 AUX JEUX OLYMPIQUES 1449

DR13 ASTÉRIX ET LE CHAUDRON 1456

DR14 ASTÉRIX EN HISPANIE 1463

DR15 LA ZIZANIE 1470

DR16 ASTÉRIX CHEZ LES HELVÈTES 1487

DR17 LE DOMAINE DES DIEUX 1494

DR18 LES LAURIERS DE CÉSAR 1500

DR19 LE DEVIN 1517

DR20 ASTÉRIX EN CORSE 1524

DR21 LE CADEAU DE CÉSAR 1531

DR22 LA GRANDE TRAVERSÉE 1548

DR23 OBÉLIX ET COMPAGNIE 1555

DR24 ASTÉRIX CHEZ LES BELGES 1562

DR25 LES 12 TRAVAUX D'ASTÉRIX 1586

DR39 LE GRAND FOSSÉ 0002

ISBN Prefix:286497

HA26 LA GALÈRE D’OBÉLIX 0961

HA28 LE FILS D’ASTÉRIX 0112

HA27 L’ODYSÉE D’ASTÉRIX 004X

HA39 LE GRAND FOSSÉ 0007

HA40 ASTÉRIX CHEZ RAHAZADe 0201

HA41 LE COUP DE MENHIR 049X

HA42 COMMENT OBÉLIX EST TOMBÉ
 DANS LA MARMITE 0392

HA36 ASTÉRIX ET LA SURPRISE DE 
 CÉSAR (Movie Adaptation) 0155

ASTÉRIX VIDEOS $21.95 each Color, 77-90 min., No subtitles
TV431  Astérix et Cléopâtre
AST426  Les 12 Travaux d’Astérix
AST665  Astérix et les Vikings
AST436  Astérix aux jeux Olympiques
TV433  Astérix et les Indiens

LUCKY LUKE  $22.95 Each
If you have not yet discovered the cowboy that draws his gun faster than his shadow, it's time you did! Lucky Luke and his horse Jolly Jumper 
have become the heros of the comic western. No comic book collector or friend of the lonesome cowboy should be without Lucky Luke!
LL08 7 Histoires de Lucky Luke 9782884710077

LL10 Ballade Dalton et Autres 9782884710404

LL20 Billy the Kid 9782800114606

LL30 Calamity Jane 9782800114484

LL05 Canyon Apache 9782884710237

LL23 Le Daily Star 9782884710381

LL09 Daisy Town 9782884710367

LL02 Dalton City 9782884710107

LL06 Ma Dalton 9782884710060

LL07 La Guérison des Dalton 9782884710305

LL03 Jesse James 9782884710251

LL41 La Légende de l'Ouest 9782884711166

LL11 OK Corral 9782884710442

LL01 Le Pied Tendre 9782884710244

LL4X Pony Express 9782884710428

LL16 Remontant le Mississippi 9782800114569

LL4 Sous le Ciel de l'Ouest 9782800114446

LL31 Tortillas pour les Dalton 9782800114712

LL25 Ville Fantôme 9782800114651

LL04 Western Circus 9782884710268
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TRAVEL & ILLUSTRATED BOOKS IN FRENCH
COLLECTION J'AIME Oversized, 1�� pp., illustrated covers, Hardcover, $59.95 Each Title

France's history dates back many centuries, and throughout each region you will find the monuments, gastronomy, crafts,  
and the architectural changes which have marked this country's personality. The clear, concise text for each region lends 
itself well to short reports, and full color photographs let you enjoy France's beauty. Items in red are Limited Quantity!
CA1915 L'ALSACE 9782723433303 
VOL7681 BRETAGNE 9782732466880 
AT7085 LA CHAMPAGNE/L'ARDENNE 9782731220315 
CA1937 LA NORMANDIE 9782723430500 
AT7089 PAYS DU RHONE 9782731220353 

CA1781 LA PROVENCE 9782723430494 
AT0320 VENDÉE /PAYS POITEVIN 9782731220230 
HA2399 LES ALPES  9782723432399
CA1936 LE VAL DE LOIRE 9782723432429 

ILLUSTRATED BOOKS IN FRENCH
EDDL02 L'Architecture Française $15.95
D. Basdevant, Hardcover, ��0 B&W illustrations
Explore the rich variety of architectural styles in France 
from prehistoric times to the �0th century.   An alphabetical 
index of architects, including concise biographies, is 
found at the end of the book.
OF002 Aimer les Châteaux de la Loire
R. Polette, Softcover, 1�7 pp., color photographs $15.95
Architectural heritage and museum studies are both 
covered in this beautifully illustrated book as it leads 
you through the Loire Valley. Captivating modern color 
photographs embellish the well written descriptions. 
EDDL3144 Paris de Sartre et Beauvoir $29.95
J. Moreau, HC ,168 pp., BW & Color photos
Sartre and de Beauvoir will forever be associated with 
St. Germain-des-Prés and the existentialist period they 
experienced in France. Within the pages of this fascinat-
ing book, you will visit the sights from Montparnasse to 
Saint-Germain-des-pres as the writers would have.
EDDL2264 Paris Impérial $19.95
Maneglier Hardcover, �11 pp., ISBN:9782200372262
From the landscaping of parks to the paving of 
boulevards, from commercial fashion to standardized 
hygiene, from innovations in gastronomy to technology, 
19th century Paris was an epicenter of modernity, beauty, 
and excitement. This book will take you there.
EDDL2001 Paris Quartier D'Histoire $19.95
N. d'Archimbaud, Hardcover, ��� pp., color photos & ill.
This oversized album with an easy to read narrative, will 
share with you the stories behind Paris. Divided into four 
sections, the book will take you on a photographic and po-
litical tour of the islands, the Left Bank, and the Right Bank.
STK6313 France $29.95
T des Ouches, Oversized hardcover, ��� pp, 9782909450759
A stunning collection of black & white and color photos 
ranging from landscapes, sculptures, buildings, people, 
animals, flowers and more. The pictures offer rich 
panorama of the beauty of France and seem to speak their 
own language without requiring any explaining text.

LES PROMENADES  $19.95 Each
View the stunning sources of inspiration in this collection 
of lush photographs and narratives which depict the 
walks and wonders of some of the world’s best loved 
writers, musicians, and artists. Each book also contains a 
biography, bibliography, and tourist guide. 
EDDL9048 Promenades D’Agatha Christie
EDDL0072 Chemins De Van Gogh
EDDL1710 Promenades De  Chopin
EDDL965X Promenades De Hermann Hesse
EDDL9412 Les Promenades De Picasso

ILLUSTRATED BOOKS IN ENGLISH
DAE1219 Changing Paris: A Tour Along The 
Seine P. Trager, 117 pp., HC, ISBN:1892041219 $19.95
Take a stroll along the Seine with internationally-
acclaimed photographer Philip Trager, who beautifully 
captures the juxtaposition of ancient statues and modern 
urban landscape in classical black-and-white. Visit the 
Eiffel Tower, Place de la Concorde, the Bibliothèque 
Nationale de France François Mitterand, Opéra Bastille.
STK1062 Chateaux of the Loire $19.95
Melchior-Bonnet, Hardcover, 1�6 pp., ISBN:9782856204412
The Loire region encompasses the world renowned and 
picturesque castles of Chambord, Chenonceau, Amboise, 
Blois, Cheverny, Chaumont, Azay-le-Rideau, Villandry, 
Chinon, Brézé, Saumur, Angers. Discover these castles 
and nearby towns, villages, museums, parks of the Valley, 
through beautiful color photographs.
STK0195 France D Gibbon. HC, 6� pp., $9.95
The rare beauty of France’s regions is superbly illustrated 
by the magnificent color photographs in this memorable 
book. Let your students see the culture behind the language.
STK0893 Mont Saint-Michel & Chartres 
H. Adams, Hardcover, 19� pp., 9780831760892 $19.95 
In this beautifully illustrated book, the author captures not 
only the architecture of Mont-Saint Michel and Chartres, 
but also conducts a detailed examination of poetry, 
religion, science, art and philosophy of the 1�th century. 
This well respected classic is perfect for your library. 
STK6708 Insiders Paris $19.95
Demachy,  Baudot, Hardcover, �88 pp., 9782850186707
For years, Elle Decor magazine has been exploring the 
little-known treasures, luxuries and joie de vivre of the 
French capital. Intimate Paris finally reveals the mystery 
by taking you on an intimate tour of the city. You will 
be personally guided through cloistered gardens, ancient 
brasseries, architectural masterpieces and much more!!
DAE7964 To Live In France $19.95
J. Bentley, M. Busselle, HC, ��� pp., ISBN:0500017964
The �60 full color photographs in this book will make 
you want to live in France. Experience the infinite beauty  
of the fields of Provence, the villages of Dordogne, the 
chateaux of the Loire, the Mediterranean coast. 
DAE0887 Provence: The Tradition of Craft and 
Design St George, HC, 1�� pp., 9781840910889 $17.95
Discover the beautiful traditions of arts and decorative 
crafts found in Provence from magnificent ceramic tiles, 
cotton prints to forged metalworks. The volume is divided 
in six sections: pigment, ceramics, fabric, furniture, 
metalworks and outdoors. Astonishing photography 
accompanied by explanations of local traditions
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ART BOOKS - Texts in French
CE3395 L’IMPRESSIONISME  J. Clay, Oversized Hardcover, �16 pp., ISBN:9782851083395 $25.95
It has been over 100 years since the first exposition organized by the painters of the new school of impressionism and 
their art has only become more fascinating as time has passed. This beautifully compiled book covers the reasons for 
and results of the impressionist pictoral revolution. From Pissarro to Manet to Degas to Mondrian, more than �00 
reproductions and photographs show the progression of the artists and their work, separated into 6 stylistically organized 
chapters. The narrative tracks this progression, pointing out details that may have otherwise escaped notice. This amazing 
book will make a spectacular gift.

GF9170 HISTOIRE DE L'ART MODERNE   Hardcover, �16 pp., ISBN:2080109170,  $25.95
Written by a collection of top art historians and museum curators, this compilation of essays traces the major movements 
of the �0th century including Impressionism, Expressionism, Fauvism, Cubism, Surrealism, and Pop Art. Includes over 
�00 magnificent color reproductions of contemporary masterpieces.

COLLECTION CELIV - ART Hardcover $17.95 Each
This series introduces each artist through a history of his life and traces the evolution of his artistic career by integrating 
black & white prints with the text. The second half of the book consists of high quality color reproductions of these same 
prints. The series is an attractive and comprehensive way to study the works of the world’s most famous artists.
CE2043 BRAQUE ISBN:2865352048
CE1939 BRUEGEL ISBN:2865351939
CE2323 ECOLE JUIVE DE PARIS ISBN:2865352323
CE1513 KANDINSKY ISBN:2865351513
CE1319 KLEE ISBN:2865351319
CE9053 LEGER ISBN:2865351336
CE0029 MODIGLIANI ISBN:2865350029

CE1329 MONDRIAN ISBN:2865351329
CE1343 REMBRANDT ISBN:2865351343
CE1726 RUBENS ISBN:2865351762
CE1076 TAPIES ISBN:2865351076
CE1831 TITIEN ISBN:2865351831
CE105X VLAMINCK ISBN:286535105X

TASCHEN ART COLLECTION All in French, Softcover, 9� pp.,  $19.95 Each
Lush and vibrant color illustrations accompany detailed texts which depict the periods of an artist's life and his/her work. Personal 
quotations describing their thoughts also accompany the text. A chronological outline is included at the back of the book. 

TA494 BRUEGEL 3822859494
TA478 DALI 3822859478
TA790 DA VINCI 3822861790
TA224 GOYA 3822818224
TA818 KLEE 3822859818
TA183 MAGRITTE 3822863181
TA766 MIRO 3822861766

TA650 MODIGLIANI 3822861650
TA758 MONDRIAN 3822861758
TA731 PICASSO 3822861731
TA669 REMBRANDT 3822861669
TA270 SCHIELE 3822863270
TA238 VERMEER 3822863238

Texts in English
STK3780 DEGAS: The Masterworks, P. Bade, Hardcover, 1�� pp., ISBN:9780517053782 $25.95
This comprehensive critical study of the painter and his work is part biography, and part stylistic analysis. An oversized 
volume with over �8 full color plates, it is a beautiful testament to one of the Impressionist movement’s celebrated artist. 
This publications should be considered as a work of art, perfect for the enthusiast; instructive for the student; a welcome 
and valuable addition to any library.

STK1973 MASTERPIECES:  D. Frankel, 16� pp., Hardcover, ISBN:0684801973, $25.95
This volume contains more than �00 full-color photographs. Each painting is accompanied by an informative text, 
presented in a pullout format, and includes notes about its painter and the stylistic movement to which it belongs. 
Information about the museums in which these masterpieces are exhibited is also included.

STK6716 THE IMPRESSIONISTS C. Graber, Hardcover, ��7 pp., ISBN:1858336716 $21.95
This gorgeous, oversized book is a breathtaking journey through the world of Impressionism. Each artist is treated 
separately within chapters classed by artistic sub-movements, that collectively chronicle the history of the Impressionist 
movement. With smooth, glossy pages, thorough biographies, and over 1�0 large color photographs, this beautiful 
collection is absolutely not to be missed.

STK4958 IMPRESSIONISTS IN WINTER C. Moffett, HC, ��0 pp., ISBN:0856674958 $25.95
This oversized, jacketed volume examines the technical, stylistic, and thematic evolution of snowscapes and winter 
scenes in the paintings of France's greatest impressionists. With 6� paintings reproduced in full color plates and essays 
by numerous prominent impressionism historians, this collective work is a majestic addition to any library.

DAE1096 RODIN ET MICHELANGELO SC, ��6 pp., 1�� ill., �6 color, ISBN:9780876331095 $17.95
Featuring sculptures and drawings by two of history’s greatest artists, this book examines the significant career of 
Auguste Rodin and his acknowledged influence by the renowned Italian renaissance artist Michelangelo. Essays by 
scholars discuss Rodin’s early withdrawals from the idealized figures of traditional sculpture as well as his visit to Italy 
in 1876, where he encountered for the first time the full impact of Michelangelo’s work. Discussions of individual works 
are accompanied by full-color illustrations.
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ART BOOKS - Texts in English, cont.
STK0287 MONET BY HIMSEL  F R. Kendall, Softcover, ��8 pp., ISBN:0760755612  $25.95
This volume on the life and work of Claude Monet presents a detailed collection of his letters to friends, family, and 
lovers alongside over �00 glossy color reproductions of his work. Oversized, and colorful, this testament to France's 
favorite painter is a perfect coffee-table piece, classroom tool or library addition. Includes a short biography and 
explanatory introductions to each section of the book.
DAE3249 THE SPIRIT OF MONTMARTRE  P. Cate, M. Shaw, Softcover, ��� pp., ISBN:0813523249 $19.95
Explore the artistic and intellectual environment of Montmartre, which spawned the original groups of Impressionist 
and Post-Impressionist painters, as well as important writers & composers, including Mallarmé, Zola, Debussy, and 
Satie. Playful illustrations & theater posters accompany this droll look at the artists' life in Montmartre.
TA2674 PICASSO I. Walther, 7�0 pp., oversized Hardcover,  ISBN:3822882674 $39.95
Covering his life from his childhood in Málaga to his later years in Mougins, this richly illustrated and comprehensive 
work depicts Picasso's range of paintings, drawings, lithographs, sculptures, and ceramics. 96� full-color and �7� black 
and white illustrations accompany this detailed chronology of Picasso's life.

COOKBOOKS - Text in French
CE3556 CUISINE POUR RESTER MINCE  ISBN:9782237003559, HC, �00+ Photographs, 96 pp $11.95
Did you ever think that potato gratin, crème brûlée or cassoulet could be low fat? Within these pages, you will find �0 
gourmet recipes that are low-calorie and healthy, without sacrificing flavor.  With step-by-step illustrations, you will 
prepare soups, appetizers, main dishes, and desserts. Now you, too, can stay thin the French way!
CE3230 SAUCES ET MARINADES N Diggins, Hardcover. 96 Pp, ISBN: 9792865353231.  $11.95
To transform a simple dish into a masterpiece, there exists one simple recipe: sauce. This book will guide you with step-
by-step illustrations to prepare incredible sauces and marinades to make your meals more delicious.  Features  more 
than �00 photographs and professional hints.
OF3553 CUISINE DES CHATEAUX DE LA LOIRE C. Du Pontavice, SC, 1�8 pp., ISBN:9782737323553  $19.95
Blending French history with the history of French gourmet cuisine this cookbook mixes good food with a good 
lifestyle. From pheasant to paté, from Loire salmon with sorrel to Diane vol-au-vents the owners of the twelve châteaux 
in the Loire Valley have have offered up their best family recipes for the authors of this wonderful book..

COOKBOOKS - Texts in English 
DAE4249  TERRINES  D. Greenspan, HC, �96 pp., ISBN:9780547724249 $34.95
French baking is more accessible than ever in this collection of elegantly simple recipes. Deliciously photographed, 
each recipe has straightforward instructions that will help home cooks tackle splendid desserts like cream puffs, apple 
custard squares and lemon-glazed madeleines. 
FL1468 BOCUSE FRENCH COOKING $34.95
H. Delorme, Hardcover. �7� pp, ISBN:9782080301468
This impressive volume is an essential guide for novice and established cooks alike. The book opens with a guide to 
cooking fundamentals, then covers 1�� classic recipes from Quiche Lorraine, to onion soup, to Tarte Tatin. Over 700 
color, step-by-step photographs make this easier than you might think.
HC8918  THE FRENCH KITCHEN COOKBOOK P. Wells, HC, ��0 pp., ISBN:9780062088918 $27.00
A home class for home cooks, this book brings together the culinary traditions of Paris and Provence with stunning 
color photos. Learn to prepare fricassée of chicken with fennel, parmasan crème brûlée, zucchini and basil velouté and 
other vibrant countryside and urban recipes.
TXB0410 CHEZ MOI   E. Magee, Softcover, 176 pp., ISBN :1581820410 $14.95
Taken from some of the most highly acclaimed restaurants and cafés around the world, these recipes have been slightly 
modified to reduce fat content, calories and cholesterol, while maintaining their original cultural and regional flair.  
Recipes are accompanied by easy-to-follow instructions and range from exotic dishes such as Curried Chicken Spring 
Rolls and Peruvian Causa to Almond Joy Cheesecake.
DAE1583 REVOLUTIONARY FRENCH COOKING   D Galmiche. Hardcover, ���pp. 9781848991583  $29.95
In three sections the author will show you how to modernize traditional French cooking with recipes like Pineapple 
Tarte Tatin with Chilli and Lemongrass, Rabbit Terrine with Onions and Parsley, and Monkfish Wrapped in Pancetta 
with Carrot and Mandarin Purée. Over 100 simple recipes cover appetizers, entrees, sides and desserts, complete with 
clear instructions and color illustration, you will be very pleased...
SM127X NEW GREAT DISHES OF THE WORLD R. Carrier, HC, ��6 pp., ISBN:9780765191274 $24.95
Robert Carrier’s New Great Dishes of the World is hailed as a modern cookery classic. After 1� years in Marrakech, 
Paris, New York and Australia, Carrier is serving up the best of his recipes. He shares with us great breakfasts, 
lunches, brunches, dinners and deserts, classic recipes written with simplicity and color photographs for every recipe.
STK3607 PIERRE FRANEY COOKS WITH HIS FRIENDS P. Franey, HC, �1� pp, 1885183607 $19.95
Well renowned Chef Franey, introduces you to classic and innovative, healthy recipes from world famous chefs such 
as: Bocuse, Guerard, Girardet. Prepare Black Sea Bass with potato crust, Pork Tenderloin with Prosciutto, Passion Fruit 
Souffle or Chocolate sorbet. Included are color photographs of the dishes, restaurants & regions.
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GAMES AND ACTIVITIES
PHOTO FLASH CARDS  7"x 7" $21.95 Each, Limited Stock!

These �8 large, durable, brightly-colored flash cards are perfect for classroom vocabulary drills!  Each clear photograph 
depicts a precise object or action. On the reverse of each object card, the word appears in French, Spanish, German & English. 
TD107 Body Parts TD110 Reflexive Verbs

PHOTO BINGO $25.95 Per Set, Limited Stock!
Add fun and games to your classroom with these Bingo sets. Each set of �6 game cards relates to a different topic to help 
your students learn vocabulary & improve their comprehension skills. Call-out cards are in French, German & Spanish.
TD866 Emotions
TD106 Seasons

TD869 Reflexive Verbs
TD187 Time

TD183 Professions
TD287 Christmas

LA2679 APÉRO-CARTES SPÉCIAL FAMILLE 
SBN: 9782035932679 $14.95
More than ��0 elementary questions around the following 
themes: cinema, sport, general culture, nature, sciences, 
history, geography. Let your students practice their French 
with this trivia game from Larousse.
LA2648  APÉRO-CARTES SPÉCIAL 
EXPRESSIONS & DICTONS    9782035932648 $14.95
80 French language questions including on: expressions, 
proverbs, etymologies, synonyms, homonyms, paronyms, 
and ways of speaking.
EVWF BANANAGRAMS: $19.95
Banagrams is a great way to develop your French 
vocabulary. This is a fast and fun, award-winning word 
game that needs no pencil, paper, or board.Players race 
against each other to build crossword grids and use all 
their letter tiles first.
HT5234 BESCHERELLE SUPER DEFI $23.95 
110 cards, 660 questions ISBN:9782218998676
This rapid grammar game will have students racing to 
conjugate verbs! The winner must obtain 10 cards by 
finding the correct conjugation. Each card has three levels, 
making it great for students with many ages and abilites.
ELI0968 SUPER BIS $26.95
� x 60 cards, instruction booklet ISBN:9788881480968 
This basic language game introduces learners to language 
structures. One set of cards has questions, the other 
answers, and students are challenged to match them up. 
The instructions also includes teachers’ notes and tips. 
MZ3023  FRENCH POETRY KIT $29.99
Make learning a new language extra fun with a creative kit 
from Magnetic Poetry. Like mini flash cards each double-
sided magnet has a French word on one side and the 
English translation on the other, great for kids or adults.
ELI8311 GRAND JEU DES VERBES $24.95
100 cards, � dice, teacher’s manual, ISBN:9788881483112
An innovative way to practice conjugation and speaking!  
The game includes 100 verb cards for both regular and 
irregular verbs.  �  dice show what tense to conjugate, what 
pronoun to use, and which form (negative or interrogative). 
The teacher’s manual shows more ideas for games.
KLO101F KLOO: Learn to Speak French Card 
Games Pack 1 (Decks 1 & 2) $34.95
Multi-award winning KLOO has turned learning a 
language into a game. Players make sentences and learn 
words in French to score points. The game is appropriate 
for beginners to intermediate students. 
KLO102 KLOO: Learn to Speak French Card 
Games Pack 2 (Decks 3 & 4) $34.95
Contains useful French words for making sentences about 
"Places and "Everyday objects

ELI5953 C’EST MON METIER! $24.95
1�� cards, gameboard, manual.
Each card has the name or illustration of a trade, the boxes 
on the game board describe the corresponding activities. 
The manual explains the rules and includes suggestions of 
different ways to play the game.
ELI0753 LE JEU DES NOMBRES $24.95
100 flashcards, �� bingo cards, teacher’s manual. Each of 
the flash cards show the roman numerals on one side, the 
French written word on the other. Set up like traditional 
bingo, the teacher’s manual has additional suggestions of 
ways to play the game.
ELI4699 QUESTIONS À LA CHAÎNE $24.95 
For 4-6 players. Each player will have to build a chain of 
questions and answers as fast as possible en français! The 
game includes � packs of 66 cards and a teacher’s manual.
MZJP6S SCRABBLE SLAM French Version $21.95
In this high-speed four letter word game, players race to 
change the existing French word and get rid of their cards.
B07ST 100 PICS France Quiz Game $19.95
The �0 cards in this game feature images to. discover 
France. Find out what foods to expect, see the wildlife, 
maps of regions, landmarks, and learn basic French 
vocabulary. It incorporates a picture window with four 
shutters, sliding answer revealer, anagram area, and 
flippable lid to access cards.
ELI4644 VOYAGE EN FRANCE $26.95
Your students will take a linguistic voyage where they 
answer questions on grammar, culture, history, geography, 
idiomatic expressions, and riddles in French. The game 
includes 1 board, � packs of 66 cards, � dice, and a 
teacher’s manual, for 4-6 players.
ELI4743 FAISONS LA FETE! $24.95
Includes �8 cards,  teacher booklet. A Garden Party 
Game, this domino style game facilitates learning and 
strengthening verbal skills. Following the usual domino 
rules, students have to combine the illustration on the card 
with the correct written description, conjugating the verb 
in the required tense.

QUI SERA LE CHAMPION?
Fun quizzes to test your students French.

LA3096 DES MOTS ?   9782035933096 $15.95
Beginning students of French, all ages, can discover 
rhymes, synonyms, homonyms and families of words. 
8 fun sections to revisit their knowledge of vocabulary.
LA3089 DES CONJUGAISONS? $15.95
Students at all levels can take the challenge and become 
unbeatable in conjugation! Three levels and 60 quizzes are 
available to help your students climb to the the top. ISBN: 
9782035933089
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FRENCH WALL MAPS
Take a tour of France with our Political Wall Maps. These maps show country and political boundaries, major bodies of water, cities and 
towns, and highways, all written in French. They are laminated, which protects your wall map and allows you to write on it with dry-erase 
markers. You will be pleased with these additions for your classes.

EDG283 CARTE DE FRANCE Admistrative  26” x 33”  $89.95
 Laminated map 

CBG0002 L’EUROPE  27” x 34”  $76.95
 Comes with four eyelets for suspension.

CBG0001 PLANISPHERE LE MONDE  41” x 27”  $76.95
 Comes with four eyelets for suspension.

EDG294 LA LANGUE FRANCAISE DANS LE MONDE  55” x 39” $112.95
 Dual sided laminated map - one side featuring French speaking countries and one physical side.
 Comes with plastic rods and adjustable hangers.

                    CHILDREN'S ILLUSTRATED HOLIDAY BOOKS
HA6671 LE PREMIER NOEL DE PADDINGTON  
M. Bond, Hardcover, 96pp., ISBN: 9782012006676 $12.95
What happens when Paddington celebrates Christmas? 
Disasters, of course! But how can you blame a bear cub 
so full of good will? This simple text, written in large 
characters and abundantly illustrated is a good introduction 
to reading for youngsters.

NA2068 QUEL CADEAU POUR LE PÈRE NOËL 
?  F. Joly, HC, ��pp., ISBN: 9782092502068 $12.95
One question obsesses Santa Claus: why does he, who 
distributes gifts to all the children of the world, never 
receive the slightest gift? It is unfair ! He talks about it to 
those around him and it sounds like  he needs a snowball!

EC6361 LE LOUP-NOËL $23.95
M. Gay, Oversized Hardcover, ��pp., ISBN: 9782211074551
A beautiful story that will captivate the attention of the 
reader. You will meet a family of wolves who are excluded 
from the distribution of gifts by Santa Claus.
EC6136 LA LETTRE DU PÈRE-NOËL $21.95
M. Taruishi, Oversized Hardcover, �7pp., 9782211019484
A thick layer of snow covers the forest; It’s Christmas Eve! 
Postman Mouse, a satchel full of letters, leaves the post 
office at a rapid pace. He begins his route.
SO6394 LA POULE NOIRE $14.95
M. Taruishi, Oversized Hardcover, �7pp.,  9782871427834
The black hen is different from the white hens But one day, 
the Easter bunny discovers her specially shaped Easter 
eggs and likes them better than the regular eggs.

EC2761 NOËL DE SAPIN $21.50
M. Gay, Hardcover, �� pp, ISBN: 9782211027618
Vibrant color illustrations will attract the young French 
student. One to two sentences on every other page use all 
forms of simple verb tenses.

EC6388 LE LENDEMAIN DE NOËL $21.50
M. Taruishi, Large Hardcover, �6pp., ISBN: 9782211083461
A sweet book that tells the story of two toys that were 
abandoned after Christmas and the friendly dog that helps 
them find new and loving homes.

EC9323 LA PETITE SOURIS, LE PÈRE 
NOËL ET LE LAPIN DE PÂQUES $21.50
M. Taruishi, Oversized Hardcover, �6pp.,  9782841139323
When the little mouse meets Santa Claus, it’s already a great 
story! But a few months later, she and the Easter Bunny, 
help Santa Claus deliver gifts How is this possible?
MNG6571 LES DUBULOT FÊTENT  $12.50
HALLOWEEN 
D. Dufresne, flexicover, �1pp.,  9782740416570
Tonight is Halloween. The monsters are out, the witches 
are doing magic and the ghosts cry out in the night! At the 
Dubulots', fear and thrills are guaranteed!
HT4169 UN CADEAU POUR PAQUES $21.95
C. Hol, Hardcover, �0pp.,  9782218754166
Helped by Cleo, Bunny will give all the Easter eggs he 
decorated all by himself  to all of his friends! His generosity 
is largely rewarded.

FRENCH NOTECARDS
STK024 MIRO POSTCARDS WITH ENVELOPES $12.95
Your friends will enjoy receiving messages written on these well-known Miro prints.
STK025 PARIS AEROBLEU $12.95
Twenty five high quality blank notecards with envelopes (four different images) feature art that stems from the 
infamous jazz club, Aerobleu and it’s mysterious owner Max Morgan.

CBG0001
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If receiving more than one catalog, please advise us and pass it along to a colleague. $6.�0

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS
This selection of French magazines has proven popular in classrooms and libraries for many years. Perfect for keeping
your students up to date with the international community. A period of up to 12 weeks will elapse before subscribers
start receiving their first issues. ***Please note that publishers will not accept cancellations***

POPULAR MAGAZINES
UNI001 DETOURS EN FRANCE (8 Issues) $129.95
MZ06K PARIS MATCH (52 Issues) $279.00
EXP001 ARKEO  JUNIOR (9-13 years) (12 Issues) $124.95
EXP047 GEO ADO (13-17 years) (12 issues) $155.00
MAG005B LE MONDE DES ADOS (15-20 years) (22 Issues) $179.95
MAG044 PHOSPHORE (15-20 years) (12 issues + web access) $199.95

               ELI  LANGUAGE  MAGAZINES
Highly motivating, “ELI Language Magazines” provide students of all ages and levels with interesting articles, 
fun games and activities in their chosen language. All subscriptions are comprised of five (�) issues sent between 
October and May, and are published in a 16-�� page format accompanied by color illustrations and photos. 
Audio materials and Teacher Materials are available as a free download. *There is a shipping charge of $1�.9� 
for magazine orders of 1 subscription, $1�.9� for � subscriptions, $16.9� for � subscriptions, $18.9� for � 
subscriptions and $�0.9� for � subscriptions, to cover the cost of � separate mailings. 6 or more subscriptions 
will be charged 1�% of the total of the order. There are no shipping charges for Digital Magazines* 

VOILÀ Elementary
Comprised of illustrated vocabulary pages, games, songs, rhymes and posters, language stickers and introductions 
to the French culture with photographs and short articles, this magazine is sure to captivate the young learner.

C’EST FACILE! Elementary (A1-A2)
Each issue contains articles on French current affairs, music, and sports. Interactive, illustrated vocabulary 
pages containing nouns, verbs and adjectives allow readers to make simple sentences & help memorize new 
language.

MÔME Lower-Intermediate  (A2-B1) minimum 1 year of French
An interesting topic is presented in the Enquête section, in the illustrated vocabulary and in cartoon format.The 
Voyage en France, Musique, Cinéma, etc., keep students' informed on Francophone culture and current affairs.

JEUNES Intermediate (B1-B2) minimum 2 years of French
Tendence, Enquête, Gros plan? there are many engaging articles on current affairs in the international & 
Francophone world. There are inspiring topics for classroom discussion, while cartoons, games and activities 
make learning fun.

ENSEMBLE Upper Intermediate (B2-C1) minimum 3 years of French
From Tête d’affiche to Quartier libre, Ensemble offers readers a vast range of articles to learn,think, discuss and 
speak confidently in French.

TITLE PRICE PER SUBSCRIPTION
 1 - 4  subscriptions                              5 or more subscriptions

DIGITAL subscription # OF
SUBS

TOTAL

VOILÀ ELIFM06     $36.95   Each ELIFM61     $31.95   Each ELIFM06D   $39.95  Each
C'EST FACILE! ELIFM01     $36.95   Each ELIFM11     $31.95   Each ELIFM01D   $39.95  Each

MÔME ELIFM02     $36.95   Each ELIFM21     $31.95   Each ELIFM02D   $39.95  Each
JEUNES ELIFM03     $36.95   Each ELIFM31     $31.95   Each ELIFM03D   $39.95  Each
ENSEMBLE ELIFM04     $36.95   Each ELIFM41     $31.95   Each ELIFM04D   $39.95  Each
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